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PREFACE 

O
NE of the great lacunae in the history of ancient art is that presented 
by the extreme scarcity of examples of monumental painting between the 
destruction of Pompeii in A.n. 79 and the commencement of the Christian 

tradition in the fourth century. The fault of course lies in the very nature of the 
evidence, for decorations on walls or ceilings are easily destroyed. Decorations 
on the floor have a much better chance of survival. Hence it is that, whereas 
examples of other forms of painting are few and far between, roosaie pavements 
abound in every region of the Roman Empire and throughout the entire 
period of its existence. Thus, mosaic pavements hold out perbaps the major 
hope for a comprehensive understanding of the crucial last phase in the evolu
tion of ancient painting. 

Yet only in fairly reeent times has this potential contribution begun tobe 
exploited. A number of factors have conspired to cause neglect, not the least 
of wbich is the rather low status accorded to pavements as works of art. To 
begin with, they are placed on the floor and serve the ignominious function of 
being walked on. Furthermore, some floor mosaics, particularly among those 
earliest in date and most meticulous in technique, are not original creations but 
imitations of easel paintings. In any event, the technique normally introduced a 
gu1f between the artist who created and the craftsman who executed the design 
(or so it is often assumed) . As a result, the stigma of artisanry, as opposed to 
artistry, has been especially tenacious in tbe case of mosaic pavements. 

Partly for this reason, in the great flowering of archaeological exploration 
that began in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the quantities of 
pavements that abnost every excavation yielded were regarded more as a 
liability than as an asset. What interest attached to them was largely icono
graphical rather than aesthetic, and on the whole it was <leemed sufficient to 
record the subjects of examples with figural representations. Important progress 
has since been made, both in eolleeting the available evidence and in bringing 
it to bear on the problems of tbe history of ancient art. But the investigator 
who would make use of floor mosaics as art-bistorical documents stiil must 
find bis way througb masses of material, often widely scattered and, above all, 
Laeking the sine qua non of historical analysis, a sound chronology. 

All these considerations help to explain the extraordinary importance of 
the excavations carried out before the last war by American and French 
archaeologists at the great Syrian metropolis of Antioeh. There emerged a 
spectacular array of floor mosaics, some three hundred in number, that pro
vide an invaluable basis for the effort to utilize pavement decoration to fil1 
the gap that begins with the destruction of Pompeü. 

The fact that they may do so in practice as well asin theory, is due in large 
measure to the painstaking study of the Antioeh pavements by Doro Levi. In 
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182 IRVING LAVIN 

addition to plaeing the mosaics within the broad setting of late classical art 
as a wbole, Levi bas also establisbed a generally reliable cbronology. This 
chronology demonstrates beyond doubt that the known pavements form a 
substantially uninterrupted sequenee. Altbough only a small part of the city 
was uneovered, we can be reasonably sure that the main steps in the develop
ment, as it oeeurred at Antioeh, are represented. Here, tben, we have a con
tinuous series of monuments in a specifie loeale, beginning at a fairly early 
period of tbe Empire, and baving a fixed upper limit at the very threshold of 
the Middle Ages (tbe eity was eaptured and saeked by the Persians in A.D. 540 
and no pavements that eould be dated afterward were found). 

The Antioeh mosaics are significant, however, ina more specific way. The 
excavations were avowedly undertaken to evaluate a theory, namely, to deter
mine the roie of Antioeh in the evolution of late antique art.1 If, as many 
believed, mediaeval art was largely the result of Oriental infiltration into the 
Hellenic culture of the Mediterranean, then eertainly Antioeh, at the eross
roads of Orient and Occident, would give evidenee of the proeess. Thus, the 
eontinuous series of pavements uneovered provides an ideal "test ease" for one 
of the key problems in the transition from classical to mediaeval art. 

Much of Levi's work in eonnection with the Antioeh mosaics was addressed 
to this question of foreign in:fiuenee, and he reaehed the eonclusion tbat the 
change eould best be explained, not by any overwhelming influx from the Orient, 
but as the product of a logieal and harmonious evolution within the essen
tially unifi.ed ambient of Greco-Roman culture.2 As will appear, this isa thesis 
with which tbe writer is essentially in sympathy, though with certain hardly 
less essential reservations. 

Levi's method was to give an exhaustive description of the stylistic evolu
tion of individual components of the pavement designs, such as geometrie and 
floral omaments, figures, arumals, ete., citing parallels and preeedents from all 
parts of the Empire. In this way, the examples at Antioeh beeome themselves 
illustrations of a larger evolution, and tbe pieture of harmony withi,n the 
Greco-Roman world emerges inevitably. 

But Levi never really comes to terms with the pavement qua pavement. 
Even in a lengthy ehapter on eomposition he deals ehiefly with the arrange
ment of individual elements within tbe design, rather than with the design as 
a whole.3 Yet, ü one foeuses upon this latter aspect of the pavements' style, 
the harmony and logic of the evolution at Antioeh disappears, or rather it 
persists only up to a point. Thereafter, a fundamentally di.fferent attitude 
toward tbe floor makes its appearanee. And wbile the preceding development 
remained largely within the Hellenistie tradition, the new attitude bore many 
of the characteristics that were to beeome fundamental in mediaeval style. 

1 See C. R. Morey's Foreword to the fust volume of the excavation reports (Antiach. 1). 
1 Levi has summarized his viewsin "L'Arte romana," ASAie-m, 24-26 (newserlcs 8-10) (1946-1948), 

p. 229ff. 
s A more penetrating analysis of the Antioeh pavements from this point of view wil1 be found in 

Morey, The Mosaics o/ A t1tioch (London, ete., 1938); some of the arrangements have recently been 
discussed by R. Stillwell, "Houses of Antioeh," DOPa'/JeYs, 15 (1961), p. 45ff. 
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Viewed in this light, Levi's analysis stops short of gleaning from the Antioeh 
pavements perhaps the most important lesson tbey have to offer. For precisely 
because they present an uninterrupted sequence, they show with rare clarity 
that mediaeval art did not come about ina simple linear progression. On the 
contrary, ü tbe Antioeh pavements are at all representative of the develop
ment in the eastem hali of the Empire (and we shall see tbat tbey probably 
are), med.iaeval art must be considered the product of a major revolution. Thus, 
even though we concur in Levi's rejeetion of Oriental inspiration, we are stiil 
faeed with the eritieal question, whenee d.id this new attitude derive? But 
here the question has more precise meaning tban it usually does when the 
monuments involved are few, or when datings for them vary widely, or when 
they are portable and of uneertain provenanee. In the ease of the Antioeh 
pavements, we are able to say exactly what the new eharaeteristics are, and 
when and where they replaeed the classieal tradition. 

The present study suggests at least a partial solution to this problem. Taking 
the Antioeh mosaics as the poi.nt d' appui, the hypothesis is submitted that the 
new conception was not derived from the Orient, nor was it in any real sense 
the product of a harmonious evolution within the Greco-Roman world as a 
whole; rather, it was native specifically to the Latin West where it had long 
been manüest ina variety of regional traditions, among which that of North 
Africa in particular provides the essential background for the later develop
ments at Antioeh and elsewhere in the eastern Mediterranean. In this view, 
the Oriental elements that oecur, undeniably, in certain of the latter works are 
not indicative of the source of the underlying attitude, but were themselves 
adopted asa result of its transfer from tbe West into the Hellenic sphere. And 
it was the consequent interaction of the Latin with the Greek heritage, rather 
than a simple succession of the one upon the other, that helped lay the im
mediate foundations of Byzantine style. 

Some explanation is perhaps in order concerning the manner in which the 
evidence is presented. The problems of chronological precedence, so often 
encountered when seeking to determine artistic relationships during this period, 
in tbe present instance offer no difficulty. Although the internai chronology 
of the Roman pavements of North Africa is open to considerable doubt-se
curely datable examples being extremely rare-there has never been any ques
tion but that the great majority belong to tbe third and fourth centuries; in 
any case the Vandal conquest of Nortb Africa in A.D. 42g-30 provides an 
effective if not absolute terminus, a quarter of a century before the crucial 
transformation took place at Antioeh. 

But the attnlmtion of a major roie to the Latin West, or even worse to a 
provincial western tradition, in the formation of early mediaeval art in the 
Greek East, runs contrary to a great deal of modem thought on the subject. 
lt will become evident that we do not necessarily assurne an immediate and 
direct "inftuenee" from North Africa in tbe eastera half of the Empire (though 
the possibility cannot be ruled out), but rather a broad and progressive diffu
sion of a basically Western point of view, of which North Africa developed 
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certain special aspects. Nevertheless, we are obliged under the circumstances 
to consider in some detail two questions that are often regarded as being of 
secondary importance. Are the characteristics found in North African pave
ments really " local," or might they too have been imported from some source 
that later affected the eastem Mediterranean as well? And if the former is 
indeed true, then by what process might the achievements of this relatively 
obscure western province bave been incorporated into the mainstream of 
European artistic evolution ? 

The procedure of our investigation, therefore, will be as follows. In the 
Introduction we shall define the problem as closely as possible by describing 
the chronology and nature of the transformation at Antioeh. In Part l we 
shall examine a representative portion of the vast amount of North African 
material, to establish its essential character as well as its relationships to the 
later work at Antioeh. The purpose of Part U is to trace the possible channels 
of transmission from West to East which seem to indicate that the formal and 
iconographical similarities may actually refiect a historical relationship. The 
discussion will ta.ke place \.vithin a limited frame of reference. We shall deal 
principally with figural compositions, considering ornamental designs only 
insofar as they are directly pertinent to the main argument. Furtbermore, 
although the iconographical repertory with which the new attitude seems to 
have been associated must be taken into account, our primary concern is 
with matters of style. And we shall deal not with individual stylistic elements, 
but witb the treatment of the floor as a whole. Finally, in the Epilogue we shall 
offer some evidence of the general historical framework in which tbe over-all 
development may be understood.4 

The problem, the point of view, and the direction in which the solution 
must be sought, were fust suggested by Ernst Kitzinger. Through more than a 
decade he has given unstintingly of his time and knowledge, and to him the 
writer is unrequitably indebted. The main body of research was carried out 
under a fellowship at Dumbarton Oaks. l am most grateful to the Director 
of that institution, Mr. John S. Thacher, and to the members of its staff, who 
facilitated every phase of the work with kindness and cooperation. 

In addition to the particular acknowledgements made in the footnotes, l 
should like to express my appreciation for information, help in obtaining 
photographs, and other assistance, to the following: in Algiers, Messrs. J. 
Camon, J. Lassus, F. Villard, Mile S. Warot; in Basel, Mr. H. Lieb ; in Beirut, 
Messrs. W. A. Campbell, M. Chehab; in Brussels, Mlle V. Verhoogen; in Istan
bul, Mr. Paul Underwood of Dumbarton Oaks; in Madrid, Messrs. D. M. 
Noack, H. Schlunk; in Paris, Messrs. G.-Ch. Picard, H. Seyrig, H. Stern; in 
Princeton, Mr. R. Stillwell, Miss K. Higuchi; in Rome, Messrs. S. Aurigemma, G. 
Becatti, A. M. Colini, A. Guillou, E. Nash, N. Neuerberg, C. Pietrangeli, H. 

' In the cour.;e of the research certain related architectur.ü problems came to the fore with which 
the writer has deaJt in a separate article, "The House of the Lord," ArlB. « (196-z). p . r ff. 
Inasmucb as the argument in some respects runs parallel to that presented bere, oftcn involving the 
same monuments. the two studies should be regarded as complementary. 
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Sichtermann, J. B. Ward Perkins, Sig.re R. Calza, I. Rossi; in Tunis, Messrs. 
J. Cintas, A. Driss, C. Poinssot. Special thanks are due to His Excellency 
Salaheddine EI Goulli, former Minister Plenipotentiary, and to Mr. Ferid 
Mahresi, Press Attaehe at the Embassy of Tunisia in Washington, D. C., for 
obtaining, with the kind cooperation of the Department of Cultural Affairs 
of the Govemment of Tunisia, photographs of mosaics in that country, as 
well as permission to reproduce them. The manuscript profited in numerous 
ways from having been read by Mrs. Mary Ann Graeve Frantz, a true friend. 

Finally, l am grateful to my wife for her infinite patience with a husband 
not unlike Thomas Hardy's Michael Mail: 

a bowed and bent man, who carried a fi.ddle under 
his arm, and walked as if engaged in studying some 
subject connected with the surface of the road. 

Under the Greenwood T1'ee 

(Tuis study was completed in December 1961, and only in a few instances bas it been possible 
to take into account material that appeared subsequently.) 

lNTRODUCTION 

"CLASSIC" AND "NON-CLASSIC" ARRANGEMENTS 

IN THE MOSAICS OF ANTIOCH 

What we sball call the "classic" way of organizing the floor of a room may 
be observed, for example, in the triclinium mosaic of the House of N arcissus 
(fig. 1)5. The area bounded by the walls is regarded as a kind of matrix, sub
divided by a series of concentric borders that surround a framed illusionistic 
picture. Every part is separate and independent, though carefully subordinated 
to the dominating element of the composition. The floor, as a surface, seems 
to exist merely as a setting for the rational vision of classical beauty in its 
midst. It is treated much like a wall on whicb a picture is hung- a neutral 

5 Levi, p. 6o1J., fig. 23 on p. 6t, pl. x. The House of Narsissus is dated by Levi early in the second 
century A.D . (see chronological table, p . Cr.z5), but be empbasizes its archaic character (p. 383). 

The term "classic" is used here somewbat loosely, sin.ce the indications are that the system 
was a late Hellenistic rather tban a ftfth-<:entury development. Tbe "concentric" mganization is 
characteristic of Hellenistic mosaics of the seoond century s.e. (e.g. Delos, Pergamon; see Hin.ks, pp. 
li, liil.), but not o( the earlier pebble mosafos (et l. Lavin. "Die Mosaik:fussbõden in A.rsameia am 
Nymphaios," to be published in F. K. Doeroer and T. Goell, Arsameia am Nymphaios, Die Avs
grabungen ... uon I953-z956, Istanbuler Forschungen, no. 23). The system seems tobe a function 
of illusionism, developed, that is, as a way of organizing the ftoor about an illusionistic centerpiece. 
Its beginnings may be seen in the Dionysus ftoor newly discovered at Pella in Macedonia, a pebble 
mosaic in which, quite exceptionally, illusionistic devices are employed (E. Vanderpool, "News Letter 
from Greece," AJA, 62 (1958), p. 324t, pls. 84-86, fig. 4). On the other band, it was certainly not 
restricted to fioors with plctorial inserts, but could be used even when a geometric motif provided 
the centerpiece. ln general the system seems to resuit from a Hellenistic desire to give the fioor one 
or, at times, several points of concentration or focus. All this is in contrast to the majority of pebble 
mosaics, in which frleze-like or circular compositions tend to be employed without dramatic focus. 
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ground cut through by an illusionistic hole.6 In fact, the Narcissus panel, 
though not separately executed, is conceived in tbe Hellenistic tradition of the 
emblema, a sort of easel paintingin mosaic, inserted into the floor. 7 

Obviously, this kind of system, when applied toa floor, meets with certain 
difficulties that it does not encounter on a wall. The picture on a wall can be 
seen from only one direction, whereas the floor of a room may be viewed from 
any point of the compass. Hence, the designer of a floor is encouraged literally 
to take the spectator's "point of view" into account. Two factors may be of 
assistance to him in determining which points of view will be the roost likely: 
the function that the room fulfills, and its architecture (i.e., the location of 
the entrance). Thus, the creator of the Narcissus pavement has placed the 
picture at the "top" of the triclinium, so that it would be intelligible to the 
diners. But in this case the architecture of the room was at odds with its function, 
for the entrance also faces tbe diners. If the picture is to be seen right side up 
by them, it will be upside down to persons entering the room. The dilemma 
is inherent in the medium of pavement decoration and the classic designer, 
employing an illusionistic conception of space that absolutely determines one 
fixed viewpo\nt, must simply take his choice. 

Some classical solutions to the problem are rather more flexible. In a room 
of the House of the Red Pavement at Antioeh the design consists entirely of 
illusionistic pictures set in a geometric framework ;8 eight such, oriented toward 
the four sides of the room, surround a central panel that is larger and of a 
different color scheme than the others. The artist bas tbus provided for at 
least four difierent viewpoints, by systematically destroying the floor as a uni
form surface. The spectator, be it observed, does not walk continuously about 
the room, he jumps; each picture bas its own viewpoint, separate and im
mutable. The design is a truly classic organization of self-contained units 
balanced statically one against the otber. 

Another alternative occurs in the House of the Mysteries of Isis at Antioeh. 9 

Here a continuous frieze of :figures is introduced as a frame around the main 
central panel. The device allows for a continuous succession of viewpoints 
around the room; but tbis applies only to the border, and the central picture 
continues to impose a single predominant orientation. The underlying prin-

• Compare, the center sections of many, especially third-style waD decorations at Pompeü, 
where an illusiorustic seeneis inserted into a series of abst:ract concentric panels; e.g., the House of 
Spurius Mesor (H. G . .Beyen, Die pompejanische Wanddeluwaticn [fhe Hague, 1938), p . 294, Jig. 138), 
or the House of M. Lucretius Fronto (L. Curtius, Die Wandmalerai Pqm.pejis [Leipzig, 1929], fig. 33, 
p. 53). 

' Strictly speaking. the term emblema applies to a separate mosaic panel, usually a small {though 
sometimes quite large, as is the Alexander mosaic), very finely executed picture, actually inserted 
into the pavement of the room. The technique isa Hellenistic invention and while later examples are 
known {see infra, notes 88, 98), it became rather rare after the second century A.n. Tbe device is so 
closely associated with Hellenistic illusionism that we feel justüied in this paper in speaking of an 
"emblema tradition" in reference to the perseverance of th is rational, naturalistic style into later 
periods, after the technique itself had been given up (so also Levi, e.g., p. 308, regarding tbe seene 
of the Amazonomachy at Antioeh). When using the termin its narrower sense, we will add an adjec
tive such as "true" or "real." 

•Room no. 1, Levi, p. 68ff„ fig. 28, p. 6g, pls. xi-xnL 
• Room no. 1, Levi, p. 163 ff. , pl. xxxm b. 
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ciple remains classic since the floor is still broken down into independent units, 
placed inside one another rather than alongside or opposite each other.10 Tbe 
frieze is simply a translation into figural terms of one of the abstract borders 
that surround the embtema in the Narcissus mosaic. 

If we examine now a later pavement from Antioeh, tbe so-called Worcester 
Hunt for instance, we find that a major stylistic transformation bas taken 
place (fig. 2).11 The entire space of the floor is conceived asa single unit andis 
treated as such, without subdivisions. Instead of emblemata, irreducible com
partments of space, the individual figure has become the basic building block 
of the composition; and that which surrounds the figures is not an artificial 
extension of our own world, but an amorphous, depthless ambient in which the 
artist arranges objects with complete freedom-upside down, obliquely, or in 
circles. In this way the problem of multiple viewpoints is fully resolved; we 
can now walk about the room (and not just along the circumference but in the 
interior as well) at an even pace, and always bave something intelligible to see. 
In fact, this is the only way the floor really makes sense. Since the illusionistic 
space employed by the classical artist required the eye to be at a certain distance 
from the floor, he was forced to divide the areaintosmallerspatial units thatcould 
be grasped from a point no farther away than a man's height. Tbe Worcester 
pavement does not consist of such isolated sections, each meant tobe seen sepa
rately andasa whole; ratber, ata given moment we comprehend only a small 
group of figures plus part of those juxtaposed. There is practically no figure or 
group around which we might draw a simple geometric shape, like a square ora 
rectangle, without including part of a group nearby. We are thus encouraged to 
progress from one group to the next, whicb in turu interconnects with the one 
following. For the static balance of independent parts in the classic pavements 
the artist has substituted an entirely new kind of unity-at once organic, 
since one part leads inevitably to the next, and dynamic, since the essential 
requirement for our observation of the flooris that we move. We are drawn 
into this movement; we cannot remain outside, contemplating a complete 
whole from a determined standpoint. There is no single point of reference, no 
one spot from wbich alone the floor must be "read"; only an infinite succession 
of partial views. The central element is stiil present, in the fonn of a standing 
male figure but be is not separated from the others, nor is he particularly 
emphasized; he lends the composition a suhtle accent, but not an insistent 
orientation. Similarly, the trees in the corners and certain details in the arrange
ment of the figures serve to punctuate the composition, but do not compart
mentalize it in the classic sense. All tlus, however, does not imply that the 
elements are arranged hapbazardly. On the contrary, we shall have several 
occasions to observe that the late pavements at Antioeh are very carefully 
organized, and in a way that also provides essential insights into the nature of 
their style. 

10 The continuous figural bieze, in fact, is used as a border in some of the earliest pebble mosaics 
(e.g., Olynthus, Villa of Good Fortune, D. M. Robinson, "The Villa of Good Fortune at Olynthus," 
AJA, 38 (1934], p. 501ff., pl. xx1x); seealso in/Ya, note 215. 

11 Levi, p. 363.B'„ fig. 151, p. 364. 
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This lcind of design ofiered yet another possibility of which the classic 
system was incapable. Requiring, or rather admitting of no internal divisions, 
the composition could be extended infinitely in any direction without prejudice 
to the unity of the surface as a whole. It could thus be used to cover areas the 
proportions of which would cause the classic artist to break them down into 
rnore manageable sizes and shapes. For example, the long narrow corridor 
of the House of the Boat of Psyches (latter part of the third century) has been 
divided into a series of separate panels containing geometric designs, with 
figural compositions placed at regular intervals (fig. 3).12 On the other hand, 
the whole nortb side of the undulating ambulatory of the Martyrium of Se
leucia (late fifth century) was filled with a continuous procession of animals, 
those in the center of the corridor (mainly birds) facing a variety of directions, 
and those along its edges facing outward (figs. 4, 5).13 Tuus, while a multiplicity 
of possible viewpoints is assured, the unity of the entire areais also retained, 
despite its complex shape. The Martyrium mosaic is particularly revealing of 
the extremely intimate relationship to the architecture that may be achieved 
with such a design. The pavement seems "adhesive," following without inter
ruption the curves and angles determined by the architecture. 

It is clear that the later pavements at Antioeh embody entirely new solutions 
to the formal problems of pavement decoration. Among tbe latter we have 
singled out as tbe toucbstone for much of our discussion that of multiple view
points. But it should be empbasized tbat we have done so mainly out of con
venience, to illustrate the underlying principles. For, although it is significant 
that the later fioors at Antioeh are calculated to be seen from various directions, 
this <loes not in itself constitute a really essential part of tbeir differences from 
traditional pavements. We saw tbat classical designers also had ways of solving 
the difficulty. Wbat distinguishes the later compositions is that tbey recognize, 
indeed emphasize, the integrity of the floor as a surface.14 l t is this new attitude 
toward the floor tbat is fundamental, rather than any of the speci:fic new so
lutions to which it gave rise. In fact, we shall deal with numerous examples 
outside Antioeh in which the artist treated the floor as a uniform surface, 
without accounting for more than a single point of view. 

Of course difierences from the classical tradition are apparent in other 
respects also: color, handling of figures and ornament, repertory of motifs, 
even technique. But the present essay has the narrower scope of attempting 
to elucidate, at least in part, the source of these general principles of design. The 
limitation is perhaps justified by the implications of the subject. 1t is not 
simply a question of local Antiochene bistory of art, import~t as that may be. 
For, in effect, the new attitude involves the replacement of the classic con-

12 Colonnade of the Hem1aphrodite, Levi, p. x67ff„ fig. 63, 4, p. 167, pl. xxxix a. 
u Levi, p. 359ff„ fig. 149, p. 36o, pls. LXXXVll-LXXXIX. 
1' A striking illustration of this point is provided by a mucb damaged mosaic recently excavated 

at Privcmo, south of Romo, ina villa saidtobe of the Republican period. Here a squarc panel con
tained a composition of figures and setting arranged in a circle, as in the Antioeh hunts. But the 
panel is a relatively small emblema, placed in the door as a k.ind of illusionistic conceit, rather than 
asa means of unifying the whole surface (cf. FA, 12 [1957), no. 2894, p. 189, fig. 79; photograph of 
the emblema: Soprintendenza alle antiehita, Roma l, n.o. 9173E). 
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eeption of pietorial spaee as a more or less rational analogue of reality by an 
abstract space through which elements may be distributed in accordance with 
rules other than those derived from the observation of nature. Considered thus, 
it becomes a problem in the genesis of med.iaeval style. 

TBE LATER DEVELOPMENT AT ANTIOCH 

Before attaek:ing our problem directly, two preliminary observations should 
be made. The first is that the innovations among the later figural pavements at 
Antioeh seem tobe associated almost exclusively with subjects of a genre nature, 
involving animals and especially hunting seenes. In addition to the Worcester 
pavement and that of the Seleucia Martyrium, such themes occur in the 
Megalopsychia Hunt (figs. 6, 7), the animal pavement of the House of Ktisjs, 
the Dumbarton Oaks Hunt, and the Honolulu Hunt.15 At the same time, 
i.e. , from the latter part of the fifth througb the early sixth century accord.ing 
to the dates assigned to these mosaics by Levi, other sorts of narrative subjects, 
sueh as mythology, tend to d.isappear almost entirely from the Antiocbene 
repertory. The question naturally arises whether the peculiar eompositional 
features of these mosaics might simply be a by-produet of their subject 
matter. 

From a veryearlyperiod, certain kinds of subjects do seem to have involved a 
loose distribution of the figural elements.16 Of this type, for example, was the 
famous asarotos oikos, or unswept floor, attributed by Pliny to Sosos of Per
gamon (cf. fig. 30) ;17 and sucb also are the fish and marine seenes of which a 
number of examples were found at Antioeh itself (cf. fig. 35).18 These types 
remain, nevertheless, a special ease, since they are ab initio representations of 
reality in a disorganized state, rather than reorganizations of reality in its 
normal state. That the Antioeh Hunts belong to the second rather than the 
first eategory is clear from their relationship to Hellenistic hunting seenes 
in whieh there isa definite suggestion of spatial recession (cf. fig. 106).19 We will 
see elsewhere that "d.isorganized" subjects tbemselves developed in a symp
tomatic way during late antiquity. But, while a certain process of assimilation 
may be said to have occurred, they cannot be taken as the eause of analogous 
developments in narrative subjects. The Antioeh Hunts were not produced 
by a sort of "typological transfusion"; they were the outcome of an independent 
stylistie evolution, within an independent iconographie framework. 

This leads us to our second preliminary observation, namely that the late 
hunting mosaies, while they form a distinct group, are by no means identieal. 
There are d.ifferenees amongst them tbat ean best be explained by a chronolog-

u Megalopsychia Hunt; Levi, p. 326ff., fig. 136, p . 324; House of Ktisis: p. 357L, fig. 147, p. 357; 
Dumbarlon Oaks Hunt: p. 358f., fig. 148, p. 359, pl. LXXXVI a; Honolulu Hunt: p. 365, pL xc b . 
(Tbe Worcester and Honolulu pavements were iD the same building.) 

11 Levi, p. 6o6. See infra, under "All-over Designs." 
11 Nat. Hist., XXXVI, 184. 
1a Some are cited infra, oote 141. 
19 Cf. Levi, p. 238; see infra, p. 242f. 
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ieal evolution within the group. The Megalopsyehia Hunt (figs. 6, 7) has a 
medallion in the midd.le with trees inserted between the figures at the angles 
and at the eenter of eaeh side of the square. In the pavement of the House of 
Ktisis the medallion and the angle-trees are present, but the trees dividing the 
sides of the square are missing. In the Worcester Hunt the angle-trees are 
again present, but the rnedallion surrounding the central element is absent. 
In tbe Dumbarton Oaks and Honolulu Hunts, finally, even the angle-trees are 
eliminated. There is, clearly, a progressive elimination of divisive elements 
within the composition, in favor of a more uniform and henee more organically 
ftO\ving design. 

Thus, although details are open to question, there can be no doubt that the 
late hunting pavements are the fruits of an evolutionary process.20 But even 
the earliest member of the group, the Megalopsychia Hunt, is so mghly 
complex an organism that we ean hard.ly assurne it to have been invented 
out of wbole cloth. It presupposes an antecedent development, and this we 
must now seek to diseover, eornmencing at Antioeh itself. 

The first major hunting pavement and the first important step in the evo
lution that concerns us occur at Antioeh in one and the same monument: the 
floor of tbe triclinium of the so-called "Constantinian Villa," which ta.kes its 
name from the period to which it can be assigned almost with eertainty (figs. 
8-11).21 Heretofore the Antiochene mosaicists had distinguished themselves 
by their tenacious adherence to the classical tradition. Down to tbe late third 
eentury the eompositional arrangements employed are much the same as tbose 
we ha ve discussed in the earlier pa vements. In the upper level of the House of 
Menander, for example, there occur: the single emblema (Menander and Glykera 
floor, room II), the arrangement of compartments about a central emblema 
(Nareissus pavement, room 2), the long shape divided into separate compart
ments (floor of room 13) ;22 and tbe west complex of the intermediate level of 
the House of the Buffet Supper contains the eontinuous frieze about a central 
panel.23 The additive prineiple underlying all tbese designs has remained un
ehanged. 

• A problem ari.ses in connection with the chronological distribution of these pavements. Levi 
(chronological table, p. 626) introdnces a gap of at least hali a century between the Megalopsychia 
Hunt (just after the middle of the fifth century; see infra) and the remaining members of the group 
(fint·second quarter o! tbe sixth century). I see no stylistic discrepancies that justify such a time 
lag, and so would prefer to distribute the group more or less evenly through the second half of the 
fifth century. In fact tbe closeness of the development is illustrat.ed by the Worcester and Honolulu 
Hunts : botb are from rooms in the same building, yet the former includes the diagonal trees 
while in the latter they bave been eliminated. Levi also dates the pavement of the Martyrium of 
Seleucia to a time immediately before the earthquake of 526, whereas it too should probably be 
assigned to the last quarter of the fifth century (as it was in the excavation report, by W. A. Camp
bell, Antioeh III, p. 53). 

11 A coin of Constantine the Great was found imbedded in the mortar of the pavement, establish
ing a terminus post quem. That it cannot date after this is evident from its style. Cf. Levi, p. 226ff. 

u C!. Levi, p. 198 tr.; good archaeological evidence supports the dating of the upper level pavements 
to the late third century. 

u Levi, p. 7I8L; again archaeological evidence supports a late third-century date. 
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The Constantinian ftoor also eonsists of two sections, one square, the other 
rectangular; but the compositions within the two sections reveal an entirely 
different approaeh. The square (fig. 8) is simply divided by two diagonals that 
cross to form four equal triangular eompartments. The latter contain trapezoid
al panels with genre hunting seenes that, despite a number of mythological 
overtones, are quite unprecedented at Antioeh.u The center of the pavement 
was not a pictorial emblema, larger and more emphatic than the others, it was 
a small oetagonal pool. The pool of course is "neutral," focusing the compo
sition but imposing no orientation. As a result, the four main sections that 
make up the design have equal pietorial value, and the pavement presents 
essentially the same elements from all four major directions. Furthermore, the 
trapezoidal figural panels created in the divid.ing process are sueh odd shapes 
in themselves that they can be understood only in relation to the design as a 
whole-in contrast to the normal square or oblong panel, whieh is entirely 
independent of its surround.ings. And the figural compositions inside the trap
ezoids are carefully adjusted to "fit" (fig. 9).25 Tobe sure, this was often the 
case in classieal art, as in pedimental seulpture. But whereas in pedimental 
sculpture the adjustments are dictated by the architeeture of the build.ing, 
here they follow merely from the artist's design. Indeed, it is highly significant 
that he deliberately eompromises the naturalistic eonsisteney of the figural 
seenes in the interests of his general decorative plan. Important also is the very 
elabora te framing system; tbe dneeau border and figures of the seasons, far 
from seeming subordinate to tbe narrative seenes, assert tbemselves to such a 
degree that the design has an aimost uniform pictorial "density." For all 
these reasons it is clear that the artist of the Constantinian pavement took as 
his point of departure the square area of the eomposition asa whole, and that 
his design while subdivid.ing that area, preserves its unity to a greater degree 
than the elassic system would have permitted. 

There are other signs of a new departure in the Constantinian Villa. The 
rectangular mosaic that occupies the remaining portion of the triclinium (fig. 
10) is divided into panels that alternately contain figures or abstract designs. 
This, too, represents a new kind of organizational unity. Earlier such small 
panels would have been disposed around some larger, dominant element;26 

here, they are uniformly distributed, without a larger centerpiece. Remark
able also are a series of small rectangular panels placed along the border of the 
hunting pavement. These contain seenes from pastoral life, the first of their 
kind at Antioeh and an even more marked departure than the hunting repre
sentations from the tradition of allegory and mythology. Their style is also 
very different from anything that had gone before, and contrasts with that of 
the hunts. The latter, as Levi points out, closely imitate classical models and 
hence still preserve a strong measure of spatial recession and atmospheric 

" Tbe mythological elements are discussed by Levi, p . 24off. Hunting motüs of an altogether 
diHerent k.ind, had appeared in room 1 of the House of the Mysteries of lsis (supra, note 9). 

2$ Cf. Levi, p. 6o9ff. 
28 Asin tbe Argos and Opora mosaic of the House of the Boat of Psyches (Levi, pl. XLll a). 
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effect. In tbe pastoral panels the treatment of space is more abstract, and 
in one of them (fig. II) the arrangement of landscape elements in super
imposed registers, ratber than receding planes, introduces a system that 
became a carclinal feature of mediaeval art. 27 l t is interesting to observe 
that within the ''progressive" context of the Constantinian Villa, a relatively 
more advanced style appears associated with the more purely genre subject 
matter. 

Many aspects of the Constantinian pavement are without forerunners at 
Antioeh. But the diagonal type of composit ion bad been used there once before, 
and quite recently, in room 13 of the House of Menander, which is datable in 
the latter part of tbe third century (fig. 12).28 Yet, while provi.ding a preeedent, 
it is difficult to believe that the Menander pavement was actually the source 
for that of the Constantinian Villa. In the former, each section is devoted to a 
separate, entirely traditional mythological subject (Leda and the Swan, Eros 
and Psyche, ete.) ;29 in the latter, there is the series of hunts. These, moreover , 
lend an element of narrative continuity to the Constantinian pavement that 
contrasts with the Menander floor and, in a sense, anticipates the thematic 
unity of the later hunting mosaics. so Most important, the diagonal compo
sition of the Menander :floor is itself conceived as an emblema, placed in the 
middle of the pavement; the Constantinian Hunt occupies the major portion 
of tbe floor. On the other hand, certain features in the Menander floor stand 
in closer relationship to the later hunts than to their counterparts in the 
Constantinian mosaic. Naturalistic trees rather than strictly defined frames 
divide the sections; and a central element that is unframed (an eagle with 
outspread wings), suggests but does not insist upon an axial orientation
as ia the Worcester, Honolulu, and Dumbarton Oaks Hunts. Tbe most likely 
explanation for these apparent contradictions is that both compositions, as 
Levi has shown, derived from eelling decorations, the diagonal arrangement 
reflecting the structure of a groined vault.81 The differences between the two 
floors may thus be the result of their dependence upon separate models, and 
despite tbe similar compositional type, they are probably independent of 
one another. They do not themselves constitute a coherent tradition, nor 
did they initiate one. Imitation of ceilings, to be sure, played an important 
role in the development of pavement decoration, and there are numerous 
examples of this at Antioeh ;32 but none occur there, it seems, after the 
Constantinian Villa. And, while the designers of the late hunts may have 
appropriated elements from the earlier examples, no one would be tempted 
to maintain that their compositions reflect vault decorations. The Menander 
and Constantinian pavements show a new interest in types that tend to 

27 Cf. Levi, p. 6u; also C. R. Morey, Early Christian Art (Princeton, 1953), p. 32, and Mosaics of 
Antioeh, p. 38f. Registering will be discussed at some length infra, p. 226ff. 

u Levi, p. 206ff., pl. XLVT a; see supra, note 22. 
29 Actually, two episodes of the E ros and Psyche myth are represented in the lateral panels (cf. 

Levi, pp. 159ff., 209!.), but this should not be construed as implying a consistent narrative. 
ao For the sequence of events in the Constantinian pavement, see Levi, p. 24o ff. 
11 Levi. pp. 207. 227ff. 
11 Cf. Levi, index. s.v .. "Ceilings, mosaic imitations." 
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deal with the decorative field as a whole.33 It is in this sense that they are 
signifi.cant for the later development, rather than as the initiators of a direct 
line of evolution. 

In fact, although the Constantinian Villa in particular indicates a sharp 
break with the past, it remains fundamentally different from the later hunts. 
As will already bave become apparent, its innovations are couched within 
the framework of an essentially classical concept of pktorial space. The artist 
did not treat the entire floor of the room as one unit, but divided it into two 
unequal parts, clearly in order to accomodate the square formed by the per
fectly symmetrical diagonal composition-as if it were itself an immutable 
emblema. Moreover, the latter stiil consists of separate compartments; the 
:figural panels are stiil embtemata, despite their odd shape, and they stiil dis
play a quite rational flow of space. Iconographically, they stiil present a series 
of coherent seenes, whereas the later mosaics contain an agglomeration of 
isolated episodes and single figures that permit a greater degree of freedom 
and fluidity because tbere are no "logieal" breaks between them. While an 
important step has been taken, a very great gu1f stiil separates the Constan
tinian floor from the late hunting pavements. 

Since this discrepancy has as its counterpart a temporal interval of at least 
150 years, it would be reasonable to expect to :find a development at Antioeh 
linking the two phases. But the pavements produced between the early fourth 
and late :fi.fth centuries fail to corroborate the supposition. In fact, the Con
stantinian Villa, seems to bave had no impact wbatever. Figural pavements 
that follow closely upon it, like those in Bath E, which is quite securely dated 
t o the first hali of tbe fourth century,31 are largely in tbe classical tradition of 
separate emblemata arranged adctitively. And mythological seenes of the tra
ditional kind remained the rule for figural compositions down to the middle of 
the fifth century.35 Indeed, the very persistence of pagan subject matter in the 

13 See the d.iscussion of diagonal compositions i11fra, p. 219:ff. 
_. Levi, p. 26o:ff., fig. roo, p. 26o, pl. 1.xu b:ff. A /4rminus post guem of A.D. 305 is established by a 

coin of Galeria Valeria, daughter of Diocletian, who was married to Galerius, emperor from 305 to 
3n. Coins of the second hali of the fourth century found above the mosaics suggest a 14rminus anle 
quem, and Levi places the mosaics in the first hali of the century, after the Constantinian Villa (cf. 
p. 261 and chronological table, p. 626). Also dated by Levi in the first half of the century is lhe 
mosaic in the Jower level of Bath F-a circular composition of .fish with abust of Thetis in the center, 
andsetin an octagonal frame (p. 258f., pl. Lxn a) . 

H Besides the two already mentioned, see the folJowing: Mosaic of Chresis (upper level of the H ouse 
of the Triumph of Dionysus, Levi, p . 278 f., pl. LXJV a); Hunting Amazons (lower level of the Yakto 
Complex, p. 279 fl., pl 1.xiv b); Bath D (fragment in room 1, room 3, Hennes and Dionysus, p. 285 fl., 
pl. LXv~); Tomb of Mnemosyne (p. 291ff., pl. LXvta, b); Mosaic of the Amazonomachy (dated 
by Levi to the tirst quarter of the fifth century; terminus posi quem suggested by clay !amps of 
the fourth century, p. 3o8ff„ pl. LXLXc); House oi the Green Carpet (probably Aphrodite and Ares 
or Adonis, dated by Levi to the mid-fifth century, with some archaeological support, p. 315 f., 
pl. LXXla). 

The chief exception is the mosaic of the Hall of Philia (Levi, p. 317ff., fig. 133, p. 318) , which 
contains a succession of pairs of animals tlanking trees heraldically; even here, however, the genre 
element is c learly secondary to the significance of the representation as an allegory o! the Golden 
Age. Levi ascribed thls pavement to the third quarter o! the fifth century, but a fourth-century date 
seems much more likely (cf. Kitzinger, "Studies in Late Antique and Early Byzantine Floor Mosaics. 
l. Mosaics at Nikopolis," DOPapm, 6 (1951), p. g6f.). 

13 
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Antioeh pavements is an illustration of the tenaeity of classieal tradition there, 
well into the period of Christianity.ss 

The fourth and early fifth eenturies did bring a number of important devel
opments at Antioeh, largely in the direetion of unifying the floor area. In the 
:figural seenes, for example, we find a tendency to expand the relative size of 
the composition ; long, narrow panels are introdueed, and oecasionally the 
picture fills the whole room.37 But tbe most radical ebanges took place within 
an entirely di:fferent frame of referenee. After tbe pictorial florescence of the 
period of Constantine, the number of pavements with :figural subjects dimin
ishes, in favor of purely abstraet designs.38 There is reason to suspeet that 
this style too, so inimical to the humanistie and Hellenistie tradition that bad 
eharacterized Antioeh heretofore, was an importation.39 While it was probably 
a broad phenomenon witb roots in the third century, this abstract style was 
certainly well suited to Christian needs; in fact its m ost brilliant and consistent 
expression at Antioeh is found in the pavements of the cruciform Kaoussie 
church, dated A.D. 387 .40 Here, the unifonnity of the surface is mainta.ined by 
a continuous geometric configuration, or, as in the east arm, by dividing the 
floor into equal panels eontaining sueh con:figurations. Around 400 this con
vention was in turn modified by the reintroduction of human busts, aniinals, 
ete„ into the regular panels formed by the geometric design. Pavements of the 
Bath of Apolausis and the House of the Masks are typieal examples of this 
phase, in which very roodest figural elements are subordinated to a general 
decorative framework.4.1 

But then, in the second quarter of the fifth century the Antiochene artists 
set out in stiil a new direction that, beyond adherence toa general decorative 
framework, had little in common with what had gone before. In tbe upper 
level of the House of the Buffet Supper oceurs a series of pavements in whieh 
small, single elements, floral or geometric, are repeated at regular intervals 
through the whole surfaee; sometimes they are distributed in the interstiees 

ae G. M. A. Hanimann, review of P. Friedlaender, Documents of Dying Paganism (Berkeley, 1945), 
in Specufam, 21 (1946), p. 225fi. (d. K. Schefold, Ori.ent, Hellas und Rom in der archäologischen For
schung seil r939 [Bern, 1949], p. 204). 

11 Long panels are found in Bath E (supra, note 34), the Mosaic of the Amazonomachy. the Hermes 
and Dionysus pavement of Bath D , the Hall of Philia (supra, note 35). 

sa Levi, p. 613. The abstract style of the la.te fonrth centnry at Antioeh is paralleled elsewhere 
in metalwork and pavement decoration; cf. G. L. Brett, "Formal Ornament in Late Roman and 
Early Byzantine Silver," BSR, 15 (1939), p. 33fi.; E. Kitzinger, "The Sutton Hoo Ship Burial V. 
The Silver," Ant·iquity, 14 (1940), p. 4ofi.; ülem, "A Survey of the Early Christian Town of 
Stobi," DOPapers, 3 (1946), p. 125 !.; W. Grünbagen, Dw Schatzf1md von Gross Bodungen (Rõ
misch-Germanische Forscbungen, 21) (Berlln, 1954), p. 7. To this group of monuments should be 
added the geometric rug from Egypt in the Metropolitan Museum, New York (cited infra, 
note 6g). 

As we s.hall see, North Africa continued to produce elaborate figure pavements during this 
period. 

• On antecedents of the style in pavements, see infra, p. 216fi., under "Carpet Designs." 
'°Its foundation is dated by inscriptions of the time of Bishop Flavianos; only the four arms of 

the cross belong to the originai foundation (Levi, p. 284L. pl. cxntff.). 
u The Bath of Apolausis bad been dated by Lassus to the second ball of the fifth century, while 

Levi, quite rightly l think, assigns it t.o the period around A.o. 400 (p. 304fi., pls. Lxvnd, LXVTTl, 
cx.x1 a); the House of the Masks is closely dated to around 'loo by archaeological evidence (Levi, p. 
307ff .• pls. LXIXa, cxxnb). 
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of an oriented or oblique grid.42 These semis and "trellis" designs produce a 
completely uniform all-over pattemin which, in contrast to the fourth-century 
geometric fioors, a light, airy impression is achieved by simplifying the frame
work and allowing much of the background to show through . .a The term 
"carpet style" has been applied to such pavements, which are often thought 
to have derived from textiles, particularly textiles of Oriental origin.44 The 
style dominated the second quarter of the century, and continues, after the 
hunting fioors appear, through the remaining history of pavement decoration 
at Antioch.45 Indeed, in an example such as the mosaic of the Striding Lion 
(fig. r3), where figurative elements facing different directions have been 
introduced into the diaper grid and an unframed centerpiece has been added, 
the general result is analogous to the late hunting fioors.46 It is an answer to 
the same problem-a uniform design both infinitely extendible and offering 
a variety of possible viewpoints-for which the hunting fioors were to provide 
another solution wben they were introduced a few decades later, just after the 
middle of the century. Tbus, it is important to realize that these two contem
porary groups are by no means contradictory. On the contrary, the late hunting 
pavements, in which all the elements also remain "on the surlace," and which 
also acbieve an effect of unity by the rhythmic distribution of these elements 
over the surface, might be thought of as the figural equivalent of the all-over 
semisand "trellis" designs. It could even be said that in certain instances the 
two types were fused, as when in the Ktisis roosaie, the Dumbarton Oaks Hunt, 
and the Martyrium of Seleucia, fiorets in a seale pattern are distributed through 
tbe space between the figures. 

Nevertheless, one cannot imagine that a floor such as the Striding Lion was the 
progenitor of the hunting mosaics. In a sense it is merely a schematized version 
of earlier disjecta membra compositions like the asarotos oikos, rather than a 
systematic revision of coherent reality, as in thehuntingpavements. The carpet 
style is of interest in showing the need for such a revision before the hunting mo
saics were introduced, but it is of no direct value in establishing their geneology. 

u The upper tevel ol the House of the Bufiet Supper is well dated to the second quarter of the 
filth centu.ry by archaeological evidence (Levi. p . 311 fl, pls. c xXIV-cxxv1). Tuis k.ind of design 
appears in the corridor and one of two adjoining rooms found in Dig D in the area of the Tomb 
of Mnemosyne and assigned, along with the latter, to the end of the fourth century by Levi 
(p. 291 ff.; fig. 122, p!. cxx d , e). There is, bowevcr, no evidence for a connection between these 
buildings, and the style of the mosaics in Dig D would correspond better to the second quarter of 
tbe fifth century. 

•• Another important device for empbasizing the surface of tbe floor tbat is introduced at Antioeh 
in the later pavements of the House of tbe Bufiet Supper is the seale pattern in the arrangement of 
the tesserae; d. Levi, p. 44ofi. 

0 This derivation has been qucstioned by Levi, p. 449, note 167; on the generally rather dubious 
connection wilh textile design, d. ibül., pp. 446-453. 

•• Carpet style semi.s and trellises ina great variety of fonns are in c.onsta.nt use at Antioeh for at 
!east a century ; cf., e.g., wbat Levi regards as the very last monument before the Persian sack of 
A.o. 540, tbe Church in Machouka (Levi, p. 368!., pt cxxxvm d-I). 

•• Assigned by Levi to the third quarter of tbe fifth century (Levi, p . 321 fi„ table p. 626, pl. LXXIV a). 
On the otber hand, Kitzinger (see infra, note 61) bas assigned a sixth-century date to a group of 
textiles to which the Striding Lion pavement is clearly related. Furthermore, this pavement was 
found near and is probably contemporary with the Mosaic of the Biblical Inscriptioo (Levi, p. 320, 
pl. LXXIb), for which G. Downey has cited som.e paleographical evidence in favor of a sixtb-century 
date (Antioeh m, p. 84). 

13• 
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E X PLANATIONS OF THE LATE DEVELOPMENT AT ANTIOCH 

We may briefly summarize the foregoing survey as follows. From the begin
ning through the third century tbe mosaicists of Antioeh adhered exclusively 
to the classic etnblenia principle for figural compositions.47 In the early fourth 
century, a new conception of the :Boor asa unit makes its appearance, t hough 
only in an isolated monument and stiil essentially within the emblema tradition. 
Subsequent ly, the new attitude is limited to designs of an abstract or quasi
abstract nature. Figural compositions continue in the pre-Constantinian vein 
until the third quarter of the fifth century, when the great series of hunting 
and arumal mosaics begins. We have also seen, however, that the hunting pave
ments show an internal evolution of their own that in turn presupposes an 
earlier development bridging the gap to the original Hellenistic tradition. 

We must conclude that the solution to our problem-when and how the 
revolution documented by the late hunting pavements took place-is not to 
be found in Antioeh itself. The evidence can be explained only on the assumption 
of an infiuence from elsewhere, perhaps impinging sporadically upon the earlier 
phases of the conservative Antiochene development, but not really taking root 
until the second hali o{ the fifth century. 

That some outside influence was necessary to explain the later phenomena 

' 7 This is not to say , of eourse, that Ant ioeh was eompletely statie d uring this early period. On the 
contrary, ehanges in iigure style, ornamentation, ete., are evident, and as Levi has amply demon
strated they refiect the main lines of evolution in Roman art. But even these general eha.Ilges wcre 
intezpreted in the light of an essentially classicizing local tradition that limited their scope and effect. 
(Levi also emphasizes Antiocb's con.servativism; cf. A SAiene, 24-26 [1946-48), p. 296!.) 

Moreover, it is important to realize that Antioeh was not the o.nly place in which the elassical 
tradition was maintained. E."'Camples from Syria, Asia ?riinor, Mesopotamia, and now as far east and 
inas sign.i1icant asite as the palace of the Sassanian kings at B isbapur in Iran, demonstrate the brea.dth 
and tenacity of the embiema tradition in the eastem end of the Mediterranean gcnerally through the 
fourth century at !east. Someofthe more important examples are: the mosaics with various philosophi
eal allegories and mythologieal figures and events found at Chehba, ancient Philippopolis (M. Dunand, 
"Une mission archoologique au Djebel Druze," Syri.a, 7 [1926), pls. LXVIt- LXVTD, cf. ibid., 6 [1925), 
p. 295 f.; E. Will, "Une nouvelle mosaique de Chahba-Philippopolis," Annale$ archiologi.qUls d4 Syrn, 
3 [1953), p. 27ff.}, for which a terminw post quem is detennined by the founding oi the city by Philip 
the Arab in A.D. 244; pavements illnstrating a dance of the Therapenides and Socrates and the Sages 
at Apamea (F. Mayence, "La vie campagne de fouilles ~ Apamoo," BMu.sArl, ser. 3, 10 [1938], fig. 3, 
p. 101; H. Laeoste, "La vne campagne ... ," ibid., 12 [1940), fig. IO, p.9); the allegorical and mytholog
ical mosaics from Byblos, Beirut, Baalbeck (for which, see now M. Chehab, "Mosaiques du Liban," 
BMBe)"0t4lh, vols. 14 (1958], 15 (1959), nos. 1-5); the mosaics with allegories and personilications 
found at Alexandretta (JLN [August 15, 1931], p . 265, P. Chammas, Alexandretee [Alexandretta, 1931), 
figs. 12-20}; mosaics from a late villa at Halicamassus in the British Museuro witb Atalanta, Meleager, 
the Rape of Europa, the Seasons, ete., (H inks, p. 125fi., nos. 50-56, but see also infYa, note 441); 
a mosaic with the Hunt of Meleager and Atalanta found at Xantbus (P. Demargne, "Fouilles de 
Xanthos. Rapport sur les resultats de la campagne de l'annee 1953,'' Tark A rkecloji Dergisi, 6 [1956], 
p. 43, pl. x:ix, figs. I , 2); a mosaie witb three mythological panels from Tarsus (Ruhi Tekan, "Tarsus 
Moza.igi," Tark Tarih Kongresi, 4th [1948), Tilrk TariA Kurumu Yayinlarindan, 9th Ser., no. 4 (Ankara, 
1952], p. 415lJ., in Tnrkish); for mosaics of the Hellenistie trad.ition in Armenia, cf. G. Bänäteanu, 
"Ein vernachlllssigter Zweig der armenisc.hen Kunst: Die Mosaik," ByzanJinoslauica, 19 (1958), p. 
108 a.; mosaie dated A.D. 228 with personification of the Euphrates, from Mas Udije on the Euphrates 
(H. Lucas, " I nsebriften aus Syrien, Mesopotamia und Kleinasien," BZ, 14 (1905], p. 58ff„ pl. rv, 
tigs. 21-22}; mosaies from Zeugma on the Euphrates, some now in the Vietoria and Albert Museum 
(F. Cumont, Etudes syriennes (Paris, 1917), p. 139f„ "Nouveaux emblemata provenant de Balqrs," 
MllUSj, u (1926], p. 185ff.). On the remarkable mosaics at Bishapur, ef. R. Ghirshman, BfcMp1'r, 
11, Les mosaiques sassanides (Paris, 1956), ascxibed to the reign of Shapur l (d. A.D. 272). 
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at Antioeh has been evident from the outset.48 A likely assumption was that the 
infiuenee eame from the Orient inasmueh as, since the time of Strzygowski, 
the art of the ancient Near East was tbought to have played an overwhelming 
role in the creation of mediaeval art.49 The literary evidence seemed to point 
to Antioeh as the great point of eontact with the Mediterranean during this 
period, and the mosaies found there seemed to confirm the theory. 50 Amongst 
the later decorative mosaics one could point to specific ieonographie motives, 
the phoenix, tbe striding lion (beribboned, as also parrots), the peacock, op
posed paired rams' heads, and to deeorative patterns like the semis and the 
"trellis," and whole elasses of subjeet matter, like the animal eombats and 
hunting seenes, all of which seemed to have their origjns in the ancient Orient, 
especially Persia. 51 

An opposite view was subsequently taken by Levi, who showed systemati
eally that all the relevant motives were more or less well known in Greeo
Roman art prior to their appearance in the fifth century at Antioch.52 He 
eoncludes that, although many of these elements may have been originally 
imported Irom the Orient, their oeeurrence at Antioeh should be considered 
as a manifestation of this Mediterranean tradition of "Hellenized orientalism" 
rather than as the product of a resurgence of direct Oriental infiuenee during 
the fifth and sixth eenturies.53 Many of the motives as found in the Antioeh 
pavements are sufficiently unlike tbeir supposed Oriental prototypes to in
dieate that a transformation so great had taken place as to divest the notion of 
"Oriental influenee" of any real meaning. And where the similarity is greater, 
tbe Oriental examples may themselves be regarded as the produets of a reverse 
infiuence of "Hellenized orientalism" upon the East.64 

Levi's studies have the great merit of demonstrating beyond question that 
the mere appearanee of a charaeteristically Oriental motive or decorative 
pattern in the later mosaies of Antioeh, even though it has no loeal precedence, 
is notin itself evidenee of a direet importation from outside tbe Hellenie world. 
On tbe other hand, like many arguments eonceming this embattled subject, 

••See Morey, Mosaics of Antioeh, p. 41ff. ; J. Lassus, ''Les mosaiques d'Antioche," CRAI (1936), 
p . .µ . 

49 In what follows, as in most discussions of the problem, two principal cultwal traditions are 
involved, that of the ancient Near East and that of the Mediterranean basin, the latter subdivided 
into its eastern and westem halves. To avoid confusion we shall in general reserve the term "Orient" 
for the tirst of these, "Greco-Roman" or "Hellenic" for the second, "Latin "'est" and "Greek East" 
to distinguisb between the subdivisions of the latter. 

00 Morey, Mosaics of Antioeh, p. 21ff. 
61 D. N. Wilber, "Iranian Motifs in Syrian Art," Bulletin of the American Institute /or franian 

Art and Archaeology, V (1937), p. 22fJ.; the difficulty, as Wilber observes, is in establisbing a clear 
chronological priority for the Sassanian examples usually cited. 

On the Pboenix, cf. J. Lassus, "La mosaique du Pbenix," Mo11Piot, 36 (1938), p. 811f„ esp. p. 
104ff., Levi, p. 352ff.; on the striding lion, ibid., p. 322 (beribboned, p. 31.4L); the peacock, ibid., p. 
322!.; tbe ram's heads, ibid., p. 478ff., also E. Kitzinger, "The Horse and Lion Tapestry," OOPape,s, 
3 (1946), p. 20; on the semis, the "trellis," and the "carpet style" in general, Levi, p. 43711., esp. p. 446ff. 
and p. 449, oote 16']; on the hunting iconography, ibid., p. 243f.; in general cf. also Morey, Mosaiu 
o/ Amioch, p. 4off. 

11 See the references to Levi in the precedlng footnote. Tbe t:raditional position was subsequently 
reiterated by C. Hopkins, review of Levi, ]NES, 7 (1948), p. 91ff. 

u Levi, pp. 315, 322. 
64 lbid., pp. 315, 479. 
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it has the disadvantage of being too rigorous and one-sided. Isolated examples 
of Oriental motives in Greeo-Roman art are not the equivalent of the vigorous, 
if not neeessarily eontinuous, tradition they must surely have enjoyed in the 
Orient.55 And when, asin the late "earpet style" pavements at Antioeh, sueh 
motives appear together, suddenly, and in unprecedented quantity, it is sheer 
perversity to deny that there was at Ieast a renewed "vogue" for things Oriental. 

Whether the same ean be said of the hunting and animal pavements seems 
much more donbtful. Again, the problem is in the first instanee largely an 
iconographical one. Inasmueh as representations of the ehase oeeur often in 
ancient Assyria and Babylonia, the appearanee of these subjects in the Medi
terranean sphere is taken as a result of and one of the proofs of Oriental in
fluence. 66 Tuis hypothesis might also be extended to the late antique period, 
and hunting seenes have been regarded asa charaeteristie instance of the role 
played by the Orient in the formation of early mediaeval art.57 The late hunting 
pavements at Antioeh, seemed to eonform to this view, and "typically" Iranian 
features, including details of eostume and pose eould be cited in evidenee.68 

The argument is, therefore, similar to that eoneerning the individual motives 
diseussed earlier; and Levi's response was essentially the same, viz., even if 
hunting seenes were ultimately of Oriental origin, they had long before the 
late fifth eentury A.D. been established as an independent tradj,tion in Greeo
Roman art.69 But his reply is much more effective here, in respeet to the hunt
ing seenes than to the striding lion, or the heraldie rams' heads; for while sueh 
motives as the latter are in aoy ease relatively uneommon in the Hellenic world, 
the hunt and related genres were among the most popular of all subjects for 
representation. 60 

Tuus, examination of the problem from the iconographical point of view 
leads to at least partly conflicting results. But it is equally important to con
sider the formal eontext in which the specific motives and themes occur. 
Altbough we may grant an eastem source for some of them, it by no means 
follows that the general compositions into whieh they are arranged are also 
of Oriental origin,61 still less the underlying attitude toward the floor that made 
them useful and attractive to Antiochene artists at this particular period. 

55 et Kitzinger, IXJPapers (1946), p. 16f., witb reference to the double animal protomes. 
61 et Levi, p. 243. 
n E.g„ Strzygowski, Werke der Volkskunst (Vienna, 1914), l, p. 12fl. ; idem, ''Ravenna ais Vorort 

aramäischer I<unst," OC, N.S., 5 (i:915), p. 105; idem, Origin o/ Christian Claweh Arl (Oxford, 1923), 
pp. u9f .• 150. 

68 E.g„ Moroy, Mosaies o/ Amioch, p. 4d.; idem, Mediaeval Arl (NewYork, 1942), p. 38; H . Seyrig, 
"Notes arch~ologiques," Berytus, II (1935), p. 46; J. Lassus, "Le theme de la ehasse dans les mosaiques 
d'Antioche," Congr~s international pour l'etwle du haut moyen dge, 2nd (Pavia, 1950), Arte del primo 
tnillennio, p. 14I ff. Again, few ü any of these features could be regarded as actually unprecedented 
in the Mcditcrranean region. 

51 Loe. eit. 
10 J. Aymard, Essai S1" les ehasses romaine.s (Paris, 1951). On Hadriatllc hunting reliefs, see recent

ly, l. Maull, "Hadrians Jagddenkmal," JOA.l, 42 (1955), p . 53 tf. 
11 Kitz.inger, for example, notes the very striking s.imilarity of composition between the Striding 

Lion Mosaic from Antioeh, and a tapestry in the Textile Museum in Washington, D.e. (no. 7:1.33); 
here details may be definitely related to Sass•mian a.rt, but it is impossible on the basis of present 
knowledge to determine whether the composition asa whole is Mediterranean or Persian (cf. IXJPapers 
[1946], pp. 43-46, Jigs. 44. 45). 
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Here we reach the most important resuit of Levi 's studies of the fourth- and 
fifth-century mosaics, as confirmed by our own analysis of their evolution. The 
preference for unified designs, first announced in the Constantinian. Villa, was 
realized by means of abstract or quasi-abstract decorative patterns as early 
as the third quarter of the fourth century, long before there is any evidence of 
Oriental influence. Thus, the really new attitude toward pavement decoration 
that appears in the decorative floors of this period, which the later hunting 
mosaics continue to refiect in figural terms, must be regarded as an independent 
development in the Hellenic world-even though by tbe second quarter of the 
fifth century certain Orientalizing motives and designs were found to answer 
very well to the requirements of this attitude.62 

The improbability of an Oriental derivation for this basic conception of floor 
decoration becomes particularly clear when we seek to discover its possible 
eastern sources. We encounter at once two facts of fundamental importance. 
There is no evidence whatever for a tradition of figurated mosaic pavement 
decoration in the ancient Near East. To my k.nowledge, such mosaics have been 
discovered in only one instance before the Umayyad period, in the Sassanian 
palace at Bishapur-an important instance precisely because it is a royal 
palace. Furthermore, the mosaics there are clearly inspired from the Medi
terranean, possibly from Antioeh itseli.&i 

Hence, in order to find material for comparison we must tum to other media 
than mosaic decoration. It should be bome in mind, however, that in the present 
state of our knowledge the correlation of mosaic pavements with objects radi
cally different in material and purpose is of dubious validity. Objection has 
justifiably been raised to such indiscriminate comparisons before,64 and they 
seem especially premature in the present case, since different cultures are in
volved, and since the development within the various media in the Orient is 
often less clear than in the West. We cannot omit brief discussion of what seem 
to be the more significant cases, in view of the fact that some of them have 
entered into previous discussions of the problem. But we proceed witb the 
reservation that, for the time being at least, tbeir relevance is open to question. 

Oddly enough, little attention has been paid in tbis context to the one class 
of eastern monuments that would appear to present a minimum of methodo
logical difficulties, namely carpets, the Oriental form of floor decoration par 
excellence. 65 The carpet cannot be taken as the exact equivalent of the western 
mosaic pavement, for in addition to the basic differences of material and 

ea Compare the conclusion reached by G. Rodenwaldt, in a very different context: "Die Befreiung 
voo der griechischen Tradltion bedeuteto jedoch zugleich eine Annäherung an den Orient, in dem 
sicb eine ähnliche Entwicklung vollzogen hatte, und damit eine Bereitschaft zur Aufnahme voo 
Anregungen und Motiven des Orients." "Römische Reliefs. Vorstufon zur Spätantike," }dl, n (1940), 
p. 42. 

11 On the mosaics at Bishapur, cf. suf>ra, at the end of note 47. Much the same may be said of the 
apsidal pavement in the Umayyad palace at Khirbat al Mafjar, cited infra, note 76. 

u K. Padasea, review of Levi, in Gnomon, 26 (1954), p . 114. 
ea For a reeent survey, cf. K. Erdmann, Der orientalisehe Knapftel>pidi (Tübingen, 1955). 
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technique, it constitutes a surface independent of and usually smaller than the 
floor itself. Nevertheless, two pre-mediaeval textiles are of special interest 
since their designs, involving hunting and animal motives, can be recon
strueted with reasonable aeeuraey. 

One was found in a tomb at Pazyryk in the Altai mountains of southern 
Siberia and is ascribed to the fifth-fourth eentury B.e. (fig. 14).66 It seems 
aetually to have been used asa saddle-cloth in the burial. The seeond example 
was d\scovered on tbe floor of a tomb at Noin-Ula in northern Mongolia; it is 
datable to around the birth of Christ (:fig. 15).67 Both are roughly the same 
size, the one from Pazyryk being 2 X r.83 m., that from Noin-Ula, 2.60 X 1.65 m. 
Most important is that, despite their wide chronological and geographieal 
separation, the eompositions are quite similar, suggesting that they represent 
a fairly coherent tradition. In each case we have a reetangular format with a 
field in the center eontaining abstract patterns, surrounded by a series of 
borders. Two of the iive borders in the example from Pazyryk eontain figurated 
friezes, one witb horsemen the other with stags. The middle of three borders 
in the Noin-Ula carpet has a frieze of animal eombats. 

Interestingly, and perhaps rather unexpeetedly, these compositions to a 
certain extent reeall the "eoneentric" designs that eharaeterized some Hellen
istic pavement decoration.68 To be sure, the surface is nowhere penetrated 
by an illusionistie picture, and in this respeet they distinetly parallel the pebble 
mosaics. But by the same token it is clear that they offer no preeedent for the 
arrangements that occur in the later fl.oors at Antioeh. The decorative fields 
oeeupy only the relatively small central panels, and the figural motives are 
eonfined to the outer borders. Thus, the essential feature of both the "carpet" 
style and the hunting and animal pavements at Antioeh is missing, namely, 
the treatment of the entire floor as one unit, without internal subdivions. 

Admittedly it is impossible to base far-reaching conclusions on sueh scant 
material, and undoubtedly other types of organization involving figures existed. 
But the evidence hardly supports a specific assumption that the kind of organi
zation with which we are coneerned was peeuliarly Oriental, and provided the 
basis for the later mosaies of Antioeh. Moreover, sucb an assumption would 
make it dif:ficult to explain why the eastern artists, wben they themselves were 
called upon to design mosaic pavements, looked to the West for inspiration, 
as they did at Bishapur. 09 

66 R. D. Barnett and W. Watson, "The World's oidest Persian Carpet," ILN (July II, 1953), 
p. 69ff., and ibid. (January 1 , 1955), p. 26ff. 

s7 W. Perceval Yetts, "Discoveries of the Kozl6v Expedition," BM, 43 (1926), p. 168ff.; C. Trever, 
Excavations in Northern Mcmgolia, r924-r925 (Memoirs of the Academy of History of Material Culture, 
TII) (Leningrad, 1932), pls. 8-u, p. 33f.; W. Meister, "Zur Geschichte des Filzteppichs im I. Jahr
tausend n. Chr.," OZ, N .S„ 12 (1936), p. 56ff.; P. Ackerman in A Survey o/ Persian Art, l (Oxford, 
1938), p. 690. 

Gs Cf. sitpra, note 5. 
eo We may note here that the purely abstract composition of another relatively early rug from 

Egypt, seems closely dependent upon western mosaic pavement designs; M. S. Dimand, "An Early 
Cut-pile Rug from Egypt," MMS, 4 (1933), p. 151ff. (ea. A.D. 400), R. M. Riefstahl, "Ein Knüpftep
pich spätantiker Tradition aus Ägypten im Metropolitan Museuro zu New York," RM, 48 (1933), p. 
x27ff. (sixth century) . The earlier dating seems de.finitely preferable (cf. supra, note 38, also Parlasca, 
p. 121). 
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Among the monuments in other media that have been cited in evidenee are 
a group of sareophagi produced in Asia Minor during the late second and early 
tbird centuries A.o.70 In particular, the mounted horsemen of the Woreester 
pavement (fig. 2) have been related to one sareophagus of this group, from 
Sidamara, ascribed to the second quarter of the third century, with hunting 
seenes on the baek and right side (fig. 16).71 Anditean hardly be denied that, 
allowanee being made for the chronologieal clifferenee, the works have a great deal 
in eommon, especially their nobly proportioned and well-coordinated figures. 
But, in fact , the comparison points ina direction opposite to that for which it was 
intended. \Vhen we consider how "unelassieal" Roman art generally had be
come by the time the Worcester Hunt was executed, we realize that the very 
similarity to the Sidamara sareophagus bears witness not to an Oriental in
fluence, but to the extraordinary tenacity of classieal figure style at Antioeh, 
even after the treatment of space had ceased tobe classical. We shall have oe
easion to emphasize this point again in otber eontexts. The Asia Minor sarco
phagi, indeed, are so strongly Hellenistic in their own right that they harclly 
lend themselves to an argument favoring Oriental infiuenee in the West. 

As a final example, it will be useful to consider one of the most crucial works 
in the whole problem of East-West artistie relations during the late antique 
period, the monumental reliefs that flank the entrance to the Sassanian royal 
grotte at Taq-i-Bustan (fig. I7). 72 Both reliefs depict royal hunts, wifö the seenes 
arranged about a eentral figural composition larger in seale than the other 
elements of the design. Henee there is a generic eompositional resemblanee 
to the Antioeh bunts, along with a lack of spatial recession, "realistic" treat
ment, and several details of pose. 

Important difficulties stand in the way of any deduetions as to historical 
connections based on these observations. To begin with, the date of tbe Sas
sanian reliefs has not been definitely establisbed . In conf01mity with a tradition 
that can be traeed only to the ninth eentury, they are usually associated with 
Khusraw II (A.n. 56o-628) and dated in the latter part of his reign: recently, 
however, they have been aseribed to the ruler Parviz (A.n.457/9-484), whieh 
would make them virtually eontemporary witb, but stiil no earlier than, the 
late hunting floors at Antioch.73 Thus, their chronologieal relevance is, at best, 
doubtful. 

It is also impossible tobe quite sure about the exclusively Oriental character 
of the Taq-i-Bustan reliefs. For laek of evidence we eannot trace a continuous 

10 G. Rodenwaldt, "Sarcophagi from Xanthos," ]HS, 53 (x933). p. 195fl. ; idem, "Der Belgrader 
I<ameo," ]dl, 37 (1922), p. 351I.; Ukm, "Ein lykiscbes Motiv," ibid., SS (1940), p. 531I. ; M. l. Ros
tovtzefl, "Dura and the Problem of Parthian Art," YCS, s (x935), p. 157t 

n Morey, Mosaics of Antioeh, p. 40! ; cf. idem, Tlie Sarcophagus of Clar«lia AnU>nia Sabina, Sardis, 
V, pt. l (Princeton, 1924), p. 4off. 

11 E. Herzfeld, Am Tor von Asien (Berlin, 1920), p. 57ff., pl. XLVff.; F. Sarre in Survey o/ Persian 
Art, I, p. 598 ff. 

10 Erdmann, "Das Datum des Tä~-! Bustän," AI, 4 (1937), p . 79ff.; resp. M. Herzfold, AMlran, 
1 (1938), p . 91 ff.; cI. Survey of Persian Arl, I , 819, note 2. No general agreement seems to have becn 
reacMd. The earlier dating would also apply to the stucco reliefs in the Pennsylvania Museu:m (Erd
mann, AI (1937). fig. 14) and the silver dishes in the Bibl. Nationale, Paris, and in the Metropolitan 
Museum (cf. idem, "Die Sa.san.idisclle Jagd.schalen," J PKS, 57 (1936), p . 21ofl.). 
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evolution from the ancient Oriental to the Sassanian examples. 7' With the 
diseovery of tbe freseoes at Dura Europos, not later than the mid-third eentury, 
depicting battle and hunting seenes, there can no longer be any doubt that the 
style and ieonographieal tradition eontinued to exist during the intervening 
period. 76 But the Dura freseoes differ in many respeets from the later reliefs, and 
the possibility remains that at least some of the similarities between Hellenie 
and Sassanian monuments were the produet of an influenee from West to East 
rather than vice versa. 76 The possibility is given some weight by the fact 
that several elements in the Sassanian reliefs are indubitably derived from 
Roman art; as, for example, the winged vietories in the spandrels of the arched 
opening to the grotto at Taq-i-Bustan, which eertainly depend upon Roman 
triumphal arehes. 11 

But the most important point is that in the last analysis the d:ifferenees 
betwcen the Sassanian seulptures and tbe Antioeh pavements run far deeper 
than their similarities. The reliefs depict royal hunts, whereas the Antioeh 
pavements have a sort of "mytho-metaphorieal" eontent.78 This may seem 
merely an ineidental differenee of ieonography, especially sinee imperial hunts 
played an important role in Hellenistie tradition. But, asa resuit, the Sassanian 
examples have a narrative eoherenee and eomprehensiveness diametrically 
opposed to the isolated motives and abstraet ideological re:finements in tbe An
tioeh pavements.79 This eoneeptual eontrast has its eounterpart on the formal 
level. In the reliefs, the royal ehaseis represented in all its tumultuous com
plexity- whole herds of animals, numerous members of the entourage, mu
sieians, ete.; the entire event is included in one multifarious composition, in 
whieh the king himself appears twiee. The vast quantities of nearly identical 

74 Similarities to and difierences from Assyrian reliefs are pointed out by Sarre, in Survey o/ Persian 
Art, l , p. 599f. 

?& Cf. A. Little in The Excavations at Dura Europos, Fourth Scason (New Haven, 1933), p. 182 ff„ 
pl. XVll f.; e. Hopkins in ibid., Sixth Season (New Haven, 1936), p. 146fi„ pl. XLll; F. Cumont and 
!. Rostovtzeff, ibid., Scve11th and Eighth Seasons (Now Haven, 1939). p. n2 fi„ p!. x1v f.). 

a Cf. Levi, p. 479, and note 337, citing B. Clochet, Les enlumin1'res des manuseriis orienta"x de la 
Bibl. Nationale (Paris, 1926), p. 41 fi. G. Rodenwaldt, "Eine spätantike Kunstströmung in Rom," 
RM. 35-37 (1921- 22), p. 106, note 5, recognizes a rcsemblance betwcen the fourth-century Roman 
bunting sarcophagi (see iti/ra, p . 254 f .) and the work at Taq-i-Bustan, denying any direct connec
tion but reserving the possibility of relationships between third-century forerunners of the sarcophagi 
and the Sassanian reliefs. lnterestingly enough, the origin of the Sassa.nian silver dishes with repre
sentations of the king hunting, the earliest of which date from the third century, is also obscu1e (d. 
Erdmann, f PKS (1936), p. 230, note 2). We bave already ooted the Mediterranean derivation of 
the pavements at Bishapur. 

In the Umayyad period, see the hunting fresco from Qasr el-Heir (D. Schlumberger, "Deux fres
qucs Omeyyades," Syria, 25 (1946-48), p. 86ff.). Tn the latter case, lt should be noted that Schlum
berger derives a second fresco in the building from Antioeh (ilnd., p. 96fi.) and that recently H. A. 
R. Gibb bas recon.firmed the tradition of Byzantine assistance in the decoration of the mosques of 
Mcdlna and Damascus, cmphasizing the generally "Western" outlook of the early Umayyad Califs 
('' Arab-Byzantine Relations under the Umayyad Caliphate," DOPapers, 12 [1958], p. 219fi.). A 
Hellenistic inspiration is also stressed for the apsidal pavement from the Umayyad building at Khirbat 
ai Mafjar (R. W. Hamilton. "A Mosaic Carpet of Umayyad Date at Khirbat al Mafjar," QDAP. 14 
(1950]. p. 120, pl. XLVI; seo now idem, J(hirbat al Mafjar [Oxford, 1959), p. 327fi.) . 

71 K. Erdmann, Die Kunst Jrans zur Zeit der Sasaniden (Bcrlin, 1943), p. 65; see further, Sarre 
in Survey o/ Persian Art, l, p . 599. 

"Soe infra, note HI. 
79 See the analysis of the reliefs in Erdmann, Die Kunst Irans, p. 64fi. 
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details are repeated in regular horizontal rows, produeing a series of dynamic 
bands of tension aeross the surface. The spacing between the :figures in each 
row is unchanging, but varies from one row to the next, as does the space be
tween the rows themselves. As aresult, patches tightly paeked with :figures are 
huilt up, which then dilate into areas of relative emptiness. These patehes of 
compressed energy are placed here and there in the composition, with an ec
centric regard for symmetry and balance. 

The mosaieist, on the other hand, seleets a few typieal aetions, not of a partic
ular hunt, but of hunting in general (cf. fig. 2). These he distributes inan even 
but not monotonous rhythm. Similar but oot identieal groups faee each other 
heraldically, and the resulting con:figurations are in turn balaneed on the oppo
site side of the eomposition. There is no erowding, no tension. The whole is 
informed by a supremely rational sense of organization. 

Admittedly we have simply distinguished between an Oriental and a Hel
lenic point of view ;80 but the comparison serves to emphasize that in theAntioeh 
pavements and the Sassanian reliefs we are dealing with two entirely different 
traditions, neither of whieh can be satisfactorily explained in terms of the 
other. So that, even if we grant a eontinuous and independent evolution in the 
Orient, as well as some points of contaet between the Iranian wall reliefs and 
the late Antioeh hunting mosaies, we should still be faeed with the problem 
of tracing the origin of the basic composit ional principles at work in the pave
ments. Insofar as these principles are "Greek," they had remained in operation 
through the Hellenistie period-at Antioeh, in faet, through the third eentury 
at least. But in the filth century, as we have seen, they were applied with a 
coneept of space that is profoundly un-Hellenistic. It is precisely with the 
latter constituent that we are eoncemed. And since the Oriental hunts do not 
suffi.ce, we must :find some other body of material that might offer a better 
explanation of the facts. In the light of our analysis so far, we ean predict 
eertain eharaeteristies that this body of material will have. It will, in the fi.rst 
place, indude examples close enough formally, ieonographieally, ehronologi
cally, and geographieally to the late Antioeh pavements to make the assumption 
of an in:fluence reasonable. I t will give evidence of a long and continuous tradi
tion, of whicb the Antioeh hunting pavements, with their own interoal devel
opment, will appear asa logieal continuation-allowance being made for local 
Antioehene predilections. And the tradition will eontinue through the first 
hali of the fi.fth eentury since, as we have seen, the late hunting pavements of 
Antioeh seem tobe the result of an intrusion, not of an academie revival. 

• Cf. Levi's analysis of the Taq-i-Bustan reliefs (ASÄtene [1946-48), p. 288!.) iD wh.ich he aptly 
stresses their linear fiuidity, as opposed to the angular "staccato" rhyth.ms of west.em examples tike 
the Arch of Constantine; tbe latter term will also prove signüicant in our subsequent discussion. 
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PARTI 

THE RoMAN MosAic PAVEMENTS oF NoRrn AFrucA 

PRELIMlNARY REMARKS 

\'!t/e have pointed out that, as far as figural seenes are concerned, the new 
compositional principles at Antioeh made their appearance within a relatively 
narrow range of subject matter. All the relevant pavements have closely 
related motives involving animals and the hunt, and they are the only large
scale figural compositions among the later mosaics at Antioeh. We have 
also seen that , with the limited exception of the Constantinian Villa, this kind 
of subject mat ter was no less unpreeedented at Antioeh than were the com
positional principles in question; heretofore figural representations had been 
almost exclusively in the eategory of mythology and allegory. Thus, the stylistic 
revolution was accompanied by an iconographical one. 

This is an extremely useful observation because it provides a clear icono
graphical basis from which to approach our formal problem. For, if we look to 
the entire classieal world there is one region, and only one, where subjeets of 
this kind played a really important roie in pavement decoration. This region 
is North Africa, wbere literally dozens of examples are known. Whereas in other 
parts of the Empire such representations occur more or less sporadically, in 
North Africa they constitute a major and characteristic part of the mosaicists' 
repertory. This in itself would justify examination of the North African material 
with a view to its possible relevance for Antioeh. And if North Africa might 
have provided the background in the matter of iconography, might it not also 
in the matter of style ?Sl 

But any attempt to deal with the pavements of North Africa faces one major 
diffieulty, the absenee of a reliable ehronology. Fixed dates are vir tually non
existent, and no one has yet undertaken the arduous task of studying the 
hundreds of preserved monuments in the minute detail neeessary to establish 
even a "theoretieal" ehronology.82 We emphasized in th.e Preface that the over
all precedenee of the North African material with respeet to the late fifth
century hunts at Antioeh is unquestionable. Although artistie production did 
not stop entirely with the Vandal conquest of A.n. 429-30, the great body of 
pertinent examples were produced before the invasions, bence well in advance 
of tbe revolutionary changes at Antioeh. Given tbis clear precedence, the lack 
of speeifie dates would be relatively unimportant if the material were from a 
center or region of recognized significance, such as Rome or the Orient. As it is, 
for reasons also mentioned in tbe Preface, the mere fact of an over-all preeed-

81 Tbe one scholar to grasp the significance of the North African mosaics in a relat:ed oontext was 
Brett, Gnal Palau, p . 93 fJ. , who discusses tbem briefty as precedents for the Great Palace pavement 
(see infra, p. 266ff.). For a summary of tbe views preseoted here, ei. l . Lavin, review (with C. Mango) 
of Talbot Rice, S11co11d Report, in ArtB, 42 (r96o), p. 7ofl 

A short survey of tbe general development of pavement decoration in North Africa will be found 
in G.-Ch . Picard, "La mosaique romaine en Afrique du Nord," GBA, 52 (1958), p. 193ff. 

H The Inv1111/air11 des mosai'ques for North Airica, now far from complete, contains some 1500 
entries. 
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enee is not sufficient. We must be able to show that the stylistic and icono
graphical features in question were in fact eharacteristic of North Africa, rather 
than being merely hapbazard, if inorclinately numerous, reflections of some 
source common to both North Africa and Antioeh. 

It being impossible for the present to meet this requirement by tracing a 
systematic evolution in North Africa, we can seek to establish tbe self-con
sisteney, the eoherence of the provincial tradition by other means. Thus, we 
have seen that in Antioeh the new formal approach bad no context, as it were; 
it appeared in diametrical opposition to the city's earlier classical orientation. 
In North Africa, on the contrary, there is no sueh gulf between classieal and 
unelassieal traditions. Indeed, it is questionable whether dassical principles 
ever really took root in North Africa; even in cases wbere real emble-mata oeeur, 
for example, we shall see that they were used in entirely unelassieal ways. And, 
whereas in Antioeh a very limited number of solutions to the problem of a 
unified floor space appear, full-blown and homogeneous, in North Africa we 
find a variety of different arrangements, some of them clearly experimental 
hybrids, tending to aehieve the same results. Tbis is true also from tbe ieono
graphical point of view. In North Africa the hunting pavements do not appear 
in isolation, as at Antioeh, but form part of a mueh larger category of genre 
seenes representing all aspeets of eontemporary life and landscape. Thus, 
again, what in Antioeh seemed alien and isolated, can in North Afriea be plaeed 
within a eomprehensive setting. 

These, in general, are the eonsiderations that determined the organization 
of Part I . F orgoing a detailed discussion of ehronology, we s hall begin by analyz
ing certain eategories or eompositional types established on formal eriteria. 
Sinee our prirnary eoneem is with figural eompositions, these wi1l be dealt with 
separately; but it is neeessary, in fact it isa major "point" of the argument, 
to realize that the underlying attitude is essent ially the same as for "decora
tive" designs. Having tbus established the basic principles involved, we shall 
tum to a discussion of the ways in whieh these principles functioned in tbe 
pavements that have most direct bearing upon Antioeh, those with genre 
seenes. It should be bome in mind that, inasmuch as they often overlap, the 
division into eompositional types is of neeessity somewhat arbitrary. Further
more, no attempt has been made to indude all the possible categories, nor 
yet to give complete accounts of those that are included. But from this "mor
phological" treatment of a representative selection of the material, it should 
clearly emerge that the principles at work in the late mosaics of Antioeh were 
not only anticipated in North Africa but were also "at home" there. 

Obviously, we cannot hope, nor should we wish, to avoid all matters of 
chronology. The very notion of a "eomprehensive setting" in this context, 
carries the implication of a coherent development, however difficult this may 
be to trace in detail. And there can be no doubt that some of our categories are 
"earlier" than others (though onee introdueed they were rarely dropped), and 
that an evolution took place within the categories. Moreover, even though 
the dates of individual monnments are far from certain, there is nevertheless 
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a wide area of tacit agreement among scholars as to what is "late" and what 
is "early"; the main danger isin bcing too specifi.c. And because we do at least 
have a lower ternvinu.s, even fairly vague chronological designations can be 
meaningful. Thus, in discussing our categories a broad chronological frame
work will emerge, the validity of wltich arises in some measure from the very 
fact that it is broaci And this framework helps to fortify the argument that 
the late Antioeh pavements are, in part, the outgrowth of a tradition rooted in 
N orth Africa. 

"DECORATIVE" DESIGNS 

The Grid and the Checkerboard 

Among tbe earliest and most common method.s of maintaining the decora
tive unity of the floor was that of imposing on it a geometric organization in 
which small panels are repeated to give a regular rhythm. Two related types 
involving square or rectangular panels are what we may call the "grid," in 
which similar panels are repeated within a decorative framework, and the 
"checkerboard," in which the panels contain different motives and are placed 
alternately. Both the grid and the checkerboard schemes are known from the 
non-figural pavements of Pompeii83 and, often including figural compositions, 
they were widely used in the western provinces of the Empire, including North 
Africa, from the second century on. st At Antioeh arrangements consisting of 
large, more or less equal panels occur at a relatively early period (cf. fig. 68) ; 
but we have seen that a design of the present kind, in wbich small figural 
compositions are subordinated to an all-over pattem, does not occur there 
until the fourth century.85 

Perhaps the sbarpest insight into the North African "aestbetic" of pavement 
decoration is provided by a remarkable group of grid and checkerboard pave
ments from villas in the eastern province of Tripolitania.86 The group is dis
tinguished by its use of true emblemata, the separately executed, inserted 
mosaic pictures that were one of the most characteristic productions of the 
Hellenistic age.87 During the imperial period the emblema fell into disuse and, 
although isolated examples occur at least as late as the third century, 
they ultimately disappeared entirely.ss Even at Antioeh we have only one 

ea E.g., House VI, xvi, 7 (M. E. Blake, "The Pavements of the Roman Buildings of the Republic 
and Early Empire," MAAR, 8 [1930], pl. 36, fig. 2), House VI, l, 10 (ibid., pl. 19, dg. 4). 

s4 In general, for the development of designs with figural elements in geometric frameworks, see 
now Parlasca, p. u3ff. 

M 1n the rectangular section of the triclinium of the Constantinian Villa (fig. 10, see s"pra, p. 191). 
H The mosaics found in the ltalian excavations in Tripolita.nia, referred to here in the original 

publications, bave now been gathered together by S. Aurigemma, L 'ltaJia in Africa. Le scoperle 
arcMt1logKM. Tripolüania. l , l monumenti d'arle cU&Oraliva, pt. 1, l mosaici (Rome, 19(io). 

11 On the Hellenistic emblemala, d. Pernice, p. 149ff. 
" As pointed oot by Hinks, p. xlvii, and Pernice, pp. 20, 164, the emblemala from the Villa Adriana 

may well belong to the building tbat preceded it. On the later examples in Rome, cf. M. E. Blake, 
"Mosaics of the Late Empire in Rome and Vicinity," MAAR, 17 (1940), p. 102ff.; also Levi, p. 3, 
note II ; for North Africa, see infra, note 98. 
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instance of their use.89 Thus, the mere presence of true emblemata in the 
Tripolitanian mosaics suggests a marked predilection for Hellenistic features, 
and this is confirmed by tbe often quite illusionistic style in which the seenes are 
rendered. For this very reason, however, the way in which these artists used 
emblemata reveals all the more clearly their fundamentally unelassieal approach. 

Tbe chief monument of the group is a large villa found at Zliten, on the 
coast some fifty kilometers southeast of Leptis Magna, where emblemata are 
employed in three of the rooms.90 In one case nine square emblcmata (of which 
parts of four were preserved, the famous seenes of agricultural activities on a 
large estate) were set at regular intervals in three rows to form a grid (figs. 
18, 19).91 In the other rooms cbeckerboard patterns were formed by altemat
ing figural panels with panels containing geometric designs in opus sectile (figs. 
20, 21).92 Thus, although the designs do not actually fiil the entire floor, not 
once did the artist place an emblema as the single central focus, in the Hellen
istic manner. His arrangements are such that no one panel dominates the 
others, and the space within the borders presents itself as a coherent unit 
articulated by a rhythmic pattern composed of equal elements. 

Emblemata arranged in the grid system also occur in the two pavements 
that have been reproduced from a Villa excavated in 1923 at the town of 
Homs on the sea just northwest of Leptis Magna.93 In one of these a series of 
geometric borders surrounds a rich framework of garlands laden with fruit 
and containing four small compartments.94 Into these compartments were 
inserted the emblemata, with representations of fruit, birds, and animals of 
exactly the type used in room H at Zliten. In tbe second room of the villa at 
Homs (fig. 22), within a geometric outer fiil, a foliate scroll forms the border 
for an analogous arrangement of four panels (three preserved) in two of which 
winged putti are shown hunting various animals, while in another Eros pre
pares to wound Mars and Venus.95 Thus, we have basically the same kind of 
scheme as in the room with landscape emblemata at Zliten: equal panels 
distributed uniformly so that all parts of the composition have the same 
emphasis. 96 

• In the House of Polyphemus and Galatea, asaibed to the period prooeding the earthquake of 
A.D. 115 (Levi, p . 25 ff.). 

It is particularly significant that but a single true emblema came to light at Antioeh, whose mosaics 
illustrate the development of the Hellenistic picture concept after the technique itself had gone 
out of vogue. The majority of examples from the imperial period occur ln the Latin West wherc, 
as will beoome evident, they must be regarded as more or !ess deliberate emulations of an alien 
tradition. 

'° S. Aurigemma, I mosaici di ZliUn (Rome-Milan, 1926); cf. plans, figs. 10, u, rooms D, H. U. 
11 Room U ; cf. ibid., fig. 45 fl. 
11 Ibid., fig. 62 ff. (room H ); fig. 77ff. (room D). 
"R. Bartoccini, ''Rinvenimenti vari di interesse archeo!ogico in Tripolitani.a (1920-25)," Afrll, 1 

(1927), p. 226ff. (plan on p. 226); P. Romanelli, "Di aleuni nuovi mosaici tripolitani," RendPontAcc, 
3rd Ser., 6 (1927-29), p. 85.ff. 

°' Bartoccini, op. eit., figs. pp. 228, 229; Romanelli, op. eit., 1ig. r , p. 87. 
H Bartoccini, op. eit., figs. pp. 230, 23 1 ; Roma.nelli, op. eit., fig. 2, p. 89; the hunting seenes are in 

the upper two panels, the Mars and Venus is in the lower right panel (the lower left is obliterated). 
"An analogous ana.ngement was reconstructed by Ro:manelli for a pavement ina building found 

outside the Porta Nuova of Tripoli, of which part of the borders and an embiema were recovered 
(Notiriario arcluolo~, 2 (1916), p. 332ff., esp. p. 344fi., ase.nõed to the third century atthelatest, 
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The interest of these pavements lies in their completely unortbodox use of 
emblemata in such unified designs.97 They were probably neither unique nor 
unprecedented in this respect.98 But so far as I know, tbe consistent use of 
true emblemata in this fashion is not paralleled elsewhere. Tbe Tripolitanian 
group is thus a striking illustration of the adaptation of a classical heritage to 
the formal requirements of a profoundly different attitude, and the fact that 
the innovation was espedally popular in Tripolitania is in itself an indication 
that we are dealing with a distinctive "local" point of view in which these 
requirements were felt with particular insistence. 

A similar observation can be made, though without the technical basis, in 
regard toa pavement in the so-called Villadel Nilo at Leptis Magna (fig. 23).99 

The excavated portion of the building's bathing establishment was a tepidar
ium, rectangular in shape with sunken pools at either end. The floor space 
between the pools contained four pictures, not true embletnata, two of allegori
cal subjects (the Floocling of the Nile and the Adornment of Pegasus), the 
other two marine seenes of playful amorini and actual fishing (fig. 24).100 Both 
the subject matter and the style of these panels follow purely Hellenistic 
traditions.101 The manner in which they are arranged, however, does not. Tbe 
panels, wh.ich are all the same size and shape, are placed in the angles of a 
cross formed by a geometric border. Hence, each section provides, as it were, 
exactly one quarter of the decorative value of the whole. The whole :floor is 
regarded asa single urut tobe subdivided by a system that treats the surface 
uniformly, \vith no one portion predominating. While this is not a grid or 
checkerboard design in the strict sense, the principle is similar; and in view 

p. 358; cf. Levi, p. 390, note 187). The same .kind of composition appears at Antioeh, in the last quar
ter of the fifth centu.ry (mosaic in the land of Rassim Bey Aduli, Levi, p. 349, pl. .t.XXXIV a-b). 

An interesting variation occurs in a builcling found at Gurgi, west of Tripoli. In the large central 
room, presumably the triclinium, three emblemata were inserted at equal dista.nces ln a separate 
geometric compartment that is shüted toward one end of the pavement. It reealis the classic plan of 
the House of Narcissus at Antioch, but with the signüicant difference that the emphasis there assigned 
to one panel is horo distributed equally among three. (Cf. R. Bartoccini, "Scavi e rinvenimenti in 
Tripolita.nia ncgl.i anni 1926-1927," Af,-It, 2 [1929), p. 95ff., plan with mosaics fig. 28, p. 96; accord
ing to Bartoccini, pp. 97, io1, the geometric pattern that now occupies one of the panelsis a replace
ment for a marine seene, fig. 32, p. lOO, that was removed to another room.) 

• 1 P . Romanelli, RendPontAcc (1927.J.Z9), p. 86, points out the remarkable frequency of the tech
nique of true embiemata in Tripolitania, in contrast to its relative rarity elsewhere. 

gs That is to say, pavements containing several real emblemata are known, for example, from the 
Villa Adriana (Nogara, p. 16f.), and in the uppermost level of a room at Oudna (/no. Tun., no. 388, 
3, p. 132; see also infra, note 134) for which a terminus post qium in the reign of Gallienus (253--68) 
seems virtoally certain (cf. P. Gauckler, "l.e domaine des Laberii a Uthina," MonPiot, 3 [I896), p. 
213f.) . In these particular ea.ses, however, the arrangements seem to have been rather different from 
t.he Tripolitanian examples. (Gauckler, ibid„ p. 213, note 1, cites other true emblemala, then known, 
from Africa.) 

• The e.xcavation of this building took plaee in two campaigns. Tbe fust, in 1916, uucovered a 
corridor that we shall mention below, note 266, and was reported by S. Aurigemma, "Mosaici di 
Leptis Magna tra l'Uädi Ubda e il circo," Afrlt, 2 (1929), p . 2~6fI. The building dld not receive its 
name nntil 1930, when the thenna.1 establishment with the pavement presently under discussion was 
discovered nca.r the corridor ; G. Guidi, "La Villadel Nilo," Afrlt, 5 (1933), p . 1 fJ., plan fig. 1, p. 2. 
To my knowledge the building was never completely uncovered. 

too Allegory of the Nile, ibid., fig. 3, p. 6; fig. 4, p. 7; Amorini iD a port seene, fig. 6, p. 13, fig. 9, 
p. 17; Adomment of Pegasus, fig. 10, p. 18, fig. 13, p. 23; Fishing seene, fig. 17, p. 27, fig. 18, p. 29, 
fig. 19, p. 31. 

m For the relationshlps to Hellenistic models, see ibid., passim. 
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of the Hellenism of the seenes themselves, tbe arrangement represents a 
departure from tradition analogous to that of the other pavements we have 
discussed. 

In general, tben, these Tripolitanian fioors display a very suggestive combi
nation of old and new elements: unifi.ed designs that may reflect fairly general 
developments in the Latin West, individual pictures whose style and technique 
are decidedly in the Hellenistic vein.102 That Tripolitania should have de
veloped these particular cbaracteristics is perhaps to be explained by the 
peculiar superimposition of Latin upon Greek culture in a region whose 
indigenous population was barbaric. At least, the Hellenistic aspect in the 
pavements has been pointed out before, and related to the strong admixture 
of Greek tradition.1os 

But tbeir h.istorical importance depends largely on the period to which they 
are assigned. If they are "early," tbey may represent a crucial stage in the 
emergence of Roman imperial art against the Hellenistic background; if they are 
"late," they would nonetheless represent a singularly revealing use of surviv
ing (or revived) Hellenistic elements. Unfortunately, none of the buildings can 
be dated by archaeological evidence. Certain technical features (use of true 
emblemata and opus sectile) and the generally illusionistic style may be taken 
to speak for an early date, especially for the mosaics at Zliten ;roa and many 
scholars have accepted the ascription of Zliten to the first century A.D., pro
posed by the excavator on somewhat tenuous historical grounds.105 On the other 
hand, dates in the third century have been argued on the basis of the organiza
tion of the floors, and on the style of tbe busts of the Seasons represented in 
the embtemata of room H, which is much harder and more abstract tban the 
style of the other mosaics of the building.106 The mosaics at Gurgi bave been 

102 A remarkable instance of the perserverance of Helle.nistic "illusionism" in Tripolitania are the 
wall paintingsand fragments of vault mosaics illustrating hunting seenes, Nilotic landscapes, and other 
subjc<:ts ina Bath at Leptis Magna (J. B. Ward Perkins and J. M. C. Toynbee, "The Hunting Baths 
at Leptis Magna," A rchMologia, 97 [1949], p. 165 ff., ascribing these decorations to the third century); 
here, moreover, the Hellenism in figure style a.nd spatial treatment is combined with a distinctly 
unclassic.al tendency to retain the unity of la.rge continuous surlaces. 

ioi Romanelli, RmdPonJAcc (1927-29), p. 85 fJ., esp. p . 95. Aurigemma a1so empha.sizes the element 
of Greek culture in Roman Tripolitania (Zlilen, p. 264). 

104 The technic.al criteria are by no means conclusive, however; we bave already pointed out that 
quite late 8mblemata are known (supn1., notes 88, 98), and tbere was, at !east in Italy, a definite revival 
of o-pus sectile pavements in late antiquity (G. Becatti, "Case ostiensi del tardo impero," BdA, 33 
[1948], p . 2o6f; idnn, Ostia JV, pp. 357, 359, ete.). 

10& Aurigemma postulated that the negroid figures being saerifieed to wild beasts in the frieze of 
amphitheater seenes in room D represent Garamants, a.n indigenous tribe taken prisoner by the 
Roma.ns in a.n uprising of A.D. 70 (Zliten, p. 269ff.). K. Vbmann (AA, 41 [1926), eol. 199) seems to 
accept Aungemma's date, as does Levi (p. 33, note 24) and most recently G.-Cb. Picard (GBA [1958), 
p. 196, also "Les mosaiqucs d'Acbolla," in Etwles d'archlologie classique, II, AnnEstMem, no. 22 
[1959), 2, p. 90). Picard subsequently admitted the possibility of a laterdate for the Seasons (review 
of Parlasca, in RA, 196o, 1, p. 231, note 2). Miss Blalce observed that the designs at Zliten were 
characteristic of thc second century in ltaly, but offered the possibillty that they had develop«l 
earlier in North A!rica (MA AR [1930), pp. 13-14). 

IM See swfwo., note 92. A. Rumpf placed the Zliten mosaics in the third century (Gri.echische und 
rõmische Kunst (Leipzig, 1931), p. xo6 [Einleitung in die Altertumswissen.schaft, II, 3); in Rumpf's 
volume of the Handbuch der .Archiiologü, IV, 1 (Municb, 1953), p. 191, tbey are included in the Severan 
period). Stern attributes the busts of the Seasons to the third century, but accepts a first-century 
date for the landscape embiemata ("Representations gallo-romaines des mois," Gallia, IX (1951), 

14 
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placed in the la te second or early third century ;107 those at Homs in the late 
third.108 

Clearly, final resolution of the problem must await further evidence, but it 
is probably safe t o say that the group as a whole runs through the third cen
tury at least, and indicates a remarkable stylistic homogeneity and continuity 
in this region.109 The innovation having been made, no real development 
beyond it seems to have taken place. This fits well with the historical fact 
that a rapid decline took place in Tripolitania in the second half of the third 
century.110 And in the end it must be said that the real creative forces in 
North African pavement decoration lay to the west. 

M edallions 

A related type of design, retaining the unity of the floor surface by arrang
ing similar geometric compartments in rows, involves the use of circular 
medallions in tbis fashion. In this case, too, the form was probably quite 
common in the western provinces of the Empire during the second century.111 

But in North Africa it underwent certain developments which, if not unique, 
are singularly indicative of a particular attitude toward the floor. 

This is already apparent inan important monument, recently discovered at 
Acholla on the southeast coast of Tunisia, which provides an early datable ex
ample of the type. l t is a villa whose owner is identified by an inscription, 
which also establishes with praetieal certainty a precise date in the reign of 
Commodus, viz„ A.D. 184.lll The triclinium of the villa contained a pavement 

p. 23). ParLasca (Gt1omon (1954), p. III, and Röm. Mos. in Dttdsch„ p. 9, note 10) considers the Zliten 
mosaics no earlier than the late third eentury. The present writer is also inelined toward a laterdating, 
but thelr exa.et ehronology, even within the wide range of l -Ill eenturies A.'D., does not greatly atleet 
the main problem with which we are eonoem ed. 

101 Bartoccini, Afrlt (1929), p. 101; Guidi, "Orfeo, Liber Pater e Oeeano in mosaici della Tripoli
tania," i'bid„ 6 (1935), p. 143; Levi, p. 391, note 201, appears to agree. 

m Levi, p. 499, note 55. 
1oe To a degree at least, the distinetion drawn here between Tripolitania and the western provinees 

of North Africa is arbitrary. The very existence of Tripolitania asa province dt jure cannot be proved 
beiore the period of Maxentius (ef. C. Courtois, Lts Vandales t t l'A/riqt4e [Paris, 1955), p . 70, note 2). 
Moreover, it is possible that the stylistic differenoes were less clear than they seem t.oday, and iI one 
assumes that the Tripolita.nian developments were essentially a phenomenon of the early Empire, 
then in oerta.in respects, as we shall see, Proconsularis, Numidia, and Mauretania simply carry for
ward baSlc contributions that had been made there. 

Nevertheless, Romanelli also remark:ed (without further comment, however) that certain kinds of 
compositions numeroos in French North Africa do not seem to occur in Tripolitania, and that this 
is bardly a matter of chance (RendPonlAcc (1927-29]. p. 95). And Ward Perkins has demonstrated 
th.e predominantly eonservative Hellenistic idiom in whleh the Severan architecture and sculpture of 
Leptis Magna is conceived; here, moreover, actual execution by Greek craftsmen can be proved ("The 
Art of tbe Severan Age in the Light of Tripolltanian Discoveries," ProcBrilAc, 37 (1951), p. 26g:ff). 

110 A. Merighi, La Tripolilania antica, l (Verbania, 1940), p. 245:fI. It may be significant in this 
connection that, to judge from tbe published evidence, Tripolitania produced relatively few pave
ments compared to Tunisia and Algeria; a similar paucity has been observed for the Christian period 
as well (J. B. Ward Perkins and R. G. Goodcbild, "The Christian Antiquities of Tripolltanla," A.rchae
ologia, 95 (1953], p. 72). 

111 E.g„ at Fliessem (Parlasca, pl. 22, 1 , first hali of the second century); at Rome (M. E. Blake, 
"Roman Mosaics of the Seoond Century in Italy," MAAR, 13 (1936). pl. 17, 1, second century). 

u: G.-Cb. Picard, "Deux senateurs romains inconnus," Kariluzgo, 4 (1953). p. 121 ff. 
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of the usual T shape, filled with a design of uniformly distributed medallions 
enclosing figural representations (fig. 25).ua A notable fact here is that the 
medallions do not define separate illusionistic spaces; rather, the same back
ground extends throughout so that a sense of the floor as a continuous surface 
is maintained. An effect of organic unity is achieved in the design by an in
tricate rope pattem that "ties" all tbe medallions together. Even more sig
ni'ficant, however, is that the artist has carried out the pattern to fill the entire 
surface enclosed by the T .114 Thus, not only has he adopted a unifi.ed type, 
but he has exploited its potential in a very distinctive way-a phenomenon 
that we shall meet with again in a variety of contexts. Jn the House of the 
Muses at Althiburus, probably of the early third century, it is developed stiil 
further (fig. 26), for here the design, in a more elaborate form, is extended in 
one continuous pattern around the four sides of the peristyle. us 

The contrasts between these pavements and those of Antioeh could hardly 
be more complete. In none of the mosaics excavated at Antioeh are figured 
medallions used over a broad expanse.116 The Acholla pavement confirms other 
evidence, to be considered presently, that in North Africa the late second 
century initiated a broad expansion of tbe range of types capable of imparting 
decorative unity to a large area. 

A characteristically North African development of the medallion system was 
the use of floral wreaths as the framing device for the compartments.117 Ex
amples are known elsewhere, as in Spain and Gaul,118 but it was especially 
popular in North Africa, where it formed part of a general tendency to replace 
the severity and abstraction of earlier designs by rich and colorful organic 
motifs. Tbe process probably began in the second century,119 but the third 

111 Only a portion of the pavement is shown in the illustration; see the description in ibid., p. 123. 
m Compare also a pavement at Lemta, not far north of Acholla, Inv. Tun., no. xr6 a, Supp!. p. 

2x, ill. A design of simple circles containing figural ele.ments is used ina T-triclinium in the "Maison 
du Virgilc" at Sousse (Inv . Tun., no. 136, p. 54!., ill.; cf. P. Gauckler, "Les mosa1ques de l'Ars6nal a 
Sousse," RA , 3rd Ser., 31 (1897], p. 8ff., pl.1x bis) ascribed by Foucher (no. 57.092, p. 43!.) to the 
early tbird century; also G.-Ch. Picard, "La datation dcs mosaiques de la Maison du Virgiie a Sousse," 
A tti d1/ settimo C()11gresso i11'4rnarionak di archeologia clasma, Ill (Romc, 1961), p. z.i31I. 

m b1v. Tut1., no. 574, p . 189, cf. A. Merlin, Fcwu1n et maisons d' Allhiburos (Notes et documents 
publies par la Direction des Antiquites et Arls, Vl) (Paris, 1913). plan pl. v, pl. VI; asenõed by Merlin 
(p. 45) to the middle or tbe end of the second century, though the richness of tbe designs, as compared 
to tbe late sccond-century pavement at Acholla (supra, note 112) indicates a later date; cf. infra, 
note 146. 

111 The small interloeking circles of a pavement !ike that in the House of tbe Phoenix (Levi, pls. 
Lxxxm b, cxxxv) belongs in the category of geomotric carpets. Interestingly enough evcn the cJosest 
parollel, a mosaic without figu.ral elements iound in Sector D H 27-H (ibid., p. 317, pl. cxxx a), is 
unusual at Antioeh and occurs very late (seeomi hall of tbe füth centu:ry) . 

.1u On the North African predilection for laurel wrcaths, cL Hinks, p . lx, and the examples quoted 
there . 

.111 E.g., mosaics from a villa at Ocata (J. Puig i Cadafalch, L'ArquiluJura romana a Catalunya, 
2nd ed. [Barcelona. 1934), fig. 477, p. 361; cf. E. Ripoll Perell6, "EI Museo Arqueol6gico de Barcelona 
y sus nuevas salas," Ampurias, l]-18 (1955-56), pl. m, p. 304) and at Gran6jouls (fov. Gaule, no. 383, 
p. 86, ill.) the latter being, in this writor's view, amon'g several instances of in.duence .from Spain or 
North Africa in the south of France (cf. AfiB (1963), p. 26). 

m Cf. the portico of the bath at Acholla, ascribed to the tirnc of Trajan (G.-Ch. Picard, AtmEst
Mlm, no. 22 (1959), 2, p. 78f., no. 2, and the discussion p. 87 f .); a1so the great oecus pavement of the 
House of Sorothus at Sousse (Inv. T1m., no. 125, p. 50, ill), ascribed to the end ofthesecond century 
by Foucher (no. 57. 119, p. 56:ff., pl. xxvru). 

14• 
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century must have been the decisive period, for by its end the development 
had reached a clima.x of cbromatic lwniriance. This is evident from a villa 
recently excavated at Thuburbo Majus in central Tunisia,100 in which two 
rooms have medallions of various shapes formed by laurel garlands and 
wreaths, containing animal and still-life representations.121 The medallions of 
the tepidarium (:fig. 27) have a particularly striking array of animal protomes, 
extracted it would seem from a scroll design.122 Indeed, we shall find the 
fioors of tbis building a virtual compendium of different, unified, decorative 
designs, that betray a marked preference for naturalistic forms. AJthough 
other regions of the Empire show an analogous tendency to elaboration during 
the third century, the development toward organic density we find here is 
typical of North Africa, sharply distinguishing it from the northern provinces, 
for example, where geometric forms continue to predominate. 

In this respeet the mosaics at Thuburbo are closely related to those in the 
villa at Piazza A.tmerina,m a fact that lends support to the excavator's dating 
of the former to the period of the Tetrarchy.124 The medallion design occurs 
ina similar form at Piazza Armerina, i.e., wreaths containing anirnal protomes 
(figs. 28, 29),125 and its extendibility reaches a kind of optimum; it isused to 
cover three sides of the villa's huge main peristyle (cf. fig. 107, no. 15) in a 
manner recalling the peristyle at AJthiburus, though on a much grander seale. 

AU-ovt:'r Designs 

We spoke in the lntroduction of certain kinds of subjects that were in
herently non-spatial, such as the asarotos oikos, and various fish and marine 
seenes. In these cases a consistent spatial recession was never involved and 
objects could be distributed more or less ad usum througb the given area to 
produce a "peppered" effect that retains the integrity of the surface. Such types, 
it was pointed out, were introduced in the Hellentistic period and, far from 
contradicting the illusionistic spirit of the age, constitute one of its most 
characteristic products. Tuis is indicatcd not only by their trompe l' oeil effect 
but by the way in which they were used. 

Jn the earliest preserved refiections of Sosos' composition, 126 such as the 
pavement signed by Herakleitos in the Lateran Museum for which brick stamps 
indicate a date in tbe period of Hadrian, 127 the asarotos is arranged in a band 
surrounding three sides of a square central compartment. In the example 
found at Aquileia, whicb may be stiil earlier, the asarotos extends around all 

uo L . Poinssot and P. Quoniam, ''Mosaiques des Bains des Protom~ a Thuburbo-Majus," Karlhago, 
4 (1953), p. 153f[. 

1u Ibid„ fig. 3 (an oecus). figs. 4, 5 (the tepidarlum). 
m Cf. ibid., p. 16o. 
m On Piazza Armerina and the mounting evidence for a date in the early fourth century, see 

infra, p. 244ff. 
m Poinssot and Quoniam, Karthago (1953), p. t 67. 
m Gentili, La villa, p. 29, figs. II, 12, and p . 13, citing other oomparisons in Nortb Africa. 
111 On the ioonography of the asarotos, e!. M. Renard, "Pline l'Ancien et le motif de l'asarõtos 

oikos," in Hommages d Max Niedermann (Collection Lat.omus, 23) (Brussels, 1956), p . 30711. 
117 Cf. Nogara. p. 4, oot.e 8, pl. vr. 
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four sides (fig. 30).128 Thus, tbe unifying potential that arises from its in
herent lack of orientation and uniform distribution is at best partially realized; 
for it functions primarily as a frame and is hence subordinated to a classic 
centralized composition in the flooras a whole. 

The same is true of the fairly numerous examples of this type at Antioeh. 
Here they are used not only as surrounding friezes, but also in panels placed 
more or less in tbe center of the room.129 Wbile providing a vanety of pos
sible viewpoints, they are stiil conceived as a picture "to be looked at," so 
to speak, rather than as a floor to be walked on. 

In North Africa, and particularly in North Africa it would seem, tllis kind 
of composition underwent an extraordinary development. This may be seen 
in a pavement found in a luxurious villa at Carthage, the so-called "Maison 
de la Voliere," with a design of freely distributed animals, plants, and birds 
(.fig. 31).130 The pavement has achieved a certain notoriety from having often 
been cited as preeedent for sections of the vault mosaic at Santa Costanza in 
Rome, where virtually the identical scheme appears.131 But the real place of the 
Carthage floor in the North African development has been obscured by its 
ha ving been reproduced from the rectangular panels that were cut out of the 
original pavement. This was in the villa's large, nearly square courtyard 
(9.50 x 10.80 m.), the center of which was occupied by an octagonal garden; 
the mosaic covered the remaining area between the octagon and the surround
ing portico (figs. 32, 33).1s2 

Two points are signifi.cant here. To begin \vith, tbere can be no question of 
an illusionistic intent; the pavement has been thought toimitatean aviary, but 
the inclusion of quadrupeds in itself negates this interpretation.133 Secondly, 
the composition is expanded to cover a surface of appreciable size and extremely 
unwieldy shape. For both these reasons, it is clear that the artist is now inter
ested primarily in the decorative, rather than the illusionistic, potentialities of 
the device, since they permit him to fiil such an area uniformly and without 
arbitrary interruptions. 

Pavements of this modified asarows type enjoyed a real vogue in North 
Africa, where they were used ina number of different ways on essentially the 

ua CL G. Brusin, "L'asaroton del Mnseo di Aquileia," in AnJhemon {Scritti di Archeologia e di 
Antiehita classiche in OnoTe di Ca.do Anti) (Florence, 1955). p. 93 ff., pL V1; p. 104 on the elating, 
wbicb has varied from the Republican period to the ea.rly second century. 

111 See Levi, p. 6o6. Mosaic oi the Birds and the Kantha.ros {ilnd., pls. xv a, cLxxvm e); House in 
DH 24-S (pl. cLxxvn1 d); House of the Bu1Iet Supper (pl. xxru a,b); House of the Red Pavement (fig. 
28, p. 69, pl. CLXXVlll a); House of Menander (fig. 27, p. 68, p!. CLxxvm b); House of tbe Sun-Dial 
(pl. CLXXX b). Unfortunately, the context of the pavements found in Feleet Village (Levi, fig. 141, 
p. 348, pl. CLxxx e, d) is not clear; it would be interesting if they were the first examples (late fifth 
ccntury) in which such designs were used to fiil the whole floor of a room. 

The type is used for surrounding friezes a.t Antioeh in the House of Mysteries of !sis (Levi, pl. 
xxxm b) and in the House of the Butfet Supper (pL XLvm d). 

no ltw. Ttm., no. 640, p. 214f., ill. On the date, see infra, note 136. 
m E.g., Hinks, p. l; most rece.ntly H. Stem, "Les mosa.Iques de l'~glise de Sainte..Constance a 

Rome," DOPapers, 12 {1958), p. 202L, wbo dates the Carthage floor in the third century. 
111 Phot.ograpbs of the court and its mosaic:s in süu in L'nlMStralion (Apr. 14, 1903), no. 3136, p. 

224 r. 
iu As observed by Stern, DOPapers (1958), p. 203. 
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same basis as in the Carthage eourtyard, 134 and where variants were produced 
in which the effect of surface uniformity is almost "absolute."135 Unfortu
nately, it is impossible to date their emergence precisely, though the vault of 
Santa Costanza provides us with a terminus ante quem of the early fourth 
century. The Carthage mosaic seems clearly of the early third century,136 

and we may surmjse the type to have been introduced in the latter part of 
the second. 

A closely related formula is represented by the xenia, or still-life subjects, 
in which a variety of objects, usually edibles, are grouped together with little 
or no indication of depth. The Hellenistic tradition is here represented by true 
emblemata, such as the probably Hadrianic examples from Tor Marancia in 
the Vatican,137 and thosein the Tripolitanian villasdiscussedabove (cf. p. 207ff.). 
By contrast, we find the type expanded to fill a semieircular apse in the "Maison 
du Virgile" at Sousse, on the southeast Tunisian coast (fig. 34).138 

An analogous but even more remarkable transformation took place in 
N orth Africa in the use of fish and marine seenes. What also began in the 
Hellenistic period as an illusionistie jeu d'esprit, as the numerous early ex
amples from Pompeii and elsewhere demonstrate, 139 is expanded into a device 
for filling, with eomplete freedom, vast surfaces of any shape. In this case the 
Hellenistic period had itself in a limited sense anticipated the development, 
for tbe :fisb mosaic in the grotte of the sanctuary at Palestrina coincides with 
the walls of the room ;140 and at Antioeh some of the spaceless marine seenes 
are among the larger, framed compositions (fig. 35).141 

m Characteristically, five of the true emblemata cliscovered in a floor at Oudna (see supra, note 
98) represented the asarotos; used in this way, the motive itself becomes part o! a decorative pattern, 
no less completely opposed to the "centerpiece" concept found at Antioeh than is the expanded 
version of the ''Maisonde la Voli~re" courtyard. One of the Oudna panels is reproduced by Brusin, 
op. eit., pl. vm, fig. 5; as we pointed out, t here is evidence for dating this floor in the late third century. 

The type is used to fill an apse, ina pavement from a villa found in the Roman cemetery of Henchir
Thina (Inv. Tun„ no. 29, p. 16f„ addenda p. 351; R. Massigli, Musee de Sfax [Paris, 1912], p. 7, pL 
vu, where it is dated in the second century). It would be important ü the period during which the 
cemetery was in use could be determined. 

An analogous design was used to decorate the large frigidarium (12 x 9.30 m.) of a bath recently 
excavated at Bir-el-Caid, of which five fragments were preserved (Foucher, no. 57.234, p. lo6f„ who 
places it at the end of the second century; Stem, DOPapers [1957), p. 202!., attributes it to the third 
century, cf. G.-Ch. Picard, "Mosai:ques africaines du III0 s. ap. J.-C„" RA, 196o, 2, p. 23). 

I35 For example, an important pavement from E!-Djem in which flowers are spread evenly and 
freely throughout the area surrounding a :tigurai medallion (Inv. Tun., no. 71, p. 29, ill.; cf. Levi, p. 
448, who cites this mosaic as precedence for the later floret designs at Antioeh). A similar mosaic 
from Carthage isin the British Museum (Hinks, no. 12, p. 72, fig. 80). 

m The triclinium of the "Maison de la Voliere" (Inv. Tun„ no. 644, p. 216f„ ill.) was decorated 
with a r~ch floral carpet of the type of which we have a dated example, early third century, in the 
House of Sertius at Timgad (see infra, p. 217); I see no reason to doubt the contemporaneity of the 
pavements in tbe Carthage building. A third-century date is also assigned by Stem, loe.eit . 

m Nogara, p. 14, pl. rv; cf. Levi, p. 599; Blake, MAAR (1936), p. 183. 
138 Jnv. Tun., no. 140, p. 56, ill., l•oucher, no. 57.097, p. 46; the same building, ascribed to the 

early third century, whose triclinium we cited in note n4. 
199 On tbe carly fish mosaics, cf. Blake, MAAR (1930), p. 138ff.; Pemice, p. 149ff. 
Ho G. Gullini, l mosaiei di Palestrina (Suppi. to A reheologia Classiea, I) (Rome, 1956), pls. u, 

vm ff.; see infra, p. 223, for the dating. 
1u E .g., House of the Boat of Psyches (pls. xxxrxb, XLI); House of theCalendar (Levi, :fig. 12, p. 37, 

p l. v1); House of tbe Drinking Contest (pl. xxx1 a, e); House of Menander (pls. XLIV a, XLVU e); 
House of Oceanus and Thetis (pl. L b, e); Pool of Thetis (p!. Lxu) . 
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But they take on a completely different aspect in the Latin West, particu
larly in North Africa, whicb offers by far the greatest number and richest 
variety and must bave been largely responsible for the main development. 
Vve find marine motives used in apses, 1u in T-sbaped designs (cf. figs. 26a, 
71),143 in a huge polygonal basin (fig. 36),1" in the great rotunda of a frigi
darium (figs. 37, 38),145 even in a large crucüorm pavement (fig. 39).li6 And 
the compositions illustrate not only the degree to which the North African 
designers appreciated the flexibility of sucb types, but also tbe variety of 
organizational devices they might introduce in order to solve visual problems 
that are sometimes very suhtle. The designs seem, aptly, to "fiow" aeross 
the surfaee, turning eorners and fiiling angles without interruption in the 
triclinium at Althiburus, where the figural elements along the edges of the T 
tend to face inward (fig. 26a). The composition of the polygonal pavement 
was probably cireular, with all the elements faeing outward (fig. 36). The 
rotunda at Henchir-Thina had a similar design, except that it bas been 
eombined with the medallion system, so to speak; the figures, ete., are eon
tained within hexagonal spaces whose sides are defined by fish (figs. 37, 38). 
Still more intricate is the erucilorm pavement at Althiburus (.fig. 39). In each 
of the squares that constitute the arms (one lost) and center of the cross, the 
vessels are arranged roughly in circles, facing outward at the side of the arm, 
inward at the center and extremities. Of course it might be argued that this 
arrangement would have arisen naturally from the positions assumed by the 
workmen wbo executed tbe pavement; but it also ensures that the spectator, 
whether be walks around the circumference of the cross or stands at its center, 
will have a maximum number of figures to see right side up. Thus the artist 
was ahle to suit an extremely complex set of visual circumstances without 
onee requiring the speetator to shüt h•s frame of reference. 

Analogous all-over marine designs appear on a grand seale at Piazza Arme
rina; we find them arranged, for example, around a semicircular portico (:figs. 
40, 41) or, recalling the North African example just mentioned, around the 
octagonal chamber of the bathing establishment (figs. 42, 43).147 Hence, we 

10 E .g„ a basin in theHouse of the Trüolium atDougga (Inv. Tun., no. 55~. 2, Suppi. p. 6o, ill.). 
143 Our fig. 26a (ln11. Ttm„ no. 575a, p. 189!.) is reproelueed after P. Gauckler, "Un catalogue 

figur~ de la baleUeric gr~romaine," Mo11Piot, 12 (1905), fig. x, p. 119. 
144 A pavement, of wbich seveu portions are preserved, described by A. Merlin and L. Poinssot 

(Gs'ide du Mwie Alaqiti. l. Musu A11tique, 4tb ed. [n.p., 1950), p. 70) as having probably decorated 
a basin 15 m.cters in diameter. 

mln the bath at Henchir-Thina (In11. Tun., no. 18, C, 4, p. uf., ills.; drawing of the whole in 
R. Massigli, Musiede Sfax, pl. 1; the diameter was 7.50 m.). 

m Tbe frigidarium (8 m. square) of the bathing establishment of the House of the Muses at 
Althiburus (cf. S1'pra, note n5; ln11. Tun., no. 576c, p. 190f., ill; plan in Gauckler, J\fonPiol [1905) , 
fig. 2 , p . 123). Tbe frigidarium pavement is ascribed to the second hali of the third century by G.-Ch. 
Picard, RA, 1960, 2, p. 36. 

Compare also the floor of the frigidarium of a bath at Tbemetra, first ascribed to the mid-third 
century by the excavator L. Foucher, Thermes romains des envircms d'Hadrumete (Institut National 
d'Archeologie et Arts, Tunis, Notes et documents, x, N.S.) (Tunis, 1958), p. 31ff.,; G.-Cb. Picard, 
loe.eit„ places it in the second decade of the reigu of Septimius Severus (A.o. 193-211). 

m Cf. fig. 107, nos. 31, 9, respectively; Gentili, La villa, pp. 24f., 41, .fig. 6; irüm, l mos. fig., pL 
XXXVIll. Drawings in ibid., figs. 6, 8. The octagon is about 9 m. aeross. 

Cf. on a minor seale the mosaic of an impluvium of a villa at Toledo (R. Men6ndez Pidal, Historia 
de Espafla, II [Madrid, 1935], fig. 556, p. 714 and pl. following). 
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can be sure that this stage in the development bad been reached by the end 
of the third century.148 It should be emphasized that the circular arrangements 
fi.lling the wbole room, which seem to foreshadow the late hunts at Antioeh, 
are themselves anticipated by the black-and-white pavements of Rome, wbere 
marine subjects also play an important roie (cf. fig. n6).149 So that the priority 
of the Latin West in the development of such compositions is hardly question
able. Equally significant is the degree to which these designs reflect the shapes 
and organization of the rooms in which they are placed. For an analogously 
intimate relationship between architecture and pavement at Antioeh we must 
await the Martyrium of Seleucia, of the late füth century (fig. 4). 

Often the marine seenes are not totally "spaeeless" in the sense of the 
asarotos oikos. With the inclusion of boats, marine deities swimming on the 
water, portions of the shore line, ete., they take on the eharaeter of more 
or less imaginary seascapes. The eombination of normal marine landseape and 
an all-over distribution of fish had oceurred in some of the Hellenistic examples, 
resulting in blatant eontradictions.150 In the later examples the various 
elements are intermingled, and frequently produce something of the impression 
of a bird's-eye view (figs. 36, 4r, 44) ;151 the space ean hardly be called con
trad.ietory, but, rather, seems fiuid and ambiguous. By thus impregnating the 
all-over design with implications of depth, a semblance of illusionism is provided 
while the effect of a completely flat surface is retained. In this regard the 
basic analogy with the Italian silhouette mosaics again seems relevant. It 
is as though the N orth Afriean artist sought to reconcile the latter with the 
Hellenistie seaseape tradition. 

"C arp et" Designs 

Among the unified decorative types that had developed in the early Empire 
were floral arabesques, such as may be seen to good advantage in the Villa 
Adriana, and at Ostia (fig. 45).152 In these fioors interconnected floral 

m The famous "Jonah" mosaic in the basilica at Aquileia, likewise datable in the early fourth 
century (C. Cecchelli, "Gli edüici e i mosaici paleocristiani nella zona deUa Basilica," in La basilica 
di. Aquileia [Bologna, 1933), p. 197fl., pl. XLn ff.), seems clearly related to these North African tradi
tions, and exempli.fies the wide diffusion we sball find they began to enjoy during this period. (The 
Aquileia mosaic should be compared, for exa.mple, with a marine panel from the "Maisondu Virgile" 
at Sousse, 1'1v. Turi ., no. 139, p. 55f., ill„ Foucher, no. 57.095, p. 45, pl. xx1; also !no. Turi., no. 
217, p. 78, Foucher, no. 57.204, p. 91, pl. XLVI.) 

In North Africa the adaptation of this type for Cbristian pu:rposes may be seen in the tomb mosaics, 
for example, those of the fourth and fifth centuries recently published from a church near Kelibia 
on Cape Bon (J. Cintas and N. Duval, "L'Egllse du Pr!tre Fellic," Karlhago, 9 [1958), p. 1551!., e.g., 
pls. xv b, xix a, b, ete.). 

1" On the problems presented by the Italian silhouette mosaics, see infra, p. 252 ff. 
uo Tuis is so, for example, in the Palestrina pavement (sufn'a, note 40), and fish mosaic:s from 

Pompeii (Pernice, pls. 53, 54, .r). It has been explained asa superimposition of two pictures (\V. Leon
bard, Mosaikstudien mr Casa del Fauno in Pompeii [Naples, 194], p . 8fl.), a theory tbat was ~ 
puted by Pemice . 

. m On tbe bird's-eye view, see infra, p. 223ff. Figure 44 isa mosaic from Sidi-Abdallah, probably 
of the fourlh century, in which largely conventional motives were used to "represent" a speci.fic 
fundus (mentioned in an accompanying inscrlption; Inv. Tun. , no. 936, p . 301, ill.). 

1H On the arabesques, cf. Blake, MAAR (1936), p. 202ff.; on the Schola del Traiano at Ostia 
(mid-second century), cf. Becatti, Ostia IV. p. 199ff., pl. Lxxxvmf. (l am obliged to Prof. Becatti 
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designs were laid down usually in black on a white ground, to give a deli
cate, lace-like e:ffect tbat emphasizes the thin planar quality of the floor 
surface, as well as its continuity. Floral carpets of a very different kind appear 
in N orth Africa. A magnificent series from Carthage153 and Timgad, 154 is 
intensely polychromatic, and thick, luxurious floral elements may all but 
completely obscure the background.155 While based on analogous principles, 
the effect here is quite unlike that of the early arabesques. The unity of the 
design arises not so much from a fl.at stable pattern as from a continuous 
interplay of dense, organic masses. 

So far as l know, carpets of this extremely rich variety are found only in 
North Africa. While it is hazardous to regard them as being tbe result of a 
straight-line development, a termint1.s in the early third century may be 
provided by a pavement from Timgad, one of the richest examples of tbis 
type (fig. 46).158 The mosaic decorated a house that probably belonged to one 
M. Plotius Faustus Sertius and his wife, who are known to have donated a 
market to the city in the early years of the century.157 This dating is corifirmed 
by that of a very similar pavement found at Hippo Regius, which has been 
ascrfüed to the late second-early third century on the basis of tbe paleograpby 
of an inscription it contained.158 In general tben, we are dealing witb anotber 
case of a unified compositional form introduced into North Africa, presumably 
from Italy in the second century, and thereupon developing in an entirely 
individual fasbion.159 

A similar situation obtains in the case of pavements filled witb continuous 
vine or acanthus scrolls, of which the more or less regular convolutions often 
contain animals, birds, and other figural motives. While :floral scrolls as such 
have a long history in pavement decoration,180 one of the earliest exam,ples of 

for Ms kindness .in placiog a set of proois of this volume at my d.isposal while lt was being 
printed.) 

These are n.ot to be confused with the late carpet designs discussed above, p. 195 f., though tbls 
earlier type, too, has been explained as an imitation of real te.xtile designs (M. Rostovtzeff, "Ancient 
Decorative Painting," }HS, 39 (1919), p. 161). 

w lnv. Tun., no. 644 (cited above, note 136); Hinks, oos. 18b, 19, 20, pp. 78-81, a1so p. liii. 
1 ... !no. Alg., no. 77, p. 20, ill; no. 140, p. 35, ill.; no. 171, p. •fl, ill. 
w See a1so Rinks, pp. lill f., 81. 
lM Inv. Alg .• no. 171 (cf. supro., note 154). 
111 Cf. E. Breswillwald, R. Cagnat. A. Ballu, Timcad (Paris. 1892-1905), p. 188!. 
m F. G. de PachUre, "Les nouvelles fouilles d'Hippone, MllRome, 31 (1911), p. 328, p l. xv1, 

reoonstructed in E. Marec, Hippon~ la Royale (Algiers, 195'4). fig. 48, p. 94; a date in the reign of 
Gall.ienus (A. n. 253-68) is argued by G.-Ch. Picard, RA, 1g6o, 2, p. 48. 

u• The Carthage exa.mples in the British Museum (especially Hinks, nos. 18b and 19, also the 
early pavements of the villa at Oudna , Gauckler, MonPiot [1896), pl. xx), being lighter and more 
open, are closer to the !tallan designs and probably represent an early phase of the development. 

180 It is practically impossible to distinguish all the variant types, which often overlap. Still earlier 
than the "arabesques" just discussed are the centralized floral des.igns of pebble mosaics, such as a 
monochrome pavement from Sikyon (BCH, 64/65 [1940-41), fig. 7, p. 240; a fragmen.tary ex:ample using 
colored pebbles at Atbens, C. Smith, " Panathena.ic Amphorae; and a Delos Mosaic, "BSA, 3 [1896-
97), p. 184; Blake, MAAR [1930], p. 70). More natural.istic forms suggesting a vine arbor occur in 
later pavements, some of wh.ich will be discussed presently under "Diagonal Compositions" (cf. Levi, 
p. 509 ff.). The orgina! use for the rinceau-type under consideration here was for borders (Levi, 
p . 489ff.). In general, see J. M. C. Toynbee and J. R. Ward Perk:ins, "Peopled Scrolls: A Hellenistic 
Motü in lmperial Art," BSR, 18 [1950], p . dl.). 
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this distinctive type is a black-and-wbite mosaic in the Baths of the Seven 
Wise Men at Ostia (fig. 47).161 In North Africa it is rendered in polychromy, 
while again the forms become extremely luxurious ;162 and the adaptability of 
the formula is exploited to the point where in the villa at Thuburbo, it is used 
to fill all four sides of the "ambulatory" surrounding the central portion of 
the frigidarium (fig. 48).163 The principle is developed stiil further at Piazza 
Armerina, where a similar, continuous acanthus scroll containing birds and 
animal protomes covers the entire length of the great curved peristyle that 
precedes the trifolium (fig. 49).164 We shall comment shortly on the significance 
of this manner of <leeorating such long narrow surfaces. 

By the end of the fourth century important developments took place in 
the treatment of the scrolls. Jn a mosaic in a rich villa at Djemila they are 
sparser, much simpler, and more abstract than in the earlier versions (fig. 50).165 

Instead of at !east approximating a natural growth, the convolutions are 
further regularized into even rows of aimost geometric medallions, with a 
corresponding increase in the effect of uniformity. And, most important, the 
design is carried out, in a manner recalling the pavement at Ostia, to fill the 
whole room. The mosaics of the building at Djemila very probably date from 
around 400,166 a fact that lends unusual interest to the floor in question; for 
the carpet scroll, in virtually the identical form seen here, became one of 
the most characteristic features of pavement decoration at the eastern end of 
the Mediterranean in the course of the sixth century (fig. sr).167 Hence, the 
vine-scroll type provides a valuable corollary for the development we shall 
seek to outline more carefully in connection with the hunting pavements of 
Antioeh. 

There are also certain geometric pavements that may be included, because 
of their even and continuous effect, in tbe category of carpet designs. Such 

m Dl).ted ea. l30 A.O. by Becatti, Ostia l V, p. 133 ff., no. 268, pL Lxxx1v ff. 
162 E.g„ a rectangular panel placed in the peristyle of the Villa of the Laberü at Oudna (Inv. Tun., 

no. 376, p. r26C., cf. Poinssot and Quoniam, Kartliago [l953], fig. 6). 
168 lbid, fig. 8. 
114 Cf. fig. 107, no. 41; Gentili, La villa, p. 49f.; Pace, J mosaici, ftg. 34. 
115 Thc so-called "House of tbe Asinus Nica," from a motif inscribed thus that appears in this 

and anotber pavement of the building (lnu. Alg„ no. 291, p. 67 L; cf. Y. Allais, Djemila [Paris, I938), 
fig. 21, pl. x1; Ofalac photo 1/5 bis in tbe Dumbarton Oaks files). 

The scroll type was also early adopted for Christian pavements in North Africa, e.g., the tomb 
roosaies al K~libia (Cintas and Duval, Karthago [1958], passim). See too the apse of a cburch at Cher
cbel {lnv. Alg„ no. 435, p. 104f., ill.) attributed to the "fifth or sixth" century by Toynbee and Ward 
Perkins (op.cit., p. 41). A presumably Christian pavement from a building at Sousse, inscnöed Theo
dulus in Greek, probably dates from the sixth century (Inu. Tun., no. 163, p . 63, ill.; Foucber, no. 
57.164, p. 75). 

m The acanthus scroll border here, as also in a group of Tunisian mosaics we shall discuss later, 
seems clearly related to and is presumably contemporary with that in the early fifth-«ntury Cresconins 
basilica at Djemila (fig.93; see infra, p.239); Allais also gives a fourth- fifth-century date (loe. cil.). 

m A.mong many examples, we reproduce for comparison the mosaic from the necroJX>lis of 
Beisan (cf. M. Avi Yonah, ")fosaic Pavements at EI l:fammäm, ~.„ QDAP, 5 (1936), p. 13f1.), 
wbich should be dated to the second half ol the sixtb century (cf. also J. W. Crowfoot, Early 
CJnirches in Palesiine [London, l94I), p. 139). Other cxamples quoted by Avi Yonah, op. ciJ., p . 19, 
and Kitz.mger, DOPapef's (1951), p. rn9. 

To the list shoold be added the Lebanese examples, in the villa at J enalJ, ascribed to the early 
sixth century, and in thc church a.t Zahrani, datable 524 (Chebab, BMBe)"'o14tJa (1958), pp. 63!„ 75f., 
95, 99; (1959), pls. xx1x, L, respectively). 
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geometric carpets appear among the earlier pavements at Antioeh as the floor of 
an entire room, 168 or sometimes as a background for panels of another design, 169 

or in panels forming part of a larger complex.170 Thus, the classical artist 
tended to use these designs within a limited formal context, i.e., for square or 
rectangular pavements of reasonably "balanced" proportions. When the con
text exceeded these limits, as in a long corridor, it was generally divided into 
compartments (fig. 3).111 

In the Latin West, however, we find a very di,fferent kind of solution. Inan 
early second-century house at Ostia, for example, a simple geometric design in 
black and white is extended without interruption around all four sides of a 
peristyle.172 In North Africa such carpets are generally more elaborate, execut
ed in color, and carried to unusual extremes. The villa at Zliten provides a 
striking illustration. Here the narrow corridor along wbich the rooms of the 
main body of the building are distributed was covered with a continuous 
geometric pattern in polychromy throughout its entire length of nearly fifty 
meters (fig. 52).173 Needless to say, the principle is essentially the same as in 
the peristyles treated uniformly with medallions and vine-scrolls, considered 
above.174 

In all these cases, again, the artists are exploiting and expanding a unifying 
potential that was realized at Antioeh only much later. There, as we have 
said, an analogous use of geometric carpet designs does not occur before the 
late fourth-century Kaoussie church (supra, note 40). Even in this case, how
ever, the elongation is distinctly limited, and such long corridors continue to 
be broken up at Antioeh through the early sixth century.176 

Diagonal Compositions 

Among the types tending to retain the unity of the floor, as well as to provide 
for a variety of viewpoints, are the diagonal compositions that appear at 
Antioehata relatively early period (supra, p. r92f.). This kind of arrangement 
was perhaps derived from the decorations of Roman groin vaults; some of its 
forms, certainly, belong to the larger class of pavement types tbat inritate 

111 E.g., House of tbe Drinking Contest, Levi, p. 156.fi., pL ee (Severan) . 
168 Also House of tbe Drinking Contest, Levi, pl. xxx a. 
170 House of Cilicia, Levi, p. 57ff., pl. xcva (first: part of tbe second century) . 
171 Cf. supra, p. 188. 
~ Becatti, Ostia IV, no. 257, p. 130, pl. xxxm, plan, pl. ccxxv. 
m Aurigemma, Zliteti, figs. 10 (plan), 31 (view) . Praetically the identical dcsign wa.s used in a 

villa at Tagiura, a short distance east of Tripoli, to decorate both arms oi a Jong corridor (ea. 38 x 
2.47 m.) tbat breaks ata right angte (Bartoccin.i, .4.frll (1927] , p . z.-zoff., plan on p. 220, corridor illus
tiated top of p. 221). Cf. also the portico of a villa at Gigthis (Schulten, AA, 18 [1903), fig. 7, p . 97 ; 
Inv. Tuti., no. 3, p . 3), and the peristyle of tbc villa at Oudna (Gauckler, Mo11Piot [1896), pl. xx, 
plan). 

174 Very simple geometric designs in polychromy also occur on a targe sealein the Baths of Cara
calla (Blakc, MAAR [1940], p. 88ff.); but these are exceptional at Rome (cf. ibid., p. 98), and the 
earlfost close pa.rallel may be tbe pavemeot that decorated the cryptoporticus of Diocletian's pala.ee 
at Spalato, whlch would provide a likely tmninus ante qtiem for tbe development in Norlh Africa (F. 
Buli6, J(aiser Diokletians Palast in Split [Zagreb, 1929), p . 164, fig. 69). 

175 Cf. the House of Aioo (Levi, p. 355 f.). 
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ceiling compositions. But application of the diagonal type to the floor is 
partic~arly signifieant because it indieates a desire to treat the floor area as 
a unit; and for this very reason we found the rarity and laek of conneetion 
between the early examples at Antioeh revealing. In the Latin West, on the 
other hand, examples are eommon,176 and the unusually rieh series in North 
Afriea shows a development integrally related to those we have been following. 

The series probably begins with the well-known pavement from La Chebba, 
in southeast Tunisia very near El-Alia (fig. 53).177 Here, full-length personifi.ea
tions o~ the seasons are plaeed diagonally, while along eaeh side are small 
eompo~itions of plants, animals, and figures engaged in aetivities associated 
with the different times of the year. The pavement thus has several elements, 
formal as well as ieonographical, in common with the Seasons floor of the 
Constantinian Villa, for which it has been eited as precedenee (cf. fig. 8).11s 

But there are signifi.eant differences as well. In the Antioeh floor a certain 
contrast was apparent between the unity of the diagonal system as sueh, and 
the strietly defined illusionistie pictures it contains; at La Chebba, the unity 
of design is earried through as a consistent prineiple. The figures along the 
sides are not contained in separate eompartments, eaeh with its own illusion
istie spaee. Bits of shadow at the figures' feetare the only indieation of spatial 
recession; otherwise the plain, white ground engulfs them along with all the 
other rlements in the composition. Moreover, the figures of the Seasons 
themselves are not confined to severe, arehitecturally eoneeived frames; they 
are arqbed about by thin plant stalks, whose projeeting leaves and flowers, 
tend to eonneet rather than to isolate adjoining areas. The linkage is in fact 
aeeomplished quite literally by the stalks' erossing eaeh other and then eurving 
round the eentral medallion to join those from the flanking corners. 

Analogous devices are used in the farnous Dionysiae pavement from Djemila 
(fig. 54).179 In this ease the land on which the figures stand is eoherent and 

m A mosaic from Poggio Mirteto in the Vatican, considered Hadrianic by Miss Blake (MAAR 
(1936), p 175f., pl. 41, 4), is particularly interesting in conneetion with the late Antioeh hunts, sinee 
trees are used to mark the diagonal axes. However, the motive seems to have no subsequent history in 
ltaly, where also sueh large figure eompositions in polyehromy are rare at this period (see infra, p. 253). 

177 Inv. Tun., no. 86, pp. 34- 5, ill. Dated in the early seeond century by Levi, "The Allegories of 
the Months in Classieal Art," ArtB, 23 (1941), p. 278. 

A ne'Y and most important example, in the frigidarium of the "Baths of Trajan" at Acholla, has 
reeently been published by G.-Ch. Pieard (AnnEstMem (1959], 2, p. 8of.). It is rather unusual for 
North Afriea in that, instead of the organie plant motives used in most members of the series, the 
pavement has a strictly defined geometrical system: narrow eoneentric friezes with figures, divided 
along the orthogonal and diagonal axes by tapering ornamental bands. Aecording to Pieard, it would 
be the earliest ex:ample of this type, followed by the mosaie from La Chebba whieh he dates to the 
time of Antoninus Pius. Picard in faet maintains that the type aetually originated in North Africa, 
specifically in the "sebool of Byzacena," whenee it spread to other parts of the Empire including Italy. 
ln any case, the Acholla pavement is extremely interesling because, while having a geometrie organiza
tion, it nevertheless reveals very much the same kind of differences from the diagonal eomposition 
in the Constantinian Villa at Antioeh as do the e:x:amples with vegetable forms discussed in the pre
ceding seetion. The geometrie framework does not p roduee an effect of isolated, independent compart
ments, and the homogeneous white background establishes a completely uniform surface. 

178 Levi, p. 229. 
179 L. ~eschi, "Mosai:ques a seenes dionysiaques de Djemila-Cuieul, MonPiot, 35 (1935-36), p. 138ff„ 

suggestiqg a date in the time of Commodus (A.D. 180-193); he is followed by Levi, p . 536. G.-Ch. 
Picard now dates the pavement around A.D. 135 (AnnEstMem [1959], 2, p. 91). 
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does suggest recession ; but the wbite ground behind them is uniform through
out, so that the design elements nevertheless seem to remain on the surface. 
Here again the diagonal :tigures are not set in frames. Moreover, the frame 
around the central figural composition is omitted, and intertwining ribbons 
that permit the background to show through loop from one corner to the 
next. 

If tbe artist of tbe Constantinian Villa was inspired by compositions such 
as tbese, he interpreted them with a distinctly classic sense of organization. 
In Nortb Africa, by contrast, tbe tendency, evident especially at La Chebba, 
to empbasize the unity of the diagonal plan by an organic interweaving of the 
compositional elements becomes even more explicit in another group belong
ing to this type. lo the Dionysus and Icarius pavement of the Villa of the 
Laberü at Oudna, in central Proconsularis southwest of Carthage, the arehing 
stalks tbat spring from the diagonals sprout innumerable branches that weave 
over the entire surface binding it tightly together (fig. 55).180 Here, too, we 
may be dealing with an adaptation of ceiling decorations that create the effect 
of a vine arbor,1s1 though certainly any illusionistic intent is quite absent. 
Indeed, the effect is rather similar to the all-over asarotos :floors, with the 
difierence that here all the elements are connected and a dominant organ
ization is imposed. 

As was the case with the all-over designs, moreover, it seems likely that 
the early phase for this diagonal vine-scroll type in North Africa was the 
latter part of tbe second century.182 An example at Lambessa was found with 
a mosaic that could be dated roughly to the late second century.183 But again 
the great popularity of the type dates from the third century, during which a 
process of enrichment took place analogous to tbat we bave seen in other 
contexts. Tbe first part of the century is probably represented by a pavement 
from Kourba near Carthage (fig. 56),184 the middle of the century by the 

180 11111. Tun„ no. 376, p. 127f., ill.; P . Gauckler, MonPiol (1896), p. 177fI., who dates the construc
t ion of the building to the end of the first or beginning of the seconcl centmy (p. 182). J.~ ("Mo
saiques fnedites de Cherchel," MllR<nM, 52 (1935), p. 128, and "Un triomphe bachique sur une mosaique 
de Cherchel," ibid., 53 (1936), p. r57) placed the pavements at the end of the second or early in the 
third century. The mosaics, however, are not all of the sa.me period (cf. L. Poinssot, "Plusieurs 
inscriptions de Thuburbo Majus," RevTun, 42 (1940), p. 226, note 24; l am greatly indebted to C. 
Poinssot for a microfilm of this article; cf. a1so Levi, p. 522, oote 25). Levi considers the Dionysus 
and lcarius pavement " oot before the Hadrianic age." G.-Ch. Picard (RA (1g6o), 2, p . 34) states 
thal it is datable to around t6o. Parlasca (Gnomtm (1954), p. 113) considers the villa's p.avements 
hardly before the first half of the third century. 

111 Levi, p. 207; cf. the examples cited by Stern in conncction with the vault of S. Costanza, 
DOPa·/ms (1958), p. 198f. 

181 Somewhat related designs had appeared in the black-and-white pavements of the secondi century 
in Rome (e.g., Blake, M A A R (1936), p!. 39, 3, 4); Picard has suggested that these derive from North 
Africa (supra, note 177). 

m Inv. Alg„ no. 191, p. 46f. Levi, p. 529, was able to date the coiffure ina Nereid mosaic found 
together with this one and very like it in style to the end of the reign of Antoninus Pius or early in 
that of Marcus Aureliu.s (lnv. Alg., no. 190, p. 46, cf . H . de Villefosse, BAC (1906], pls. c.xxxvn
LXxx1x). 

114 11111. Tun ., no. 496, p. 165. Dated i:n the ea:rly third centmy by G.-Ch. Picard, MllRome (1941-46). 
p. 54, note 3; A. Merlin and L. Poinssot, "Deux mosaiques de Tunisie a sujets prophylactiques," 
MonPiol, 34 (1934), p. 153, make it Antonine folJowi:ng Gauckler, Mus. op„ p. u22. 
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mosaic \vith Dionysiac motifs from El-Djem.185 Intennediate stages also appear 
in mosaics at Hippo,186 and Banasa in Mauritania Tingitana (fig. 57), for the 
latter of which we have a very probable terminus ante quem in the reign of 
Probus, A.D. 276-282.187 An extreme pictorial exhuberance at the end of the cen
tury again appears in the mosaics of the type at Thuburbo Majus (fig. 58),188 

and at Piazza Armerina (fig. 59).189 During the fourth century, as may be 
seenina mosaic from Dougga (fig. 60),190 this lush display was redueed, sim
plified, and infused with an abstract organization that serves to ma.ke one 
even rnore conscious of the flooras a surface. We shall find in another context 
that tbis latter phase is an important preliminary to the kind of organization 
employed in the late hunting pavements of Antioch.191 

FI GURE COMPOSITIONS 

It bas been observed that one of the outstanding cbaracteristics of pavement 
decoration jn North Africa, as opposed to other regions of the Empire, is the 
preference revealed there for large, polycbrome figure compositions.192 In 
effect, the small inserted emblema of Hellenistic tradition was expanded 
ultimately to cover the entire floor.193 But, while perhaps true in a sense, tbe 

1•• Inv. Tun ., no. 67, p . 27, ill.; at 1irst ascribed by G.-Cb. Picard to tbe lat.e th.ird ("Dionysos 
victorieu.'t sur une mosaique d 'Acholla," Mllanges Clun'les Picard, II [RA, 6th Set"., 31-32 (1949)), 
p. 815i) or ear1y fourth century (Karlhago (1951-52), p. 178, note 15). But another mosaic found in 
the same building with a design of mcdallions (containing busts of the Muses) surrounded by an 
interlacfng rope pattera cannot be so far removed from the sim.ila.r Hercules pavement at Acholla, from 
the time of Commodus (seesujwa, p. 2101.); the date around 250 recently suggested by Picard (RA, 
196o, 2, p . 35, note 3) scems most likely for the El-Djem pavements (including the hunting floor to 
be discussed infra, p. 233f.). 

m Cf. E. Marec, Monuments chretiens d'Hippone (Paris, 1958), p. 125f., ill. p. 133. 
181 R.. Tbouvenot and A. Luquet, "Les thermes de Banasa," P SAM, 9 (1951), pl. m. There is every 

reason to believe that Banasa was abandoned to the natives after the period of Probus (cf. R. Thouve
not, Une colcnie romaine de Mat4'etanie Tingitam: Valentia Banasa [Paris, 1941), p . 64ff.). Also related 
to this group, thougb not composed diagonally, is a pavement in the batb at Themetra (L. Foucber, 
"La mosalque dionysiaque de Tbemetra," MalRome, 69 (1957), p. 151 ff., idem, Thermes romains, 
p. 15ff.); see supra, note 246. A new examplo of thc diagonal vine-scroll type, from El-Djem, has 
recently been publisbed by Foucber, Decouvertes arcMologiqt'es a Thysdrus en r960 (Notes et Docu
ments, N.S. IV) (Tunls, n .d.), p. 27f., pl. xr, top, ascribed to the third quarter of thc third century. 

188 Poinssot and Quoniam, Karthago (1953), fig. 10. 
1811 Cf. fig. 107, no. 42; Gentili, La fJiJla, p. 50!., fig. 30. 
190 A. Merlin and L. Poinssot, "Factions du cirque et saisons sur les mosaiques de Tunisie," Mil. 

Ch. Picard, n (RA, 6th Ser .• 31- 32 (1949)), p . 732ff., fig . 1, p. 740, who ascribe it to the second hali 
of the fourth ce.ntury. The Dougga floor bears some intriguing similarities to the dia.gonal pavement 
of the Baths of Trajan at Acholla (sujwa, oote 177); one wonders wbether the tendency toward more 
abstract, geometric organization in the fourth century might on occasion have been accompanied by 
a retum to much earlier forms. 

m We sbould also keep in mind that the diagonal arrangement was only one solution to the problem 
of organizing the flooras a whole unit and achieving severa.l viewpoints. An analogous solution divides 
the Ooor along the homontal and Yertical rather than the cliagonal axes, with figural elements fac
ing outwards in the resulting comparlments; see, for example, the pavement from Sousse witb repre
sentations of victorious race hoTSeS separated by trees on the major a.xes (lnv. Tun„ no. 124, p . 49. 
ill. ; ascribcd to the end of the second century by Foucber, no. 57. n3, p . 54f.). We shall find, 
incidentally, that trees are a common dividing device in North African pavements; and they appear 
sporadically elsewhere in the West before the House of Menander pavement at Antioeh and the flood of 
later ~ples there and in the eastern provinces generally (see the discussion in Levi, pp. zo6, 337). 

m Cf. especially Hink.s, p. xli.-c; Brett, Great Palace, p. 93f. 
103 Hinks, p. xlvüi; Gauckler, M11s. op., p. 2no. 
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statement ean be aceepted only with certain qualifications. These great fig
ural pavements are not just vastly magnified emblemata. For in them one of 
tbe essential features of tbe em.blema is mfasing, namely its cbaraeter as a 
restricted, self-contained illusionistic "seene." Indeed, it might well be argued 
that, at !east in floor decoration, where the spectator's distanee is limited, 
such seale could be achieved only in the absence of an illusionistic conception 
of space. A kind of negative corrollary for this is provided by the Antioeh 
pavements tbemselves; with few exeeptions fi.gural eompositions prior to the 
late hunts remained relatively small in seale and relatively illusionistic in 
spirit. 

Furthermore, we should probably resist the temptation to regard the 
change-over from small emblema to floor-eneompassing design as a regular 
evolution. On tbe contrary, tbere is every reason to believe tbat in North 
Africa the large format was employed from the beginning; and that, insofar 
as they resemble "pictures" in the classical sense, these compositions, spring
ing from an entirely different point of view, sbould be regarded as more or 
less rough approximations to, ratber than expansions of, the emblema. 

When we consider the genre and hunting pavements, we shall cliscuss in 
some detail the ways in wbich the North African artists achieved tbeir large, 
framed seenes. At this point, however, it will be useful to isolate the two main 
compositional devices tbey employed to create witb figures tbe effect of unity 
and spacelessness. 

The "Bird's-eye" View 

We pointed out earlier that within an essentially illusionistic fr~me of 
referenee, the Hellenistic period had developed certain pictorial forms tbat did 
impart a rneasure of unity to the floor as a whole. This was the case prirnarily 
with inherently non-spatial subjects such as the asarotos oikos and marine 
seenes. But it is also true of one category in which spatial recession is involved, 
namely, the panorarnic landscape.194 And for this very reasoo, consideration of 
the panorama, or bird's-eye view, offers particularly clear insights into the 
North African "altemative" to classical picture spaee. 

The mast spectacular work of tbis kind that has come down to us is the 
famous Nilotic landscape from the sanctuary at Palestrina (fi.g. 6I), which also 
contained the important :fish mosaic discussed earlier. Reeent study has es
tablished beyond reasonable doubt tbat the two pavements are contemporary, 
and must date from tbe period of Suila {I38-78 B.c.).195 In the Niie mosaic 

m In geoeral, see Hinks, pp. xxv, x::o:vf., xli.". 
11~ F. Fasolo and G. Gullini, 1l Samuario tklla Fortuna Pritnigmia a Palesirina (Rome, x953), p. 

3.toff.; Gullini, op.cit„ pls. t, xmff., where also the restorations (about hali the surface), as determined 
in 1952, are blocked out in separate photographs. On the restorations, see S. Aurigemma, "Il restauro 
di consolidamento del mosaico barberiniano, condotto nel 1952," RendPontAcc, Ser. 3, 30-31 (1957-
1959), p. 41 ff.; Kyle M. Phillips, Jr., "A Reconstruction of the Barberini Mosaic at Palestrina," a paper 
read at the meeting of the College Art Association, J anuary 27, 1963. On the dating, cf. G.·C1'. Picard, 
RA, 196o, 2, p. 30, note 3. 
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the spectator seems to occupy a relatively high vantage point so that a wide 
and deep expanse of terrain is visible. The :figures are relatively small in seale, 
the land tilts upward to the horizon near the top of the picture, and rich 
atmospheric effects fuse the elements into a consistent whole. The artist has 
thus employed a kind of "telescopic" pictorial system, with which in fact he 
probably has presented a summary of the topography of the Nile basin.198 

Moreover, contrary to normal Hellentistic practice, the seene is not confined 
to a limited frame, but is spread out over the entire surface of the floor.197 

In tbis respeet also it corresponds to its companion piece, the fish mosaic. 
Both pavements represent the special kind of situation in which Hellenistic 
principles themselves gave rise to a uni:fied treatment of the floor; both are in 
their own ways illusionistic tours de force. 198 

In striking contrast to this isa Nilotic landscape that formed the pavement 
of an oecus found at EI-Alla, on the southeast coast of Tunisia (fig. 62).199 The 
pavement has been regarded as one of the earliest in North Africa and 
ascribed to the fi.rst century A.D„ perhaps with some ex.aggeration.200 It under
went several restorations in antiquity, but these seem to have been confined to 
individual details and did not greatly affect the general composition. The fact 
that the N orth African artist adopted the panoramic method and employed it 
to cover a vast area, over thirty-six square meters in this case, 201 with an 
uninterrupted composition, is of course significant in itself. But in other 
respects the El-Alia pavement constitutes a eomplete departure from the 
tradition represented by the Palestrina floor. The terrain has been so vertical
ized that the notion of a horizon with land below and sky above is not even 
intimated. Indeed, the landscape is splayed out in sueh a way tbat it ean no 
longer really be ealled a bird's-eye view, which implies a coherent vista from 
a single vantage point. For now only the topographieal layout is seen from 
above (from almost straight above, in fact) while the individual elements, 
:figures, ete„ are seen head-on. Moreover, in plaee of an atmospheric fusion and 
synthe$is, we now have a precise inventory of ftora, fauna, ete., with each 
detail clearly isolated. I t is as though the artist wished to convey a maximum 
amount of information per unit of surface, combining the deseriptive qualities 
of a map with those of a pieture eatalogue. 

Most important, perhaps, is the way the composition is organized. The eye 

m 0 . Marucchl, ''Nuove osservazioni sul mosaico di Palestrina," BullComm, 4th Ser„ 23 (1895), p. 
26ff., esp. p . 3r; idem, "Nuovi studi sul Tempio della Fortuna in Preneste e sopra i suoi mosaici," 
ibid., 32 (1904), p. 233ff., esp. pp. 251, 272. 

107 6.15 x 5.06 m. 
198 Examples in which the Nilotic landscape is treated as a relatively small, framed "picture" do 

occur, as, for insta.nce, in the well-known pavement found on the Aventine (cf. A. Li6nard, "Mosai
que du Musee Kircher," CazA„ch, 6 [1880), p. 17of„ pl. 25 ; dated first-sccond centuries A.O. by Auri
gemma, Le terme, no. 413, p . 148f.). 

"' Ina. Tuti., no. 93, p. 40{„ ill 
iao Ibid. ; cf„ P. Gauckler, E. Gouvet, G. Hannezo. Muslu de Sou.sse (Paris, 1:902). no. t , p. 25fi. 

Levi, p. 522, note 2:1, plcules it contemporary with the Zliten pavements, assum.ing a 6.rst-century 
date. It is asenõed to the beginning of the second century by L. Foucher, Nauires ei barques figurls 
S141' des mosaiquu dlcouuerles tl Sousse ei au:r emrirons (lastitut National d' Archoologie et Arts. Musee 
Alaoui. Notes et documents. XV) (Turus. 1957). p. 23. 

201 6.20 m' (lnv. Tttn. , p. 40). 
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seems to focus somewhere near the center, about whicb the figural elements 
are arranged in a loosely radial fashion. The artist is willing, therefore, to 
forego "normal" spatial relationships in order to achieve his descriptive end. 
Whereas tbe unity of the Hellenistic examples arose from normal relationships 
seen under unusual circumstances, here it depends upon a much more dehöer
ate distortion that tends to keep the elements on the surface and to provide 
something to see from many directions. 

Thus, it seems possible that the peculiar decorative qualities of the El-Alia 
pavement may have had, at least in part, a rather "scientüic" motivation. In 
fact, tbe scientific (i.e„ topographic and cosmographic) aspect of pavement 
decoration had an important subsequent history.202 But from the formal point 
of view the development suggests a kind of assimilation of the "peppered" 
all-over designs, discussed previously, to the panoramic landscape. The El
Alia pavement <loes have muc,h the character of a compromise between the 
Hellenistic tradition as represented by the Palestrina mosaic, and a composi
tion like that of the second-century Nilotic pavement in red, black, and wbite 
from Collemancio, which is wholly in the vein of the I talian silhouette mosaics 
(fig. 63).203 By contrast, in other North African Nilotic fioors the use of a full 
range of colors is virtually the only sense in which a compromise can be said 
to have been made. In a T-shaped pavement from Sousse, attributed to the 
mid-third century, for example, the spatial ambiguity of the El-Alia ;floor is 
replaced by a completely fiat arrangement in which, anticipating the late 

'°' A separate study wouJd be necessary to determine the place of this, and other mosa.ics in North 
Airica that apparently depiet specifie localities, in the history of ancient cartograpby. (The topogra
phical aspects of tbe harbor seene from Hippo have recently been studied by Maree, "Trois mosaiques 
d'Hippone a sujets marins," Libyca, Arch.-Ep., 6 [1958), p . 106ff., with newly discovered portions 
added ina drawing, fig. 2, p. 102; on tbe date, see supra, note 151). 

With regard to Nilotie seenes, it may be noted that tbe Egyptian painter Demetrius (second 
eentury B.e.), who worked in Rome and is referred toas To1roypacpos. is generally thought to hb.ve dono 
views eombinjng features of both landsCD.pes and maps (Lippoid, RE, XII, s.v. "Landschaftsma!erei," 
eol. 623), perhaps on the order oi tbe Paiestri.na Nile mosaic (Hin.ks, p. xxv). ln that case, a mosaic 
such as that from El-Alia may represent a transitional stage to the troe pavement-map oi a later 
period, like the one at Ma.daba. Kitz:inger bas cited the North A.frican pavements as preeedent in this 
context, DOPapr1s (1951), p. 81 fl., see p. 1o6, note io6). lt is also possible that tbe Nilotie mosaics 
were a factor in tbe development of the oosmographie element which I<itzinger bas demonstrated in 
the sixth-century pavements at Nikopolis; the Niie played an important part in Alexandrian eosmo
togieal speculation (E. Honigmann, RE, XVII, s.v. "Nii," eol. 565 !.). This does not entall tbe assump
tion, however, tbat tbe type itself was of Egyptian origin; as Levi has pointed out (ASAtene (~941-46), 
p. 295), there is nothing " arcbetypal" about tbe one example of a Nilotie pavement actual).y found 
at Alcxandria (itl/ra, note 427). 

Tbere are also a number of pavements in which land and sea (and air) elements are juxtaposed 
perbaps not witbout some cosmological signi.ficance, e.g„ a b:ielinium pavement from Sousse where a 
Nilotic seene is represented in the vertical arm of the T, bunting in the horizontal arm (fig. 65; 
C. Doublet, "La collection Balzan et Galea a Sousse," RA, 3fd Ser„ 20(1892], p . 217ff., pl. xxu, ascribed 
to the mid-third century by Foucher, no. 57.027, p. 911.); also the "Mai.son du Virgile" at Soosse, where 
animals and plants are represented in the apse, beforewhichisapanelwithfishand 6.shing; in theadjoin
ing triclinium the vertical arm has a mcdallion with tbe Rape of Ganymede surrounded by medal
lions witb land animals, wbile the horizontal arm has medallions of fish altemating witb birds (see 
supra, notes u4, 138). In the Domus dei Dioscuri at Ostia, the Dioscuri are p .laced in a g~ometrie 
framework with eontainers of fruit aod a. plant (i.e., produets of the !and), while tbe adjoining room 
has the Nereid pavement (fig. u9, dlscussed infra, p. 255f.) . 

.oa Cf. Aurigemma, Le terme, no. 47, p. 27!., pls. x, xx; ascribed to the second century by Blake, 
MAA R (1936), p. 124, note 2. 
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Antioeh hunts, the outer tigures are oriented to face the perimeter (figs. 64, 65). 20t 

But between the El-Alia and Sousse floors, despite the chronological separa
tion, there is no fundamental difference of concept. One has the feeling that 
they are both really uniform all-over designs. And the chief determining factor 
seems to have been the extent to which the artist, in a given instance, chose 
to imbue this basic conception with the conventions of illusionism. 

Yet even this formulation may be rather misleading, since it defines the 
North African compositions largely in terms of their relationship to tbe clas
sical tradition. We shall probably be closer to the truth if we think of the 
North African artist as working with a wide spectrum of formal possibilities, 
intermediate between Hellenistic illusionism on the one hand and the abstrac
tion of the silhouette mosaic on the other, all of which tend to maintain the 
unity of the floor' s surface. This point of view \vill prove especially meaningful 
when we seek to understand the development of the bunting and genre pave
ments. 

Friezes and Registers 

In his discussion of composition in the Antioeh pavements Levi pointed out 
that one of the significant characteristics of late antique style that makes its ap
pearance in one of the pastoral seenes of the Constantinian Villa, is the tendency 
to arrange the elements in superimposed borizontal strips (cf. fig. n).205 

Subsequently the device largely disappears at Antioeh until it suddenly re
emerges in fully developed form in the late hunting and animal pavements, 
where it performs a major roie in the surface organization by which these 
mosaics are marked. 

The device of superimposed registersis of course one of the aldest known to 
narrative art, and its advantage of infinite extendibility, both lateral and 
vertical, needs no comment. But what distinguishes the late hunts of Antioeh 
from, say, the wall of an Egyption tomb or the spiral reliefs of the Roman 
triumphal columns, is that i.n the mosaics the sense of a single space enclosed 
by a frame is also present. It is as though the superimposed friezes had been 
combined witb the classical tradition of the unified picture. And this combina
tion, only the ultimate fruit of which appears at Antioeh, can be doeumented 
in a variety of intermediate forms in North Africa. We shall consider here 
a few representative examples, again reserving fuller discussion for the bunting 
and genre pavements. 

A particularly clear instance is a mosaic representing the legend of Achilles 
found at Tipaza, near Algiers (fig. 66).206 Here the figures are distributed 

20• Cited sup11a, note 202. In other cases the figural elements are distributed ln evory direction 
(e.g., pavements at Uadi Zgaia, Bartoccini, A/11It (1927), p . 241fi., fig. on p. 247, andZliten,Aurigemma, 
Zliten, fig. 48, p. 82); still later, in the transept mosaics of the churcb at Tabgba in Palestine, the 
spacelessness is retained but the elements are again strictly organized and oriented (A. M. Schneider, 
The Clmrch. of th.e Multiplying of th.e Loaves and Fish.es [London, ete., 1937)). 

20~ See sufwa, p. 192. 
tot L. Leschi, "Une mosaique achillknne de Tipasa de Maureta.ine," MelRome, 54 (1937), p. 25 fi., 

pl. T, where the mosaic is given a date, certainly too early, of late second or early third centu.ry. 
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aeross the surfaee in two registers, Aehilles on Seyros below, Thetis retriev
ing Aehilles from the tutelage of Chiron above. The importanee the artist 
attaehed to the frieze arrangement may be gauged by the faet that, rather 
than a sequenee of subjeets, eaeh register aetually depicts only one event; be 
has taken care to spread out the action laterally (or, if be followed a model 
baving this form, be has been at great pains to preserve its frieze-like charaeter). 
On tbe other hand, the unified "pieture" effect is emphasized by the square 
format of the eomposition, and especially by the heavy drapery abovc, whieh 
provides an almost stage-like setting. Between these two seemingly opposite 
"poles," the frieze and the picture, a number of <leviees are introdueed to 
mediate. There is no background to suggest spatial reeession, but the figures 
repeatedly overlap. No ground line is indicated, but some of the figures east 
shadows; and the shadows in turn "read" either on the surfaee or in depth, in 
a eompletely ambivalent way. 

These same characteristics, together \vith the rich, coloristic treatment of 
the figures, help to place the Tipaza floor in the period of extreme pictorial 
exuberance, at the end of the third and early in the fourth century, represent
ed by the mosaics at Piazza Armerina and by a number of other examples which 
we have mentioned. To this phase also belongs an important mosaic from 
Portus Magnus in Algeria, for whieh there is substantial evidenee for a date 
shortly before Diocletian (figs. 67, 69, 70).207 The huge, massive figures, broadly 
modelled in bright eolors have an almost "Pergamene" quality to which we 
shall refer again. 

In tbe present context the mosaic, whieh decorated the main triclinium of 
a large villa, offers interesting evidence of the subtle and complex solutions 
which the register system permitted. It may be compared with the classic 
organization of the triclinium of the Atrium House at Antioeh, onc of the 
early pavements found there, dating from the second century (fi.g. 68).208 In 

l 

207 Inv. Alg„ no. 454, p. uoi, ills. ; drawing of the wbole floor in M.-R. de la Blanchere, Musie 
d'Oran (Paris, 1893), pl. n. More reeent bibliography on the mosaic: C. Picard, "Observations sur les 
sculptures Mrytiennes de Delos," Berytus, lI (1935), p. 19ff.; 0 . Brendel, "The Corbridge Lanx," 
JRS, 31 (1941), p. 120; J. Lassus, "l.e site de Saint-Leu, 'Portus r.tagnus' (Ora.n).'' CRAI (1956), 
p. 291f. 

Lassus, ibül., p. 292, points out that Portus Magnus was in tbe territory of western Mauretania 
Ceasariensis probably abandoned to tbe barbariaos by Diocletian at the beginnillg o( his reign in order 
to reduce the frontier (on the aban.don.ment of Bailasa in Maureta.nia Tingitana, cf. S'Uf'Ta, oote 187). 
The arguments for thls withdrawal aregivenin J. Carcopino, Le Maroc anlique (Paris, 1943), p. 231ff. 
While accepting tbe withdrawal from Tingita.na, B. H . Wannington, Tho North African Provinces 
from Dioclolian to the Vandal Conquest (Cambridge, 1954), p. 7of„ clisputes its extension to inelude 
Caesariensis, citing two inscriptions (A.O. 299, 344-8) found in the area tbat imply Roman affilia
tions. More recently, C. Courtois, Les Vandales et l'Afrique, p. 88ff„ reviewing the entire evidence, 
has concluded in favor of Carcopino's hypothesis; also P . Romanelli, St<n-ia delle Prwincie romane 
dell'Afriea (Rome, 1959), p. 507ff. 

In any case, conclitions in tbe area were certa.inly not condocive to the erection of large and lav
ishly decorated private villas. (See the interesting tables of building and dedicatory inscriptions com
piled by Wannington, of>. eit., p. 33, in which there are on.ly four items from the whole oi Caesariensis 
for the entire period from Diocletian to the Vandal conquest.) l conclude tbat the Porlus Magnus 
villa must bave been created shortly before the time of Diocletian. A similar date was arrived at by 
Levi, p. 555, oote 163, on purely stylistic grounds. 

:oa Levi, p. 15ff.; restored view fig. 2, p. 15. Levi's dating (before tbe earthquake of A.o. 115) was 
questioned by Parlasca (Gnomon (1954), p. 112), who considers it Antonine. 

x5• 
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the Antioeh mosaic the T-shaped portion of the floor is divided by a strictly 
consistent, arcbitectonic framework surrounding a number of separate, illu
sionistically self-contained panels. The long arm of the T in the Portus Magnus 
floor is also divided into a series of compartments, each of which retains the 
unity of a "picture„ and contains a synthetic representation of one of tbe 
mythological tbemes involved in the cult of the Cabiri.209 But upon exami
nation it becomes clear that the figures are actually disposed in rather loosely 
defined horizontal friezes , with overlappings but no real spatial recession; so 
that again the effect is one of strange and sure deliberate ambiguity. The 
profoundly mystical program is thus coucbed in a space tbat serves a symbolic 
rather than an illusionistic function. 

The vertical organization is no less fiexible, for the friezes may vary arbitrar
ily in heigbt, and more tban one frieze may be induded in a single comparl
ment. Whereas the organization of the Antioeh floor was predetermined, as it 
were, by an abstract principle of harmony and balance, this artist is free to 
devise his arrangement as tbe situation, iconographic or otherwise, demands. 
In this case, tbe arrangement may have been determined by ieonographieal 
eonsiderations, but it also embodies a far more organie kind of unity. For in 
eontrast to the Antioeh floor, only one of the compartments, the lowest, has a 
separate frame (and that so full of figural elements as to seem almost anotber 
register210) ; the others are separated only by tbin lines, so that one is tempted 
to read the entire vertical arm not as an agglomeration of isolated panels but 
as one tall rectangle containing a number of superimposed registers. 

Probably the most signiftcant use of registering oecurs, however, in large 
pavements without interoal subdivisions. In particular, it is often introduced 
as the basis for organization in the all-over types, paralleling the develop
ment we observed in connection with the panoramic view. In tbe great 
"Cortege of Venus" from a bath at Tebessa, to eite one of many examples 
among marine seenes, the elements are arranged in horizontal rows, of which 
the top one is simply extended so as to fiil the arms of the T-shaped room 
(fig. 7I). 211 This mosaic too probably dates from the late third eentury, and 
finds immediate counterparts in tbe marine pavements at Piazza Armerina 
(figs. 40--43). In the latter, curving and circular arrangements further illustrate 
the fiexibility of the device and strongly reeall the way it is used in the Antioeh 
hunts. In some eases the registered design is given a eentral focus, asin Orpheus 
pavements like those at Oudna (fig. 72)212 and Piazza Armerina (fig. 73),213 

where a similar arrangement also occurs in a mosaic with the closely related 

toe See the classic analysis of the iconography oi the Portus Magnus pavement by C. Robert, "Das 
Mosaik yon Portus Magnus," ]dl, 5 (1890). p . 215fl. 

uo Cdmpare the diagonal composition of the Constantinian villa (.fig. 8) where also, as we noted 
(p. 191), the framing system takes on a pictorial significance virtually equivalent to that of the narra
tivc panels. 

m Inv. Alg., no. 2, pp. I-2; cf. S. Gsell, Mus6e <k T6bessa (Paris, 1902). p. 64ff„ pl. v111. x. where 
it is attributed to the end of the second or early third century (p. 67), much too early. 

211 Inv. Tun .• no. 381, p. 129f.; on Orpheu.s pavements generally, cf. H. Stern, "La mosaique 
d'Orpboo de Blanzy-lcs-Fismes," Galli.a, Xlll (1955). p. 41 ff. 

111 Cf. fig. 107, no. 39; Gentili, La villa, p . 48f., fig. 29; drawing of wbole in i.dem, l mos. fig .• fig. 10. 
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theme of Arion (fig. 74).2M The Oudna Orpheus pavement, moreover, shows a 
tendeney to group the elements in vertical as well as horizontal rows, an 
extension of the registering prineiple that we shall find inereasingly im;portant 
from the fourth eentury on. 

Sueh eompositions show that the attitude underlying the more purely 
"deeorative" unifi.ed types we eonsidered earlier also extended to the realm of 
"pieture" illustration. And they exemplify the kinds of solutions which, as 
developed in the N orth Afriean hunting and genre seenes, provided the es
sential foundation for the late pavements of Antioeh. 

THE HUNTING AND GENRE PAVEMENTS 

Up to this point we havetakena rather broad view of North African pave
ment deeoration, and included a fairly wide selection of material. This has 
been neeessary in order to plaee in their proper setting the mosaies that are 
most directly related to the problem with which we are prirnarily coneerned: 
the great series of North African pavements depicting seenes of the hunt and 
other genre subjects. 

The analysis so far has sbown that the North African mosaicists with remark
ahle consistency approached the floor area as a eoherent unit. This eoneeption 
manifested itself in a variety of eompositional types that served to retain the 
integrity of the fioor's surface while covering more or less uniformly the entire 
area established by the arehitectural context. It eannot be too strongly em
phasized that few, if any, of these sehemes were invented in North Afriea, 
though some of the variants may be witbout parallel elsewhere. What is 
peeuliar to N orth Africa is the marked preferenee with which such types were 
adopted; in no other region ean they be found in such variety and abundanee. 
It is this fact that justifies our speaking of a "eontext" in North Afriea for 
the large-seale polyehrome figure designs that were to appear virtually un
heralded at Antioeh. 

\Ve suggested that the North Afriean aehievement in the figural real.m was 
rooted in a non-illusionistie interpretation of represented space, eontrasting 
sharply with the Hellenistie attitude. And we have considered certain of the 
compositional methods through which surface unity and extendibility were 
produeed in figure seenes. Having thus prepared the ground, we may now 
f ocus directly upon tbe process whereby the N ortb African penehant for unity 
was reeoneiled with the classical picture tradition-a proeess most amply 
documented precisely in the hunting and genre pavements. 

Again the classical legaey seems to appear in purest form in the mosaies of 
Tripolitania. In tbe villa at Zliten we .find two distinet modes of narrative 
illustration, both of which were handed down from the Hellenistie period. On 

"' Cf. Fig. 107, no. 32 ; idnn, Lo. villa, p. 41 f„ fig. 24; drawing of whole in idem, l mos. fig„ fig. 9. 
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the one hand, there are the celebrated enwlemata \vith rural seenes containing 
a sott atmospheric space, and relatively consistent recession into depth (fig. 
I8). On the other band, tbere is also the frieze with amphitheater seenes 
surrouncling the checkerboard arrangement in room D (figs. 20, 2I).216 In the 
latter case "spaee" is entirely absent and the frieze eould be extended to sur
round a panel of any size or shape. But in this form, as we pointed out, it 
rernains an essentially classical deviee, i.e„ the frame for a eentral eomposi
tion ;216 thus its function is inberently abstract. The Zliten mosaics are remark
able in that within a generally unified eonception of the floor as a whole, the 
realrns of illusion and abstraction remain separate. 

Something quite different occurs when these functions are, so to speak, 
fused. This is strikingly the case in a pavement from the villa of the Laberii 
at Oudna. Among the fioors ascribed to the early decoration of the villa, is 
one containing a rural seene as well as representations of the hunt (fig. 75).217 

The importance of the pavement lies first in its size; not so much in its absolute 
dimensions, though these are appreeiable (ea. 3.70 x 2.70 m.) , as in t he fact 
that the entire area is devoted to a single picture. The center of the eomposi
tion eo;ntains a realistie landscape recalling the emblemata at Zliten, thougb on 
a far larger seale. This in itself indicates that the artist approaehed the flooras a 
unifi.ed whole, refusing to subdivide it, and sought to "ad just" tbeclassical picture 
tradition to this preconception. In doing sohehas adopted the rather startling 
device of tuming the landscape upward at the two short sides, along which 
seenes of the hunt and related subjects are arranged facing the subsidiary 
entrances to the room.218 It is as though the central composition were sur
rounded by a frieze, except that the border separating the two has been 
rernoved. The artist's purpose clearly was to offer the spectator something 
"readahle" from several points of view. T o be sure, this is a consideration 
that motivated the classical artist as well, so that he might, as at Antioeh, 
arrang~ his separate pictures to face in different directions; in the Oudna 
:floor t~is purely "external" eonsideration is introduced into the picture itself. 
As aresult, it was necessary to saerifi.ee some of the consistency of a rational 
pieture space; or rather, one should say that the artist's conception of picture 
space was loose enough to make such a solution admissible. Space is not 

au Tbe frieze at Zlite:n is strikingly anticipated by tbe border with seenes from the palaestra, ete„ 
of a pebble mosaic found at Sparta (G. P. Oikonomos, 'f1')915c.rröv tv l:trÖ:pT1), DeJMn. 4 (1918], pp. 
171fi.; reproduced inarare series of illustrations, a fragmentary set of wbich isin the Dumbarton 
Oaks library, from a projected corpus of Greek mosaic pavements; d . C. Picard, "l.e 'Corpus mo
saicorum' de G~e." RA, 6th Ser., 47 (1956), p. roo). For historiated frames with animals and hunts, 
see, e.g„ a pavement in the House of the Come<lian at Olynthus (D. M. Robinson, ExcavaJions at 
Olyntllus, Part V (Baltimore, ete„ 1933), pl. 17B = AJ A, 36 (1932), pl. rv); room I of the House of 
lhe Myi.teries of Is is at Antioeh (suf>Ya, note 9); cf. also G.~Ch. Picard, AnnEstMem (1959), 2, p. 83. 

m s,,,,pra, p. 186f. 
m G11-uckler, MonPiot (1896), p . 20of., pl. xxu; Inv. Tun„ no. 362, p. 122f„ ill.; see supra, note 

180. The large hunt (as opposed to the small one in the entrance to the room with the Dionysus and 
lcarius pavement, which shows a more advanced style) is included among the early decorations of 
the villa by L. Poinssot, RevTun (1940), p. 226, note 24 (late second-early third century), and G.-Ch. 
Picard, "Autour des mosa!ques d' Antioche sur l'Oronte," RA, 6th Ser„ 34 (1949), p. 148. On the 
wholc. a. date in tbe first hall of the third century seems most probable for this pavement. 

m For tb.e pavement's architectural setting, see the plan in Gauckler, MonPiot (1896), pl. xx. 
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objectively fixed and independent of what it contains; it is something malle
ahle that ean be "bent" to suit a higher decorative need. 

Thus, the distinetion between abstraet and illusionistic functions is not here 
inviolate. As a matter of fact, in eontrast to the amphitheater border at Zliten, 
the surrounding "frieze" here does have a definite suggestion of spaee. On the 
other hand, eompared to the relatively even flow into depth that ebaracterized 
the Zliten embtemata, the landseape at Oudna eonsists of a series of horizontal 
strips, and the figures are isolated against the white baekground intervening 
between them. Consequently there is little real sense of recession, and all the 
elements have nearly equal value on the surface. 

l t is essential to reeall at this point that although, in order to faeilitate our 
analysis, we bave introdueed the Oudna pavement after the Zliten mosaies, 
it is not necessarily later in date. lt may even be earlier, and in any ease it is 
eertainly one of the early members of the North Afriean series of huntmg and 
genre floors. The development thus begins with a totally unelassieal achievement. 

No less remarkable is a hunting pavement from Le Kef, m western Tunisia, 
which has been dated, probably rather too early, m the latter part of tbe 
second eentury (fig. 76).219 Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine the 
mosaic's architectural setting, though presumably it decorated an apse that 
projeeted outward at its base. Again the whole area is treated as an urnlivid
ed unit, containing a single figural eomposition whieh seems to have been 
molded to fit the large, irregular shape. It depicts a group of ostriches and 
deer herded into a fenced enclosure by huntsmen witb ferocious dogs. The 
mode of representation is essentially the same as in the El-Alia Nilotic pave
ment, though it is applied here to a different kind of subject ; a general view 
is given of a single event taking place in a limited area, rather than many 
events taking plaee in a vast area. But again the artist has represented the 
seene from two distinet vantage points, the ground from above, the figures 
from their own level. A measure of the freedom implicit in this spatial in
eonsisteney is provided by the figures of the huntsmen and their dogs. those 
at the side being shown obliquely, those at the center facing toward the right 
side. By all these devices the artist manages to create a panoramic impres
sion, offer several different points of view, and yet never give an illusion of 
actual spatial recession in defiance of the floor surface. Indeed, the surfaee 
receives emphasis from the fiowers and petals strewn throughout the baek
ground, in striking anticipation of the fiorets in the Ktisis and Dumbarton 
Oaks Hunts and the Martyrium of Seleucia at Antioeh (fig. 5).220 

Another particularly jmportant mosaic is one found at El-Djem, with 
representations of amphitheater combats, that evidently decorated a T-~haped 

triclinium (fig. 77).221 Here, while fragments of landscape, east shadows, ete. , 
ua L. Poinssot and P. Quoniam, "B~tes d'amphltheatre sur trois mosaiques du Bardo," Kartliago, 

3 (r951-52), p . 157ff., who suggest (p. 163) a date at the " end of the reign of Marcus Aurelius." 
uo Ibid., p. 162; ei. supra, note 15. 
m It1v. Tun .• no. 71 f„ 4, SuppL p. 15, ill. See the description in BAC (1913), p. CCIIf. Parts of 

the border show that the :floo.r was two meters wid.e; about tbree meters were preserved lengthwise, 
hut no portions of the border t.o indicate the origi.na! length. A mid-third-century date is assigned by 
L. Foucher, Musle IU Sousse (Tunis, 1951), p . 28, no. 50. 
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are retained, there is no real sense of continuity and the episodes are treated as 
individual motives. The effect is almost that of an all-over design like the 
asarotos <>ikos, except that the episodes are in fact arranged to face the outer 
borders. Thus, we have the essential features of the late Antioeh hunts, in a 
similar iconographical framework, at least two centuries earlier. There can 
be no question, needless to say, of a direct relationship with the Antioeh 
pavements; but the freedom represented here was not lost and we shall 
find several floors, produced in the intervening pedod, having an anologus 
distribution of figures. In the present context the El-Djem pavement illus
trates, along with the frieze-picture at Oucina and the panorama at Le Kef, 
another of the forms in which unity and fluidity were obta~ned in figural 
compo$itions. 

Registering appears in a mosaic from Cherchel in Algeria which because of 
its very marked stylistic character, may, with a good deal of assurance, be 
assigned to the first hali of the third century (fig. 78).222 This is the splendid 
pavement with seenes of rural activities, in which the vivid coloration, strong 
contrasts of light and dark, energetic figures with "pathetic" facial expres
sions, refiect the Severan "Baroque."223 The mosaic was found in a very frag
mentary condition, but has been reasonably reconstructed as a tall, narrow 
composition in which the seenes are arranged ina series of horizontal registers 
along the short axis. 224 It is as if a continuous frieze bad been broken up and 
the separate sections placed one above the other. 225 Unity is established by 
virtue of the fact that the registers extend all the way aeross the panel, they 
are all more or less the same height (so far as can be determined from the 
preserved portions), and none tends to predominate.226 

It seems unlikely that any of the mosaics we have considered so far, although 
none can be dated accurately, were produced after the middle of the third 
century. And they indicate that by that time the major types of unified 
figural compositions with which we shall deal were already in existence-an 
observation that will prove of considerable importance when we seek to define 

222 J. Berard, MelRomc (1935), p. II3ff. 
m B6rard, ibid., p. 129, assigns a date at the begi.nning or middle of the third century; tbe strik

ingly "Severan" qualities of the mosaic are emphasized by G.-Ch. Picard (review of Rumpi, Hand
buch der .At-chäologie, IV, l , in Karlhago, 5 (1954), p . 208). 

Tbe similarities, often observed, of tbe vint.age seenes in tbe Cbercbel pavement to tbose in tbe 
vault mosaic of S. Costanza in Rome, was perhaps a factor in leading Rumpf astray in his dating of 
the Nortb A.frican hnnting and genre pavements (op. eit., pp. 195-6); apparently overlooking the (at 
!east to tbis writer) clear stylistic priority of tbe Cherchel floor, Rwnpf assmoed tbat it was contem
porary witb S. Costanza, and hence assigned tbe whole North African series to tb.e period between 
A.D. 350 and 450. The untenability of this point of view is discussed by G.-Ch. Picard (loe. eit.). Good 
details of tbe Cherchel pavement are reproduced in S. Gsell, Clserchel, Antique Iol-Caesarea (M. Leglay 
and E . S. Colosier, eds.) (Algiers. 1952), pp. 7, 92. 

tu See tbe reconstruction in ™zard, MtlR<>nU (1935), fig. I , p. II7; the originai widtb of tbe pave
ment including the borders was 4.20 to 4.30 m . (iöid., p. 121); tbe height conld oot be determined. 

1:5 Cf. also a mosaic with animal combats from Henchir-Toungar, P. Quoniam, "Une mosaique a 
soones de ehasse reeemment d6couverte a Henchir-Toungar," Karlhago, 2 (1951), p . 107ff., fig. t, p. 
uo, ascribed to tbe second quarter of the tbird century. 

m Brlow the seenes of rustic activities was a large Triumph of Amphitrite which was wider tban 
the r~ters and must havc projected out beyond them. The absence of arcbaeological evidence makes 
the relationship obscure (Berard, MelRome [1935), p. 126) . 
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the nature of the North African contribution. The subsequent development 
took place largely within a frame of reference that bad been established 
virtually at the outset. 

It will be observed that in the Cherchel pavement each of the registers has 
its own separate "ground" involving an element of spatial recession, and that, 
altbougb related, the subjects in tbe different registers do not actually form a 
continuous narrative. Toward the middle of the century we find a tendency to 
interrelate the registers more organically, and in cases where a narrative 
sequence does appear. This is true of a pavement illustrating a boar hurt that 
filled a large apse (diam. ea. 3.50 m.) ina house found at Carthage (fig. 79).227 

The story begins at the lower left with the hunters setting out; they find the 
boar at the lower right; it is driven into a net in the central register, and at 
the top it is carried home. While the zones are much in evidence, the landscape 
in each has been given a distinct upward tilt, with figures and trees distrib
uted through tbe space in a manner that links one level with the next. The 
fluidity of spatial relationships makes it possible, for instance, to place a dog 
diagonally, forming a transition between the middle and the top registers. 
And the semi-circular shape into which the composition has been neatly fitted 
demonstrates the :flexfüility of the formal principles involved. 

Approximately the same stage of development is seenina pavement depict
ing a rabbit hunt found at El-Djem, which has been ascribed to the middle of 
tbe third century (fig. 80).228 In this case the sequence begins at the top 
where tbe hunters start out on tbeir venture; in the middle the dogs have 
discovered the prey in its lair; and at the bottom the hunters and dogs are 
chasing the rabbit at full speed. Here again the elements are not placed in a 
landscape :flowing continuously into tbe distance. The main figures establish 
the registers, but the rest-trees, stones, animals, ete., some with their own 
separately east shadows-seem suspended in mid-air. They seem so, thfi-t is, if 
we read the space illusionistically. But the elements are isolated frdm one 
another, and there is so little perspective diminution that most of the elements 
can also be regarded as flush with the surface.229 It is this ambiguous quality 
tbat marks these third-century pavements as an important step in the evolu
t ion we are tracing. While tbey contain a real temporal development in tbe 
narrative represented, tbeir design is such tbat all episodes can be grasped 
simultaneously. Space and time have been telescoped into a single pseudo
panoramic composition. 

tt7 L. Poinssot and R. Lantier, BA11tFr (1923) p. l54tJ.; BAC (1924), p. CLVlfJ„ pl. m. wberc 
the pavement is ascribed to the "late second or rather the early third century." A good photographic 
detail in AA, 46 (1931), fig. 16, cols. 505-6. 

Ha Inv. Tun„ no. 64, p. 26, ill. For tbe mid-third-century date, cf. P . Quoniam, Karthago (1951), 
p. 122, and sufwa, note 185. 

ta A similar duality appears even wlten there is no narrative sequence. The bunting pavement 
tbat formed tbe threshold of tbe room with the Icarius mosaic in the Villa of the Laberü at Oudna 
(Gauckler, Mo1iPfot (1896), pl. xxm) is now generally considered tobe part of a third-century(early 
fourth ?) restoration (G.-Ch. Picard, RA, 6th Ser., 34 [1949], p. 148; P. Quoniam, Karthago (1951), 
p. 122); in it a ground-line is established for the lower tigures, while the others are distributed in a 
blank. white background above. Tbe artist seems almost to bave abstracted onc of tbe egisters 
in tbe El-Djem or Carthage pavements. 
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The floors at El-Djem and Carthage may in fact be regarded as an experi
mental mixture of the uniiied, panoramic technique we analyzed in the mosaics 
at El-Alia and Le Kef, with the system of registering found in the rustic 
mosaic from Cherchel. The motivation for the mixture in these cases may have 
been tJ;le subject, which required a compromise between the linear continuity 
implicit in the narrative, and the desire to impart a visual unity to the floor 
as a whole. But we shall see that, particularly in the fourth century, the 
formal qualities of the mixture were exploited and systematized even when 
the subject did not involve a continuous narrative. 

In the second balf of the third century, the panoramic system reached a 
climax in one of the most spectacular of the North African hunting pavements. 
This is the mosaic found at Hippo at the westem end of Algeria's coast line 
northeast of Le Kef, for the dating of which a measure of arcbaeological sup
port can be adduced (fig. 81).ZJO The luxuriance of form and the richness of 
tonality in the Hippo floor epitomize the coloristic approach to representation 
in Norfh Africa, and the pavement isa signal instance of the pictorial exuber
ance for which we have found evidence in other monuments dating from late 
in the third century. The main subject here is the trapping of wild beasts for 
amphitbcater spectacles. No real sequence can be discerned, but the artist has 
depicted a general seene in which many things are happening at once. While 
the composition is carefully adjusted to fit the given area, we feel our eye 
could move in any direction beyond the frame to inelude more of the land
scape and the activities taking place in it-which is to say that the artist 
could extend such a representation in any direction without sacrificing its 
pictorial unity. The reason for this is that again spatial relations in depth 
are not definite, indeed they hardly exist. The semicircular citt-de-sac formed 
by the shields and net implies a recession, but the figures and objects do not 
diminish in seale, the landscape is discontinuous, and there is no horizon. 
Consequently the illusionistic implications of "foreground" and "background" 

uo Jnv. Alg .• no. 45, p. 12 f., ill. The pavement was found inan interconnected group of structures 
involving five Roman building periods. Jn the second of these was found the ftoral carpet whose in
scriplion was attributcd to the la te second-early third century (supro., note 158.) 1n the third phase 
was found the well-known Zodiac mosaic (fov. Alg., no. 41, p . II f ., ill.) ascribed by the excavator lo 
the beginning of the third century {a fonrth-<:entury date was tentatively adopted by G. Hanimann, 
Tlie Sea.son.s Sarccphagtis in Dtmsbartot'I Oaks [Cambridge, Mass .• 1951), I, p. 135f., 11, no. 129, p. 
t47; it is considered third centnry by K Lehmann, "Tbe Dome o! Heaven," ArtB, 27 [1945), p. 9 
and by Levi. p. 233, who implies, correctly I think, the second hali of the century); the hunt was 
Cound in the next-to-the-last builcling and dated by the e.""<cavator to the late third century (cf. F. 
C. de Pach~re, MllRom. [1911) . p. 321 ff., summary on p. 346!.; subsequent excavations in this com
plex are descnöed by Marec, Libyca, ArcA.-Ep. [1958], p. 99ff., cited supra, note 202). 

Some support for this view is provided by the mosaic with a Triumph of Amph.itrite that belonged 
to the last period of construction and is certainly later than the hunt (et. Marec, Hipponc la Royale 
[Alglers, 1950), fig. '20, p. 46). The acanthus scroll border of this pavement is rendered in a peculiar 
fiorid manner, with the forms often outlined by a row of light colored tesserae; to my knowledge 
this st.y~e bas its closcst parallel in the border of the Portus Magnus triclinium pavement (fig. 67, 
lowermostpanel with myth of Cabiri, Inv. Alg., no. 454, 1°, ill.), from whlchit cannot be too far removed 
in date; as we have seen (cf. note 207), there is good evidence for dating the Portus Magnns mosaic 
before tbe end of the third century. The writer here finds himself in substa.ntial disagreement with 
G.-ch. Picard, who would place the Hippo Hunt as late as, or later than, the reign oi Valentinian 
(A.D. 364-J5; ei. RA, 196o, 2, p. 38). 
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are minimal, and we have the effect of a fiat tapestry of indefinite size, cut 
to fit this particular surface. 

In general, it seems that the third century witnessed the emergence of a 
variety of solutions to the problem of reconciling the spatial implications of 
traditional figure composition with a recognition of the floor as a fiat, 

1
unified 

surface. In roost instances, however, the solutions were compromises; for while 
in one fashion or another they permit the eye to travel aeross the floor with
out interruption, they nevertheless provide at least some hints of spatial 
recession. Thus, in terms of depth vs. surface the third-century solutions 
present a more or less "comfortable" balance. It would be diffieult to traee an 
actual evolution in this respeet. But it can be observed that in a relatively 
early example like the hunt at Oudna the compromise seems awkward, whereas 
at the end of the century, as at Hippo, the artist achieves an almost perfect 
fluidity and ambiguity. 

In a sense it might be said that the fourth and early :fifth centuribs eon
tinued along tbe guide-lines established during the preceding period. Merely 
by doing so, however, the balance was upset, with extremely important results. 
The same motivation that had led in the third century to compromise now 
produced fioors in whieh two dimensional unity was aehieved in inereasingly 
consistent and systematic ways. This is evident not so much in the creation of 
new eompositional devices as in the kind of selections made amongst the old 
ones, and in the rigor and consisteney \vith which they were applied. 

A partieularly signifieant type is what we may call the "animal-catalogue," 
in which animals used in the hippodrome speetacles are represented, often 
with their names inscribed, in a kind of portrait inventory. One of the :first 
examples, dating perhaps from the second half of the third century, is la large 
rectangular pavement found at Carthage, in which a variety of animals are 
arranged in rows that follow vertical as well as horizontal axes (:fig. 82).231 

There is no indication of ambient, and basically it belongs to the "spaceless" 
category that also, for example, indudes Orpheus seenes. The animals float 
in a completely abstract medium, while the measured intervals at which they 
are placed produce the effect of a "staccato" rhythm aeross the surface. And 
of course the composition could be extended in any direction \vitbout diffi
culty. In all these respects the formula strikingly anticipates the procession of 
animals in the Martyrium of Seleucia at Antioeh (:figs. 4, 5).232 At the same 
time, there can be no doubt that it represented a coherent and characteristic 

m Cf. L. Poinssot and P. Quoniam, /{arlhago (1952), p. 13otJ., .figs. 1-6, where thc tloor is ascribed 
to 'the second quarter of the second century. 

:u That this kind of composition was a1so extended, in North Africa, to cover long, narrow areas 
is documented by the corridor in tbe Maison du Paon at Carthage, whlcb was apparently filled 
througbout both its arms (meeting at a right angle) with ampbithcater seenes; d. A. Merlin and L. 
Poinssot, MonPict (1934), p. 129ff. , plan fig. 1, p. 130, who offer a date, probably too early, in the 
early fourtb ce:ntury (p. 152ff.). Details of the preserved fragments of these seenes are reproduced 
by Poinssot and Quoniam, Karlhago {1952), figs. 7, 8, 9, pp. 144-6. 
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tradition in North Africa, where it continued in use well into the fourth century 
at least (fig. 83).233 

Such "inventory" compositions are of further interest for the analogy they 
offer to the abstractness and regularity that also appear in the "narrative" 
pavements produced during the fourth century, particularly its latter part.234 

An especially important example is a fragmentary pavement with seenes of 
the hunt found at Constant ine in central Numidia (figs. 84, 85),235 which 
probably dates from this period. 236 Here the parallel registers of the third
century pavements are retained and spread laterally to fil1 a long, narrow 
panel.237 The figures, however, have been further isolated to avoid overlapping, 
and they have been placed in frieze-lik.e rows punctuated here and there by 
trees.238 At the same time there is a tendency to arrange elements or groups 
of elements in one register above those in the register below, and the arbitrary 
ground-line separating the registers is removed. Tuus we have a similar rhythm 
and the same omnidirectional fiexibility as in the animal-catalogue pavements, 
both achieved at a sacrifice of pictorial cohesion when compared with third
century mosaics. I t should be observed that an analogous process of isolating 
individual elements has taken place iconographically. The relative cohesive
ness of the third-century mosaics had extended even to the point oi introduc
ing a narrative sequence, as at Carthage and El-Djem. Here we bave what 
might best be described asa representative collection of sundry motives, includ
ing animal combats, single animals, and episodes from the hunt, juxtaposed 
without any apparent continuity. In all tbese basic characteristics, both 
formal and iconographical, the Constantine pavement unmistakably fore
sbadows no !ess a monument than tbe mosaic pavement in the peristyle of 
the Great Palace at Constanttnople (cf. fig. 136). 

If the salient tendency during the fourth century was toward surface dis
tribution and systematic organization, tbis did not conflict with the possibility 

233 P~vement from Rades, near Tunis, in which an animal inventory is used to fiil a T-shaped 
triclinium (Inv. Tun ., no. 5J l a, Suppi. p. 52f„ ill. Poinssot and Quoniam, Karthago [1952), p. 156, 
note u 8, date the pa.vemont around A.D. '250; considering the close parallels for some of the animals 
to be foond in the curvod peristyle at Piazza Armerina [et fig. 49), in this writer's view it should 
be placed around 300 or shortly thereafter) . Cf. also two fragments of a mosaic from Kourba, 
ascribed by Poinssot and Quoniam to the beginning of the fourth oentury "at the ea.riiest" (ibid., p . 
153ff., figs. IO, Il). 

u. A more abstract and schematic style is already in evidence in hunts of the first hall of the fourth 
century, to which period the writer wouJd ascribe that of the threshold panel at Oudna (d . suf>ra, 
note 229), and that from Thuburbo Majus published by L. Poinssot (RevTun (1940), p. 218ff., pl. t, 
where it is dated in the third centn.ry). 

us BAC (1928--29), p. g6ff., pl. 1; d . l\L Christotle, Rapporl 5141' les travaru de f<>Uillu et consolida
tions effedrds en z930-z93z-r932 par le Serviu des Monummts historiques de l'Algbü (Algiers, 1935), 
p. 172ff., ill. p. 173. 

m The temptation to assign a stilJ later date is outweighed by the figure style, which laeks the 
hardncss and precision of most frfth-century examples (compare the animal heads, for example, with 
those in figs. 97, 98, datable around 400, where shapes are defined by continuous dark outlines). 

237 The pavement certainly extended in both Jateral directions (portions at the left had been 
found e4rlier, and at the rigbt the mosaic was interrupted by a modem building; cf. BAC [1928-29], 
pp. 96, 99). 

m An intermediate stage, which retains some linkage between the registers, is perllaps represent
ed by a bunting mosaic from Oglet-Atha (fig. 86, P . Gauckler, "Mosaique romaine r6cemment decou
verte a Oglet-Atha," BAC (1899], p . 166ff., pL vn, lnv. Tun., no. 17, p . 8f.); the pavement is known 
onJy from a rough sketch, but Gauckler's date of mid-~n.d century is evidently much too early. 
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of imparting to the floor a greater measure of integration. It was don;e, how
ever, in more purely abstract terms of "arrangement," and composition, and 
less in terms of space and narrative than in the third-century pavernents. A 
group of mosaics that probably <lates around or after the middle of the century 
illustrates the way in which this strictly "decorative" kind of unity was achieved. 
An approximate date for the group is provided by wbat is perhaps its latest 
and most important member, a mosaic that we shall find echoed, even more 
strikingly than tbe Constantine floor, among the later mosaics at the eastem 
end of the Mediterranean. Tuisis a bunting pavement that decorated a huge 
apsidal building near the large thermae at Djemila (fig. 87).239 The figural 
panel is surrounded by a field in which guilloche frames enclose small squares 
containing diaper, zigzag, and other abstract designs in a wide range of colors. 240 

An analogous treatment occurs in the north aisle of the Kaoussie church at 
Antioeh, where the guilloche frames are replaced by meanders and the whole 
pattem is placed diagonally (supra, note 40). The Kaoussie church is dated 
A.n. 387, and our Djemila pavement is probably not far removed from it 
chronologically. 

In the Djemila floor, again, there is no hint of spatial recession and the 
elements are distributed vertically (in conformity to the long axis of the build
ing in which it was found), some witb bits of ground beneath them, some with
out. Important cbanges have taken place in other respects, however. Wbile 
traces of registers remain, now they have been closely integrated by project
ing elements of one into the ne."<t. The figures are also more closely spaced, 
and the unity of the composition as a whole depends not so much upon a 
rhythmic sequence as upon the direct interpenetration of each area with those 
adjoining. 

A similar arrangement occurs in another hunting mosaic, found at Orle
ansville (fig. 88).241 It is smaller than the Djemila pavement, and square in 
shape, so that only two registers are included. But again we could not draw 
a straight line between them without cutting off portions of the :figural ele
ments. The third member of the group was found at Cherchel ina large vault
ed building, part of a villa, analogous to that from Djemila (fig. 89) ;242 it 
formed part of the pavement of the center aisle of the three-aisled edifice, in 
which each aisle terminated in an apse. Here three registers are arranged 

239 Y. Allais, Djemila (Paris, 1938), pp. 57, 74f., where it is said tobe not earlier than the fourth 
~~ l 

240 The surround is visible in the reproduction in L . Leschi, Algerie antique (Paris, 1952), ~-p. 149. 
241 Inv. Alg., no. 450, p . 108, ill. The figure style here has so many "Constantio.ia n" features (cf. 

fig. 9) that it cannot be placed much beyond the middle o! the century. 
ui Inv. Alg., no. 422, p. 10If., ill. ; plan in V. Waille, "Nouveau rapport sur 1es fouilles de Cherchel," 

Mfr, 48 (1904), p . 56fi., pl. vm. A date very late in the fourth century seems ruled out for several 
reasons. In another room of what was presumably the same building two geometric mosaics were 
found superimposed, the one on the lower level showing traces of fue. The upper pavement had a 
design of squares filled with diaper and st.ep patteros and with peltae facing inward on the four sides 
(ibid., pl. m ). This design is very close to that in room A 1 of a building a t Carthage dated with consider
able probabiüty to the flrs t part of the fourth century by G.-Ch. Picard, "Une ' Schola' de Coll~ge 11. 
Carthage," Kal'thago, 3 (1951-52), p. 157ff., fig. 4, p. 174. Furthermore, the extremely pictorial style, 
witb the forms modeled in broad bands of intense color, still recalls the characteristics oI i e period 
of Piazza. Armerina (cf. fig. 109). 
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vertically in the tall, narrow panel, each containing a single main figure ele
ment. But even these few have been "dovetailed" so tbat the eye follows a 
zigzag tompositional line through their bodies. 

Finally, in a fragmentary hunting pavement found at Carthage (fig. 90), 
probably dating from the end of the fourth or early in the fifth century, the 
horsemen and animals are placed in loog horizontal friezes marked by con
tinuous strips of landscape with very simplified trees and clumps of foliage.~ 
There is virtually no overlapping, and yet the figural and landscape elements 
are again very carefully interlocked, like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. A similar 
effect is also acbieved in the vertical sense by the interpenetrating arrange
ment of the objects, and by the ribbon of landscape that undulates between 
the two levels. 

In the course of the fourth century still another way of integrating the 
surface design came to the fore, namely, centralization. Again, the device had 
been developed earlier, as appears from a little-known pavement found at 
Henchir M'Rira, south of Kairouan, which probably dates from the late third 
or early fourth century (fig. 91). w In tbe central panel a figure of Diana occupies 
the middle, surrounded by various episodes of the hunt. Tbus the design of 
this panel, in which a central feature dominates, is different from any we have 
seen b

1
efore. This effect is enhanced by the arrangement of the secondary 

figures, which betrays the tendency discussed above to isolate and scatter the 
individual elements in the seene. At the same time, a number of other devices, 
also by now familiar, are used to organize and unify the composition. Though 
widely separated and seemingly quite independent, the subsidiary figures do 
form three roughly defined registers; and some are placed to project from one 
level to the next. 

Later in the century we find similar principles in much more pronounced 
form. A mosaic found at El-Djem depicts the seminude figure of Bacchus who 
holds ~ staff in one hand and dangles a lizard by a string in the other, :flanked 
on either side by animals engaged in combat or standing alone (fig. 92) .245 

That the pa vement was produced not long after the middle of the fourth 
century is suggested primarily by its style; it may also be signifi.cant that a 
similar example of this peculiar Bacchus motive first appears in the September 
illustration of the Chronograph of 354, while a related image occurs in the 
sarcophagus of Junius Bassus (d . A.D. 359).248 Tbe animals in the Bacchus 

m !~11. Ttm., no. 672, p. 226f. The dating in this case is based primarily on the doubtless con
tempora:ry marine seene that decorated the adjoining room of the sa.me building (Inv . Tun ., no. 671, 
p. 226, ill.); its composition and figure style are very close, for example„to that of the Dominus Julius 
mosaic (tig. 95), which we shall see is ascribable to this period on independent grounds. 

m M. Laout, "Souvonir de Voyage l!. Kairouan," Recwiil de la Socieli de Prehistoire et d'Archiolog~ 
de Tibessa (1936-37), p . 281 ff. l am indebted to M. Lassus for a transcript of this article and a photo
graph of the pavement. To be compared with it is a pavement from a funerary monument found at 
Sousse, dated by Gauckler in the mid-third oentury "at the earliest" ("Rapport sur des inscriptions 
latines dkouvertes en Tunisie de 1900 l!. 1905,'' Nouv.A.rcb, 15 (1907], 4, pl. VIU, opp. p. 354, cf. p . 355; 
Inv. Tmt ., no. 202, p. 74 L, Foucher, no. 57.187, p. 8-zL). 

m Merlin and Poinssot, McmPiot (1934), p. 154ff., pl. tx, 1 . 

m See ibid„ p. 175, wbere the mosaic is dated not earlier than the beginni.ng of the foorth century. 
On the relationship to the Chronograph, see also D. Levi, ArlB (1941), p. 268, and H. Stem, Le Cal-
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pavement are again arranged in a series of horizontal registers that interlock 
so that the surface is linked vertically as well as longitudinally. But the ar
rangement is here much more regular and schematic than in the previous 
example; and the composition is given a more pronounced centralizing accent 
by the large figure of Bacchus about wbich the animals are distributed. 

In an impressive group of mosaics dating from the very end of the fourth 
or during the first quarter of the fifth century, the centralized scheme occurs 
almost always in combination with a more or less strict system of registers. 
The group, wbich consists of two pavements from Carthage and vicinity, and 
one from Tabarka, is defined not only by similarities of figure stylc a~d com
position, but by the peculiar stylization of the rich acanthus rinceau border 
that appears in eaeh case (figs. 94, 95, 96}. The date is suggested by the striking 
analogy between these borders and one found in the Cresconius basilica at 
Djemila (fig. 93), which can be dated by the dedicatory inscription, 412-420.247 

The great pavement from Kbereddine, near Carthage, has hunting seenes 
in six superimposed registers separated by undulating ground lines (fig. 94).248 

In the center of the middle register is represented the schematized fa9ade of a 
temple, between the columns of which stand Apollo and Diana; they are 
larger in seale than the other figures, so that in the over-all design a balance 
is established between the central and secondary accents. A similar solution is 
found in the second mosaic of the group, from Carthage (fig. 95). Tbis depicts 
various seenes of activities on the estate of a wealthy landowner who appears 
seated at the lower right andis identified as Dominus Julius by the inscription 
on a scroll banded to him by a servant. 249 The composition isagainarranged 
in registers, this time three of them, and the center is occupied by an impres
sive representation of the owner's villa. Here too, as in the Baechus mosaic 
from El-Djem, the central element is not separately framed, but fo~ms an 
integral part of the composition. 

This kind of integration is even more marked in the third member of the 
group, a series of three apsidal mosaics found in the trifolium of a villa 
at Tabarka in north central Proconsularis (fig. 96).250 A date in the early 

endrier tk 354 (Paris, 1935), p . 263; on the iconography, ei. also A. Merlin and L . Poinssot, "Amours 
vendageurs au gecko," RA/r, 100 (1956), p. 285ff. 

A termi.,,us ante qtum is suggested by comparison of the 1ignre of Bacchus with tbat of Apollo in 
the mosaic from Kh6reddine discussed immediately below (fig. 94), wh.ich we shall lind probably dates 
from around 400 or shortly thereafter; the modelling of Apollo's body see.ms much ftatter and more 
abstract. 

m Cf. P . Monceaux, "Cuicul chretienne," MemPontAcc, I (1923), p. 94ff., pl. vm; photographs 
of the rinceaux borders: OFALAC 4/5 bis, 18/5 bis, 25/5 bis, 21/5 bis, in the Dumbarton Oaks files. 
The importance of the Cresconins rinceau was first pointed out to me by Prof. Kitzinger, in connec
tion with the Tabarka apse mosaics. 

m lnv. Tun ., no. 6o7, p. 204ff., ill. ; dated at the end of the fourth century by P. Gauckler, "Fou
illes de Carthage," AssociaJion franp1.ise pour l'avancement des sciences, Compte rendu, 27th Session, 
Nantes, 1898 (Paris, 1899), p. 178. G .-Ch. Picard places it in the second quarter of the fourth century 
(RA, 196o, 2, p. 38, note 3). 

:u A. Merlin "La mosa'ique du Seigneur Julius a Carthage," BAC (1921), p. 96ff., pl. xrt, where 
it is ascribed to the fourth century (p. 113). A photograph of the pavement is reproduced by R. Lan-
tier, AA, 46 (193r), fig. 14, cols. 497-8; see also Levi, ArtB (1941), p. 278. l 

250 Inv. Tun„ no. 940, p. 303f., 3 ills. 
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fourth century has usually been assigned to these pavements, 251 but as we have 
seen, we shall probably be closer to the truth in considering them a full cen
tury later. Here again, in each half-circle the central focus is provided by a 
building. The other elements fill up the surrounding space in an apparently 
haphazard array. In fact, they are carefully arranged so that the trees and 
figures provide a number of subsidiary accents, with the intervening areas 
occupied by less conspicuous details; and upon analysis they resolve them
selves into registers. Nevertheless, the compos~tion distinctly recalls the 
apsidal mosaic of the third-century Ma.ison du Virgile at Sousse, where a 
reclining gazelle occupies the center and is surrounded by a variety of still-life 
motives (fig. 34).252 The crucial difference between the Sousse and Tabarka 
pavements lies in the fact that the former is a still-life, and hence fits into 
the general non-spatial category, whereas the latter depict landscapes. 
And, as we have seen on several occasions, the assimilation of an essentially 
decorative formula to a type "normally" involving spatial illusion is a 
major index of the manner in which the North African artists approached 
classical tradition. The square panel that occupied the center of the Tabarka 
triconah had a seene representing animal combats, of which only fragments 
were preserved (figs. 97, 98) ;263 tbese are sufficient, however, to indicate 
tbat the composition must have had a similar effect of isolation and dis
perSion. 

This decorative, one is tempted to say diagrammatic, schematization may 
have been the last important development of pagan mosaic decoration in 
North Africa.2M It cannot be assumed, as it often is, that all production of 
non-Christian mosaics was discontinued after the Vandal conquest in 42g-30.256 

But it is significant that the examples that can reasonably be attributed to 
the subsequent period reveal little that is fundamentally new from the point 
of view of design. The system of registering occurs, for example in a hunting 
mosaic from Khanguet-el-Hadjaj (fig. 99),256 and in another from Bordj
Djedid, near Carthage, of which fragments are preserved in the British Museum 

" 1 See ibid., and the bibliography quoted there. 
ltH Cf. SU'f>YO, note 138. 
na lnv. Tvn., no. 940 a, p. 303. 
:$4 Uniortunately it is practically impossible to make use of another potentially important monu

ment of this period, the so-called Baths of Pompeianns at Oued Atm6nia (Inv. Alg„ oos. 26off., pp. 
61 fI.; J. and P. Alquier, "Les thermes romains du Val-d'Or pres l'Oued Athm~nia," RuConst (1926). 
p. 81ff.; ibidem [1928--'29), p. 289ff.). The pavements became known from a series of copies that were 
subscquently found to be extremely inaccurate and misleading. Better copies were apparently made 
bcforc the mosaics were almost entirely tost, but these have beeo published only in part. The build
iog seeII\s to have been of the late fourth or the early fifth century, aod the mosaics locluded elaborate 
seenes ~f the hunt, ete. (on the date, cf. Mommsen, in CIL, VIII, no. 10890, p. 968; Levi, p. 616, note 
39; and compare, for example, tbe geometric design of room T, Alquier, RecConst (1926), pl. 3, with 
the choir mosaic of the Basilica Urbana at Salona, Forschungen i?i Salona, l (Vienna, 1917), pl. IV). 

11u See also G.-Ch. Picard, GBA (1958), p. 207f. Buildings securely datable to the Vandal period 
are, nonctbeless, ex:tremely few (cf. Courtois, Le.s Vandale.s et l'A.frique, pp. 228, note 3, 249, note 4, 
314, note 5). 

ue Inv. Tun., no. 465a , Suppi. p. 47!., ill 
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{fig. 100).257 Tbat the formal capabilities of the tradition continued to be 
exploited may be judged from the fact that the British Museum pieces formed 
part of an ensemble nine meters long. 

Much more important than the preservation of the pagan repertory itself 
is the powerful and constant infiuence it exercised upon Christian pavement 
decoration.258 Unfortunately the chronology of the Christian pavements of 
North Africa is harclly less obscure than that of the pagan floors. But there 
can be no doubt that the process of transfer had begun early, particularly in 
the case of abstract designs.259 The genre tradition, too, soon made itself felt, 
as may be seen in the great pastoral and fish pavements in tbe basilica at 
Matifou, which probably dates from the late fourth century,260 and in the 
pavement from a Cbristian complex at Oued Ramel, with representations of 
various activities connected with building construction {fig. 101),261 which 
springs directly from the Nortb African background of genre. Indeed, in the 
tomb mosaic of the deacon Crescentinus from Tabarka, a landscape seene 
with borsemen and various fowl in a roughly circular composition, has been 
adopted as an image of paradise {fig. 102).262 l 

The Byzantine reconquest brings to an end the period relevant to our 
problem, since it very nearly coincided with tbe Persian attack of A.D. 540 
that stified the development of pavement decoration in Antioeh. During tbe 
Byzantine suzerainty North Africa witnessed a considerable artistic revival;263 

but the revival was Cbristian rather than pagan, and its monuments are 
documents of early mediaeval rather than late classical art. For this very 
reason, bowever, it is important to realize that the pagan heritage continued 
even then to play an essential role. Attributed to the Byzantine period, for 
example, is a large hunting pavement from a Christian building at Carthage 
(figs. 103, 104) ;264 and this remarkahle floor also follows the conventions of 
the earlier scbematic, centralized designs, while ellminating the gro~d-lines 
between the registers and arranging the subsidiary elements to enhance the 
eff ect of symmetry and balance. The same was probably true of a second 

u 7 Hinks, no. 57, p . 144ff., wbere a date of late fifth or early si.xtb century is given {p. 148). Hinks 
suggests, erroneously I believe, that the Khtreddine Hunt (fig. 94) may be contemporary. Courtois, 
t>fJ. eit., p. 228, note 4, would make the Bordj-Djedid mosaic Byzantine, thongh his reasons seem 
insufficient. 

m Cf. Gauckler, Mus. op., p. 2124. 
t» From the material previously dlscussed in this paper, ei. the Christian examples of the modi

fied asMotos and vine-scroll carpet designs cited in not.es 148 and 165. Neediess to say, the continu
ous carpet designs (supra, p. 216ff.) also found rcady reception in Christian churches, wbere tbe use of 
images may be frowned upon (et, among many examples, tbe fourth-century basllica at Tebessa, 
lnv. Alg., no. 6, p. 3). 

2'° Inv . Alg., no. 349, p . 84 f.; cf. H. Chardon, "Fouilles de Rusguniae," BAC (1900), p. 129ff„ pl. 
v; the inscriptions indicate a date before the Vandal conquest (ibid„ p. 143). Photograph in L. Leschi, 
"La basilique chretienne en Algerie," Atti del JV Congresso internazionale di Archeologia dlristiana, 
Rome, z938, l (Rome, i940), fig. 13, p. 163. 

211 Inv. Tun„ no. 463, p. 156!„ ill. 
211 Inv. Tun„ no. 10'24, p. 327, ill. According to Gauckler, the tombs in this chapel date from be

fore the reconquest (" Mosaiques tombales d'une Cbapelle de MartyTes a Thabraca," MonPiot, 13 
[1906], p. 175 ff., esp. p. 185). 

w C. Diehl, L'A/riqua byzanline (Paris, 18g6), pp. 387ff., 418ff. 
™ lnv. Tun., no. 770, p. 258; Gauckler, NouvArch (i907), p. 44off., plan on pl. XXVll, fig. 1; 

Gauckler attnöuted it to the sixth or seventh oentury (CRAI [1904), p. 6cn). 
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pavement in the building (fig. 105), whose composition, recalling the Dominus 
Julius and Tabarka apse mosaics (figs. 95, 96). is dominated by an elaborately 
rendered structure with portico and towers. 285 

Thus, altbough profound changes have obviously occurred in such pave
ments, it is clear that the traditions we have been following became part of 
the lifeblood of Christian art in North Africa. There, jn contrast to many 
regions of the Empire, the transition from ancient to mediaeval took place 
without a major lapse in continuity. 

SUMMARY 

Our brief survey of North African pavement decoration has revealed severaJ 
distinct characteristics. We have found a marked preference for compositional 
types and devices that serve to retain the unity of the floor surface, and whose 
capacity to do so was exploited with extraordinary consistency by North 
Africaljl designers. While the basic principles are manifest in their use of deco
rative designs, it was in applying them to polychrome figural compositions 
that the artists made perbaps their mest significant contribution. 

Underlying this manner of treating the flooris a totally unelassieal concep
tion of picture space that, as everytbing goes to show, was "endemic." The 
earliest pavements preserve the floor' s unity toa degree unparalleled at Antioeh 
until the tradition of the Hellenistic emblema was superseded several centuries 
later. Though we shall find it difficult to establish a real connection (see 
p. 251ff.), it is useful toimagine tbe North African artists' point of departure as 
roughly analogous to the I talian silhouette mosaics, where figures are con
ceived as virtually independent decorative elements, and the floor as a com
pletely flat surface (cf. figs. ll6-u8). From this point of view, compositions 
like the rural landscape at Oudna (fig. 75) or the apse at Carthage (fig. 79) seem 
intended merely to "evoke" seenes of the Hellen\stic type in a general way. 
Nothing bears this out more clearly than comparison with the relatively 
illusionistic hunting mosaics that have been preserved, like the well-known 
emblemata from Palermo (fig. ro6) and Chiusi. 288 By comparison the African 
designs seem "compiled," as if a variety of individual elements had been put 

ns lnv. Tun., no. 771, p. 258!. 
•• On the Palermo Hunt, cl. E. Gabrici, "Ruderi romani scoperti alla Piazza dell 1 Vittoria in 

Palermo," M cmAnt, 26 (1921-22), eol. 193fl., fig. 6, pls. ru-1v ; H. Fuhrmann, Plailonnos uon EreJria 
(Gött.ingen, 1931), p. 228fl; it is generally taken as representing the lion hunt in which Alexander 
the Great was saved from death by his general Craterus the Elder (Pliny, N. H., xxxiv, 63-64, Plu
tarch, Alex., 40, with refercnce to the bronze group at Detphi by Lysippus and Leoehares). It has 
been dated as early as the mid-second century B.e„ but not later than the first century A.'D.; for a 
summaiiY of opinions, see Pernice, p. 12f. 

On the Chiusi Hunt, c:C. Levi, p. 239, fig. 91, who suggests that it reftects a Polygnotan composi
tion illustrating the Catydonian Hunt. 

Probably based d.irectly upon models such as these, and for this reason extremely unusual in 
North Airica, are two bunting compositions that have been associated with the same mythological 
or qua.si-mytholgocial subjects. placed in a corridor of the Villa del Nilo (Aurigemma, Afrlt [1929), 
pp. 251 fi .• 258f.). 
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together so as to suggest, rather loosely, coherent pictures. 267 And th,at they 
are indeed deliberate approximations, rather than inept imitations, is ~dicat
ed by the very fact that in another relatively early example like the "circular" 
hunt from El-Djem (fig. 77), the classical norms may be disregarded entirely. 

Yet, it is significant that a rapprochement to the classical picture eoneept 
did oecur, for North Africa, like the rest of the Empire, drew heavily upon 
Hellenistie tradition, not only for much of its general artistic vocabulary but 
through specific eurrents, represented by pavements sueh as those at Tipasa 
and Portus Magnus (figs. 66, 69, 70}, in which classical subject matter andele
ments of elassieal style are especially prominent. 268 Even in cases of extreme 
conservatism, however, as in the mosaics of Tripolitania, the fundamentally 
unelassieal attitude can be diseerned. 269 Indeed, the N orth Afriean eontribu
tion may be said to consist largely in having adapted tbe Hellenistic pietorial 
legacy to an unelassieal point of view. And this may be precisely the reason 
why at Antioeh when, in tbe second hali of the fifth century, tbe need was 
felt for figural eompositions that would provide the same k.ind of unity as did 
the earlier carpet designs, North Afriea supplied the ingredients for a solution. 

An unelassieal attitude having been operative ab initio, only certain aspeets 
of the Nortb Afriean achievement can properly be said to have "evplved." 
Some of tbe compositional forms are eharacteristic of definite periods (though 
none :fi.t within very narrow chronological limits), and we have seen that they 
changed in cbaracteristic ways with the passage of time. Essentially, however, 
the Apollo and Diana Hunt from Khereddine (fig. 94) is neither more nor less 
unelassieal than the Oudna pavement (:fig. 75); it i,s simply more abstract and 
schematie. There took place no profound shift, as was the case at Antioeh. 
This too is a valuable observation, sinee it provides an insight into the nature 
of the North Afriean development. It would seem that substantially from the 
beginning the North African artists bad at their disposal, wbether by inyention 
or importation, a number of basic eompositional formulae that eould be 
extended in any direction for any distanee. They experimented with these 
formulae, produeing a variety of alternative solutions in accordance with 
individual tastes and cireumstanees, not succeeding one anotber in a clearly 
defuiable sequenee. It is therefore understandable that, for example, tbe Oudna 
(fig. 75) and El-Djem (fig. 77) hunts take different viewpoints into account, 
while later pavements like the Constantine (figs. 84, 85) and Khereddine 
(fig. 94) Hunts do not; yet, with referenee to the late Antioeh Hunts the 
former seem in this respeet more 1 1advaneed." Analogously, the examples with 
registers that have no ground-line more closely anticipate the Antioctl fioors 
than those that do; yet, in North Afriea both systems are used in two by-and
large eontemporary fioors lilce the Constantine and Khereddine Hunts. 

Admittedly it is impossible to be dogmatie about the detailed ehronology of 

m For this lrind of "syntbetic" creation of a classical picture-type at a later period, cf. Kitzinger, 
Ll()Pape-,s (1951), pp. 98, 122. 

=-• Sucb currents of relative conservatism were also observed by Cauckler, Mus. op .• p. 2124. 
and MonPiot (1906), p . 225. 

!u See supra. p. 206ff. 
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the North African pavements. But it seems very unli.kely that this heteroge
neity is a mere illusion. And the explanation may be that in speaking of 
"experimental soiutions," we may actually be referring to the achievements of 
a great number of schools or workshops operating throughout North Africa, 
each approaching the floor as a uni:fied whole, while having its own predilec
tjons, more or less progressive depend.ing upon one's frame of reference. 
Moreover, the workshops, though perhaps operating from headquarters in the 
larger centers, were doubtless itinerant; so that in sorting them out, we should 
also have to reckon with a very complex pattern of interrelationsbips.270 

The important fact for us, however, is that the underlying attitude toward 
picture space, as well as certain of the individual formulae, anticipates tbe 
analogous soiutions that appeared quite suddenly at Antioeh in the second 
hali of the :fifth century. The evidence therefore suggests, unavoidably, that 
an influence must somehow have taken place, an influence of considerable 
importance since it contained some of the basic elements of mediaeval style. 

We have pointed out that in the present case the question of "how" tbe 
infiuence might have taken place is more than usually a eritieal one. Any 
answer to tbis question must be tempered with the reservations imposed by 
our limited knowledge of the stylistic pecularities of the various provinces, to 
say nothing of individual schools or masters of pavement decoration. We can
not hope to draw :finely articulated geneological trees, as with the painters of 
the Italian Renaissance. We can only attempt to sketch such broad channels 
of communication as the available evidence reveals. 

Piazza Armerina 

PART II 

EXPANSION AND TRANSMISSION 

"OFFICIAL" INFLUENCE I (WEST) 

The problem is greatly illuminated by the reeent excavation at Piazza 
Armerina, in a remote inland region of Sicily, of one of the richest architec
tural complexes with mosaic pavements from the late Empire (fig. 107).271 In 

tto On North African "workshops," see Gauckler, Mus. op., p. 2109f; on the so-called "school of 
Byzacena," see supra, note x77. Otherwise, so far as I know, except for the observations in the dis
sertation of Mrs. Margaret Alexander on the Christia.n tomb mosaics, which it is boped will soon be 
published, no extensive work has been done on the problem of schools and workshops in North Africa, 
though al careful study might yield important results in the matter of chronology. 

m Tb,e bibliography on Plazza Armerinagivenin Gentili, La villa, p. 9, note 1, while not complete, 
contains the essential references up to 1954; subsequent bibliography will appear in the notes that 
follow. Our plan (fig. 107) is reproduced from ibid., pp. 2-3 ; a good isometeric plan can be found in 
Paoe, l mosaici, pl. r, opp. p. 32. Recently, Gentili has published a volume (I mos. frg.) o! color details 
of the mosaics with a plan showing the surfaces that were covered with mosaic and a number of very 
nsefol drawings of larger compositions in their entirety. 
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many respects the builcling, with its more than 3,500 square meters of mosaic 
floors, raises more questions than it answers. The location is perhaps its most 
puzzling aspect, and only extraorclinary circumstances could account for the 
appearance of such splendor in what, even in antiquity, must have l been a 
very out-of-the-way place.272 Furthermore, no absolutely reliable archaeolo
gical evidence was uncovered to provide a date, 273 nor were there any direct 
indications as to the builcling's owner,274 nor yet its function. 

On tbe other hand, certain reasonable inferences can be drawn. While there 
are several instances of superimposition or replacement,275 the complex as a 
whole is certainly a single unit, and was in all likelihood planned and built 
as such.276 And, although many details are extraorclinary, certain major 
elements of tbe plan-especially the large main court surrounded by a variety 
of rooms and the adjoining bathing establishment-are those of a sub
urban villa of the imperial period.277 In fact, even if the building served 
some other purpose, we should still have to adrnit that its archite~ture is 
basically in the villa tradition. Moreover, its sheer size and magnificence 
quite naturally suggest the possibility tbat it might actually have had im
perial connections. 21s 

All tbese factors explain wby one of the fust proposals, by H. P. L'Orange, 
as to the nature of the building bas best withstood the test of subsequent 
criticism and excavation; namely, that it constituted the otium, or retiring 
place, of the Emperor Maximianus Herculius after his abdication from tbe 

"' See the discussions of the ancient name of the site in Gentili, La villa, p. 10, Pace, J mosaici, 
p. 38ff.; a new identification of the site has been proposed by L . Villari, L 'antichissima eitill di Ibla 
Erea 11ei ritrovatM1lli della villa 1'oma11a di Piazza Armerina (Grottaferrata, 1<}6<>). It was located on 
a section of the Via Publica from Catania to Agrigento. 

m But see in/1'a. 
m Centili's interpretation (NSc, 4 [1950), fig. 16, p. 315, and p. 332) of one of the inscriptions 

found in the villaas referring to the gens Anicia was inconclusive (cf. Pace, I mosaici, pp. 37, u8), 
and he seems to have abandoned it subsequently. Equally unacceptable as evidence is the elaborate 
reconstruction of a very fragmentary inscription to establish the ownership of Maximianus Herculius 
(Centili, La villa, pp. 12, 17, idem, "Le gare del circo nel mosaico di Piazza Armerina," BdA, 42 
(1957). p . 26, note 1; cf. Pace, J mosaici, p. 37, G. Manganaro, "Aspetti pagani dei mosaici di Piazza 
Armerina," ArchCl, u (1959), p. 240, note 1). 

tn The pavement with the famous "Bikini" girls was found above an.other of geometric design 
(Centili, La villa, p. 47 C., room 38) ; in the east side of the main peristyle (no. 15) was inserted a.n 
obviously later mosaic panel with a vase conta.ining a plant motive and a curlous inscriplion involv
ing the name Bonifatius or Bonufatius (cf. Gentili, "l mosaici della villa romana del Casale di Piazza 
Armerina," BdA, 37 (1952). p. 34, fig. 5; Pace, l mosaici, p. u 8f„ offers an alternative explanation). 
Other mosaic replacements and an earlier bath are mentioned (Gentili, FA , 9 [1954). no. 4979. 
p. 36of .• lo [1955], no. 4398, p. 353L). and evidently there were also later repairs (ülem, La villa, 
p. 38). 

m Pace, l mosaici, p. 36f., bad suggested, on the basis of certain pottery and coins and ~·gmatic 
fragments of inscriptions, that an earlier villa may have existed on the site. Pace also inferre , errone
ously l believe, from the stylistic di.fferences in the mosaics that the erection and decorati n of the 
building covered a conaidorable period (ibid., p. 105), but even he recognized it as an organic unit 
(p. 37). l 

m Gentili, NSc (1950). p. 298. The present writer offers some remarks on tbe place of certain or 
the building's features in the development of late antique domestic architecture in the article meo
tioned supra, oote 4 ; cf. also ArtB (196o), p. 71, oow too K. M. Swoboda, "Tbe Problem of the Icon
ography of Late Antique and Early Mediaeval Palaees," ]SAH, 20 (1961), p . 78ff. On the kind of 
planning employed, cf. N. Neuerberg, "Some Considerations on the A.rchitecture of the Imperial 
Villa at Piazza Armerina," Marsyas, 8 (1959), p. z2f. 

1171 The over-all dimcnsions of the Piazza Armerina complex are of the order or 130 x 100 m. 
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tbrone in A.D. 305.279 It would thus be the counterpart of the palace built at 
Spalato by Diocletian, with whom Maximianus shared the rule. The identifica
tion rests on four main considerations. First, we know that Maximianus built 
such an otium, though the sources are contradictory as to its precise location ;280 
second there is an undeniable physiognomical resemblance between a figure 
in the largest of the hunting pavements (see infra), supposedly the villa's 
"proprietor," and the Tetrarchic portraits outside San Marco, Venice, and 
in the Vatican Library, and the headgear they wear is identica1;2s1 third, 
a striking number of elements in the building are, or at least have been, 
related to the myth of Hercules, from whom Maximianus elaimed origin. 282 Of 
particular interest is tbe pavement of the central area of the great trilobed 
building, which most extraordinarily represents only the defeated antagonists 
of Hercules' labors- the Houses of Diomedes, the Nemean Lion, ete. (figs. rn, 
n2) ;283 it is extremely tempting to imagine the Emperor himself as the sym
bolic protagonist. A further point is that the generally "late antique" 
style indicates that the mosaics were made sometime between the beginning 
of the fourth and the early fifth century, though opinion has differed in assign
ing a closer date.28' 

But quite recently a certain amount of new evidence has appeared that 
points specifically to the early fourth century. Professor A. H . M. Jones has 

271 Cf. H. P. L'Orange, "1:: nn palauo di Massimiano Erculeo ehe gli scavi di Piazza. Armerina 
portano ai.la luce ?". Symb()slo, 21 (1952), p. u4ff. L'Orange's proposal was criticized by S. Maua
rino, "Sull'otium di l\fassimiano Ereulio dopo J'abdicazione," Rendl..ittc, 8 (1953), p . 417fJ., and by 
Pace, l mosaici. p . 111 ff. The hypothesis was subsequently accepted by Gentili, the excavator, with 
tbe modiftcation that it is oot the Empcror's palace of retirement after the abdication, but simply 
his hunting lodge (La villa, p. 9; ülem, BdA [ r957). p. 26, note 1). 

"° Lucania, Campania, and simply a subuYbanum otium are mentioned in the sources (see the refer
ences in RE. XIV, eol. 25u), which can, therefore, hardly be regarded as favoring the specific iden
tification of Piazza Armerina as Maxi:mianus' retiring place. However, in view of the sources' vagueness 
and lack of agreement, neitber can they be taken as incontrovertible. 

m Cf. L'Orange, SymbOslo (1952), fig. i, and p. n7, note 2; the resemblance was questioned by 
Pace, l ~nosaici, p. II6f. The problem is not so much whether the heads are similar, which seems to 
me quite plain, but in what degree they can be taken as representing specific individuals (compare, 
for ex.ample, the woman represented in room 13, Gentili, La villa, p. 27 f., fig. 10, who has been regard
ed as Maximianus' wüe Eutropia, with the figure oi a judge of a eontest in a mosa.ic from Tebessa, 
lnv. Alg .• no. 3, p . 2, iJJ.), and whether we are justified in assuming that the Emperor's face migbt be 
depicted on the fioor. 

m The clearest references are the pavement in the center of the trieonch, mentioned im.mediately 
below in the text, and that in the northem apse which bas been called a Glorification of Hercules 
(fig. l 13). Gentili, La viJla, p. 16. also regards the ivy (laedera) that appea.rs in a number of pavements 
as symbolic of Hercules; Pace, I mosaici, pp. 37, u7, legitimately questions this, as well as Gentili's 
epigraphical interpretations (supra, note 274). 

On thc other haod, H. P . L 'Orange, "Il PaJauo di Massimiano Erculeo di Piazza Armerina," 
S tudi in onore di A ristide Calduini e Roberto Paribeni, III, Studi di arcAeologia e stona thll'arle antica, 
(Milan-Varese, 1956), p. 593, ill. opp. p. 596, bas very convincingly identified a eolossa.l marble head 
found in the building as Hercules (Gentili, La Villa, p. 25, fig. 37; Gentili had recognized it as Maxen
tius, soq of Maximianus) . 

m Cf. fig. xo7, no. 46; Gentili, La villa, p. 52!., figs. 32, 33; drawing of wholc in idcm, l mos. fig., 
fig. 12. 

m Pace (st,pra, note 276) considered that execution of the pavements extended from the latter 
part of the fourth into tbe fiflh century. The question of date aside, the formal diiferences that led 
him to assurne a chronological "spread" can be explained, more reasonably I believe, by the siinul
taneous existence of more than one stylistic tradition (see infra). Exception being made for replace
ments and repai.rs such as those mentioned in note 275, l am aware of no archaeological evidence 
for differences in date among the mosaics asa wbole. 
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produced an ingenious interpretation of two of the pavements based on 1numis
matic arguments, which, if correct, yields a date in the first quarter of the 
century.285 Stiil more important are the ceramic and numismatic materials 
reported to have been found above and below the surface of the mosaics. 286 

These too indicate the early years of the century as the most likely period. 
Thus, the connection with Maximianus is chronologically possible. Indeed, this 
theory helps to explain many of the monument's enigmas without, in my 
estirnation, incurring any insurmountable obstacles.287 Nevertheless, without 
additional evidence (the complex has not yet been completely excavated) or 
at least the definitive publication of all the evidence presently available, the 
identification cannot be taken as proved; we shall have to content ourselves 
with the conclusion that ü it was not in fact an imperial villa, it might very 
well have been one.288 

In spite of the many disagreements concerning the O\.vner and function of 
the building at Piazza Armerina, one fact has always been apparent-that its 
pavements are intimately related to the North African mosaic tradition.289 We 
cannot here undertake a detailed analysis of the nearly fi.fty rooms whose 
fioors have mosaic decorations (some of which have never been illus~rated). 
But discussion of at least a few of the more elaborate pavements will help to 
define in general terms the position tbey occupy in the development we have 
been following. 

We have seen, for example, a continuous evolution in North Africa of 
organic all-over motives. The development culmi.nated toward the end of the 
third century with a maximum of tropieal luxuriance, as in the mosaics from 
the villa at Thuburbo Majus. 290 And we have seen that in fact Piazza Armerina 
offers several close parallels for the pavements of tbat building. A version of 
the diagonal vine-scroll motive with winged putti playing among the cqnvolu
tions, very similar to the one at Thuburbo, occurs in room 42 at Piaiza Ar
merina, where also the thid<ly laden vines originating in the corners fairly 
obliterate the white background (figs. 58, 59}. The acanthus scrolls populated 

:u "The Origin and Early History oi the Follis," J RS. 49 (1959), p . 34 fl. 
"'B. Neutscb, AA, 69 (1954), coL 598, mentions that when several pavement:s were raisea for 

restoration (rooms 3, 8, 42-45, 46c) sherds of te"a sigillata were found , datable from tbe seoc>nd cen
tury through the period immediately beiore Constantinc. Finds of ceramics and coins were mentioned 
by Gentili (notiees in FA cited sufWa, oote 275). Now Gentili (/ nws. (ig„ p. 74) speaks of large quanti
ties of ceramics and coins (among them apparently asealed coin of Maximianus) all pointing to tho 
carly fourth century. Tbese finds, if and when they are published indetail, may prove decisive. 

m L'Orange has explained the :remarkable but fragmentary pavement in the vestibule (no. 3, 
Gentili, La villa, fig. 3) as the adventus ceremony for the Emperor ("The Adventus Ceremony and the 
Slaying of Pentheus as Represented in two Mosaics of about A.D. 300" in Lale Classical and Mediaeval 
Sfadies in Hon~ o/ Albert Mathias Friend, Jr. (Princeton, 1955], p. 7 ff.) . B. Neut.sch has proposcd 
that, since the seenes in the pavements o! rooms 31-36 areall otherworldlysubjects !ound on sarcophagi, 
this portion of the complex may be a mausoleum or Heroon (MAKAPC.UN NHl:OI, RM, 6o-61 (1953-54). 
p. 70. oote 24). Also, a connection bas becn made with rcferences to the basilUti llerculis huilt by 
Theodoric at Ravenna (Cassiodorus, Var„ l , 6; cL Dyggve in SymbOslo [1952], p. 126, and "Excursus 
sulla 'basilica Herculis' ricordata ela Cassiodoro," Universila degli studi di Bolog11a, Corsi di. cultura 
sull'arle ravennale e bizanJina, fasc. lI (Ravenna, 1957), p . 75 tl. ; cf. Gentili, La villa, p. 12). 

111 Even Pace was pcrfoctly amenable to the idea that it was an imperial villa (/ mosaici, p. 118) ; 
he simply felt the evidence clid not warrant assuming it was tbat of Maximia.nus Herculius. 

289 Cf. Gentili, La villa, p. 13 f.; Pace, l mosaici, p. ro6f. 
200 Cf. pp. 212, 218, 222 swpra. 
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by birds and anirnals that filled the ambulatory around the central panel at 
Thuburbo, is used in an analogous fashion at Piazza Armerina to cover the 
narrow surface of the curved peristyle that precedes the trifolium (figs. 48, 
49); and this penchant for treating such long corridors uniformly is further 
illustrated by the Piazza Armerina mosaicists' use of wreath medallions con
taining animal heads as the design for the portieos of the main rectangular 
court (figs. 27, 28, 29). 

Ad.m.ittedly, we cannot be sure that the mosaics at Thuburbo actually 
precede those at Piazza Armerina. But the similarities are so obvious that 
neither can we doubt some kinship between them; and this for us is the only 
really important point, since we bave found that the essenti.al background for 
the motives themselves as well as the way in which they are employed, lies 
in North Africa.The major difierence is that at Piazza Armerina the sealeis 
far grander than anything we have seen in North .Africa. 

Much the same may be said not only of the marine seenes at Piazza Armerina, 
already discussed (p. 215f.), but also of the villa's farnous hunting pavements. 
The most remarkahle of these fi.lls the enormously long corridor (ea. 4.50 
x 60.00 m.) that precedes the main triclinium (fi.gs. 108, 109).291 Here we 
find ricb coloristic forms that are directly comparable to tbe style of the 
hunting pavement from Hippo (fig. 8r), for which there was some independent 
evidence indicating a date toward the end of the third century.292 At the same 
time, the arrangement in three loosely defined registers and the ambiguous 
space reeall the mid-third-century pavements from El-Djem (fig. 80) and 
Carthage (fig. 79; asin the latter, an undulating horizon-line is still retained 
at the top). On the other hand, at Piazza Armerina there is no apparent 
narrative sequence, so that the registering, in purely formal terms, seems to 
anticipate the later pavement at Constantine (fig. 84).293 This is also true of 
the slight tendency to place groups (or "seenes") above one another, which 
recurs more schematically in the Constantine mosaic. Similarly, the hunt 
composition that here fills a single straight corriidor is continued around a 
corner in the later Maison du Paon at Carthage. 294 

This impression that the Piazza Armerina mosaics not only reflect what had 
gone before in North Africa but look forward to what was to follow, is rein
forced by the so-called "Small Hunt" that decorated room 23 (fig. no).295 In 

1:t1 Cf. fig. I07, no. 26; Gentili, La villa, p. 36ff., 1igs. 17-n; drawing of whole in idem, l nws. {ig .• 
fig. 5· 

:tt Supra, note 230. 
l!n Anothcr instance in which Piazza Armerina carries further a device that had appeared in earlier 

Nortb African examples is provided by a comparison between the pavement with infant hunters in 
room no1 36 (Gentili, La villa, p. 46f., fig. 27; see tbe color detail in idem, l mos. fig .• pl. XLU) aod the 
early third-century mosaic with rural seenes from Cherchel (fig. :78). In the latter tbe fioral elements 
in the landscape setting of each register tcnd to develop into complicated arabesques that serve to 
emphasize the spacc bctwccn the figures asa decorative surface. The same device is uscd ln the Sicilian 
pavcment, but in a much more abstra.ct way, so that birds, braoches, ete., have aimost tbe effect of 
the modified asarotos compositions (see supra, p. 213 f .) ; a close parallel for this treatment is found in 
the fragmcntary pavement of a triclinium from Carthage (Inv. Tun ., no. 6o6, p. 204). 

IH Supra, note 232. 

tu Gentili, La villa, p. 3311., fig. 4; d.rawing of whole in idem, l mos. fig .• fig. 4-
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it the banquet seene that occupies the middle of the composition, 296 and the 
motives that divide the upper two registers,297 foreshadow the cent:ralizing 
tendencies of the late fourtb- and early fifth-century pavements, such as that 
at Khereddine (fig. 94).29s 

Investigators have emphasized that two main pietorial tradit:ions are rep
resented in the Piazza Armerina pavements.299 One, epitomized in the hunt
ing mosaies, involves an extremely eoloristie, painterly style, and spdeializes 
in realistie genre subjects. The other, while also relying on color to define form, 
concentrates upon plastic, vigorously modeled figures of massive proportions, 
and specializes in more exalted mythological subjects. Most of the mosaics in 
the villa have been asenõed to one or the other, or to a mixture of these catego
ries. While the diehotomy has perbaps been somewhat exaggerated, over
simplifying what was probably a very complex situation,300 there is little room 
to doubt that two of the major eonstituents of late antique style are rep
resented. 

The classical or "academie" style appears most clearly in the pavements of 
the great trefoil trielinium (fig. III} whose central square contains the rep
resentations, already mentioned, of the antagonists of tbe Labors of Hereules 
(fig. n2), while the apse mosaics depict the Glorification of Hercules (fig. u3), 
the defeated Giants (fig. n4), and Lycurgus and Ambrosia (fig. II5).301 It 
would be logieal to expeet that this group of mosaies at Piazza Armerina 
might find its closest parallels in areas, such as Antioeh itself, where classieal 
values were eonserved with the greatest tenacity. But the academie tradition 
has in faet been transformed in a way unlmown at Antioeh: the figures are 
mueh granderand more monumental; the forms are created of highly sat:urat
ed masses of color; and tbe compositions involve an entirely un-Antiochene 
conception of space. Even a cursory analysis shows that this particular ver
sion of the classi,cal tradition, no less than the "progressive" style of the 
hunting pavements, was a direct transplantation from North Africa. The 
figure style is virlually the same as that in the triclinium mosaic of the villa 
at Portus Magnus (figs. 69, 70). In the apsidal compositions, particularly the 
Glorification of Hercules (fig. II3) and the Licurgus and Ambrosia panels (fig. 
n5), the great figures erowd the available space, and a strange fusion of 

200 Pace, l mosaici, pl. xvm, p. 99. 
m lb-id .• pl. XI X, p. n 3. 
21• We have not generally been conceroed with precedents for specmc motives, but we may mention 

the particularly interesting case of the mock circus (children driving chariots pulled by various b irds) 
in room no. 33 (Gentili, La villa, fig. 25). Tuis has recently appeared in a mosaic at Volubilis (R. 
Tbouvenot, "Maisons de Volubilis," PSAM, 12 (1958), .fig. 1, pl. XVI}; as we have pointed out, the 
town was probably evacuated in the last quarter of third century. 

• Gentili, La villa, p. 13 fl.; Pace, l mosaici, p. 93 ff. 
100 For example, the animals in the corridor of the hunt are not radically different in style from 

those in the Victories of Hercules (compare figs. n and 22 in Pace, ibid.). But, at the same tirjie, more 
than two "styles" may actually be discem ed at Piazza Armerina. We must weigh the pers9nal ele
ment in late classical pavement dec,oration against the possibility that an artist or workshop may 
have used different styles for different kinds oI subject matter. CI. generally 0 . Brendel. "Prolego
mena toa Book on Roman Art," MAAR, 21 (1953). p. 6811 . 

.OI cr. fig. 107, no. 46a, b, e, respectively; Gentili, La villa, p. 53ff., figs. 34-36. 
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foreground with background is achieved by combining overlappings \vith a 
kind of vertical perspective-again as at Portus Magnus. So close is the rela
tionship, in fact, that the late third-century terminus ante quem that seemed 
probable for the Portus Magnus villa,002 provi.des another argument for dating 
the Piazza Armerina mosaies not long thereafter.ooa 

The most striking indication of the degree of spatial abstraetion in this 
".traditional" group is provided by the pavement of the east apse of the trefoil 
representing the defeated Giants (fig. 114) and by the floor of the main square 
of the trefoil with the Vietories of Hercules (figs. III, u2). In these instanees 
the figures have no ground-lines at all; a few branehes, rock formations, ete., 
are introduced in the intervening spaces to suggest the idea of a landscape 
setting, a device we have noted frequently in the third eentury. But here too 
we find characteristics that will recur later in North Africa. The figural el
ements in the Labors floor are arranged vertically in at least three tiers, which 
eompletely interpenetrate-as in the fourth-century hunting pavements from 
Djemila and Cherchel (figs. 87, 89). And the apse of the Giants has a centralized 
eomposition sueh as we associated particularly with mosaies of the late fourth 
century.304 At the same time, these eomparisons 'IVith genre seenes reeall the 
interaction which we noted between the "progressive" and "eonservative" 
eurrents in North Africa. 

The mosaics at Piazza Armerina thus seem to fit integrally into the evo
lution of late imperial pavement decoration in North Africa. Indeed, it would 
come as no surprise to learn that they were actually produced by North 
African artists. And the closeness of the relationship permits two important 
observations. Firstly, the Sicilian pavements widen the sphere of North African 
style from the African littoral northward to a region which in turn is closely 
connected with the bub of the Empire.305 Secondly, by its very size and 
magnificence Piazza Armerina raises the "social standing" of North African 
style to a level which is at !east worthy of an .emperor and from which a 
wide range of influences is entirely coneeivable. The great seene of chariot 
racing in the circus that decorated the palaestra of the bath at Piazza 
Armerina,006 also anticipated in North Africa,307 is close enough to examples 
elsewhere to suggest that there may indeed have been connections Mth 

Jeii S1ipra, note 207. 

- Tbe ground plan of lhe Portus l\lagnus villa likewise bears striking analogies to Piazza 
. .\nnerina (cl. Lavin, A"'B [1962), p. 7). The similarity of the Portus Magnus pavement to these 
figurcs at Piazza Armerina is also noted by G.-Ch. Picard, in Atti sett. Cong. ini. are/leol. cl., m. 
p. 246. 

A related "plastic" style appears in a mosaic of the Loves of Jupiter from OuJed-Agla (fig. 131), 
discussed below, p. 264. 

aoc Supra, p. 238 fJ. 
3oa P11-ce has repeatedly omphasized the dependence of Sicilian pavement decoration in general upon 

that of North Africa (l mosaici, p. 106, note 31, p. 109) . 
:oo Cf. fig. 107, no. 8; see the detailed study oi this pavement by Gentili, BdA (1957), p. 7 ff„ draw

lng oi whole, fig. t, also in idem, l r.ios. fig., fig. 3. 
ao7 COmpare the pavement at Carthage dated end second-early third century by G.-Ch. Picard, 

La Civi(isalion de l'Afriq1'e Yomaine (Paris, 1959), p . 391, note 57, pl. 44 opp. p. 306; no later than 
the third ccntury. nccording to L. A. COnsta.ns, "Mosaique de Carthage representant les jeux du cirque," 
RA. sili ~er„ 3 (1916), p. 259. 
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other parts of the Empire, even if tbe chronological relationships are quite 
uncertain.308 

In general, however, it seems unlikely tbat Piazza Armerina could have 
exercised any appreciable direct infiuence. Whether or not it was an im.perial 
residence, considering its location, it could have been seen only by a select 
few. It should be regarded primarily as an instance, though a quite spec
tacular one, of the migration and elevation of a provincial style during the 
fourtb century.308a 

E vidence in Rome 

The importance of Piazza Armerina, though very great, is limited by con
siderations other than the obscurity of its location. Tbe very fact of its prox
imity to North Africa would justify the question whether it represents any
thing more than a "normal" extension of regional traditions to an adjacent 
geographical area. One might also assurne that in this particularly remarkable 
case the transfer was no more than the whim of some individual, emperor or 
not, rather than indicative of a larger phenomenon. 

If this period did indeed witness a large-scale migration of North African 
traditions, and especially if they underwent a process of "cosrnopoNtaniza
tion" that might help to explain their ultimate transmission to the eastern 
hali of the Empire, tben we should reasonably expect them to have left some 
trace among the mosaics of Rome itself. There isin fact a good deal of evidence 
to support this hypothesis. Before attempting to evaluate it, however, certain 
aspects of the Roman tradition itself should be considered. 

It was pointed out earlier that a uni.:fied approach to the floor was, as such, 
by no means eoniined to North Africa. On tbe contrary, it seems to bave 

'°' For pavements with chariot mcing cf. Reinach, RPGR, p. ~91 ff. Compa.re especially the Spanisb 
examples from Barcelona (R. Menendez Pidal, HisJoria de Espana [Madrid. 1935), ll, tigs. 309, 310, 
pp. 512, 513) and Girone (Museo Arqueologi&c de Barcefona [Publicaciones de la Direccion general de 
Bellas Artes) [Madrid, 1955). p. 128ff„ m. sala XX"V, B). and tbe pavement from Lyons in France (I nv. 
Gaule, no. 712, II, p . 6, ill.; P. Wuilleumier, Lyon Metropoledes Gaules [Paris, 1953), pl. ym). The 
famous mosaic from Italica may also have belonged witb this group (A. de Laborde, Description d'un 
pave en mosaique decouvert dans l'ancienne ville d'Italica (Paris, 1802), pl. e). 

The Barcelona floor was ascribed by E. Hübner, "Mosaici cli Barcelona.'' Adl, 35 (1863), p. 136, to 
the beginning or middle of the seeood century A .D., much too early. A. B. Freijeiro, "Mosaicos roma
nos con escenas de circo y anfiteatro en ei Museo Arqueologico Nacional," ArcAEspArq, 23 (1950), p . 
136, considered it post-Constantinian. Wuilleumier, op.ciJ., p. 84, assigns the Lyon ftoor to the second 
century, also too early. The mosaic irom Girone was placed in the period of Philippus Arabus (2+4-49) 
by J. de la Rada, "Mosaicos romanos representando carreras de carros en ei circo," Museo Espaflol 
de AntigfUdades, 11 (1880), p. 281 ft; A. Garcia y Bellido, "Nombres de artistas en la Espana romana," 
ArchEspArq, 28 (1955), p. 13, dates it in the fourtb century. 

3osa After this study was in proof, in the summer of 1963, Professor L'Orange most kindly allowed 
me to read the manuscript of a new article he has written on tbe mosaics of Piazza Armerina, to be 
published .in a forthcoming issue of tbe Aeta oI tbe Norwegian Institute in Rome. Professor L'Orange 
devotes a good deal of attention to relationsbips 'vith Norlh Africa and, though bis point of view is 
clifferent, he considers many of the sa.me monuments cliscussed here, which he a1so tinds tend to con· 
1irm his originai dating of Piazza Armerina to the period of Maximianus. 
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been characteristic of the western provinces generally, as is witnessed, for 
example, by the geometric and all-over designs of l taly and Gaul, many of 
which we have cited as precedents or parallels for compositional types found 
in North Africa. Wbat seemed most distinctive of North Africa was the appli
cation of this principle of unity to large-scale figure compositions in poly
cbromy. 

But it is important to keep in mind that, at least in part, this latter achieve
ment had also been anticipated in Italy, and particularly in Rome. There a 
form of pavement decoration had prevailed that by its very nature tended 
to recognize and preserve the integrity of the Hoor ,as a surface: namely 
the silhouette mosaics, in which figurative elements in black, often with 
internai details outlined in white, are placed against a white background.809 

Beginning in the first century A.n. the black-and-white pavements reached 
a peak of development in the second century, under the Antonines; there
after they steadily declined in popularity and by the fourth century became 
relatively rare. 

The Italian silhouette mosaics in the heyday of their development offer 
virtually the only real parallel for the large unified figural compositions found 
in North Africa. On the whole, they form a much more coherent group than 
do the analogous North African pavements, displaying neither the variety of 
compositional types nor the hybrid experimental character of the latter. By 
the same token, however, they seem to achieve over-all unity in more thorough
going and consistent ways, anticipating even more directly than had the 
North African mosaicists some of the solutions found later at Antioeh. This is 
particularly the case with "circular" compositions in which the figural ele
ments are arranged (as in later polychrome marine pavements such as that 
in the bath at Piazza Armerina, fig. 42) in concent ric rings with or without a 
centerpiece, facing the surrounding walls of the room (fig. n6).310 Here are 
some qf the essential ingredients of the late Antioeh hunts, though symme
tries and rhythmic repetitions have given the latter a more systematic organiza
tion. In a remarkahle pavement from Castel Porziano marine and hunting 
seenes in silhouette filled the four sides of a large quadriporticus (figs. rr7, 
rr8),311 displaying the same kind of extendibility that we have found in North 
African pavements and that will appear in a number of important eastem 
examples; the arrangement in a peristyle and the widely spaced fi.gures against 
a plain background are particularly reminiscent of the Great Palace mosaic 
at Constantinople. 

A further interesting aspect of the black-and-white pavements is their 
iconographic repertory. Most of them have representations of marine subjects, 
and a few have mythologcial themes, notably Orpheus tarning the beasts.312 

•Oo the figurcd silhouette mosaics, see Blake, MAAR (1936), p. 138ff„ ibid. (1940)1 p. 93ff. 
iio Our example, ooe of many, is the great marine pavement m the Aotooine Baths at Ostia (Be· 

catti, Ostia IV, no. 70, p. 48fI., pl. cxxivfI.), whicb measurcd 18.10 x 10.40 m. 
811 Blake, M A A R (1936), p. 156f.; Aurigemma, Le terme, no. 166, p . 72, pl. XlX a, b, attributcd to 

the seeood cenlury. 
m Blake, MAAR (1936) 1 p. 159fl. 
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At the same time, they display a much rieher variety of genre subjects, in
cluding athletie eontests, hunting, and amphitheater seenes, than do the eon
temporary I talian polychrome mosaics.313 

From all these points of view the Italian pavements seem relevant to the 
development under eonsideration here, though the nature of their relevanee is 
not easy to determine. They can hardly have been unknown to th~ North 
African mosaieists and must at least have provided them with points o~ depar
ture for their experirnents.31' On the other hand their infl.uenee eannot have 
been very direct or pervasive. Otherwise it would be diffieult to explain why 
aetual examples of silhouette mosaics in North Africa are practically non
existent;315 or why, in the face of the more consistent Italian soiutions, the 
North Afrieans should nevertheless have eontinued to experiment, produeing 
their, at times, rather strange eross-types. l 

At least part of the answer lies, I think, in the very nature of the teehnique. 
The silbouette is inherently a step removed from reality, fiat and non-spatial . 
The North African artists, seeking an analogous over-all unity with full eolors, 
were eonfronted with a very special problem, namely that of reconciling the 
requirements of unity \vith the illusionistie associations of polyehromy in the 
classieal tradition. Henee, the proeess we have de:fined of e:l\.'}Jerimenta assim
ilations to the classical pieture of unified eompositional formulae, some of 
whieh were probably based on blaek-and-white preeedent. 

In ltaly itself, on the wbole, no sueh proeess seems to have taken place. In 
the second eentury polyehrome mosaics are relatively rare, and figural eom
positions tend to be eon:fined to small compartments either isolated or forming 
part of an over-all geometrie design.316 Examples subsequently become more 
frequent, but the large,~unified, fi.gural eompositions in black and white find 
few real parallels in polyehromy, it seems, until the beginning of the

1 
fourth 

eentury, in preeisely the group of mosaics that , as we shall see, are very close
ly related to N orth Africa.:317 Thus, while the predilection for such composi
tions was of long standing in l taly, it is possible that the impetus for adopting 
them in polychromy may have come from North Africa. Conversely, the 

111 lbid., p. 156 f., on ampbitbeater seenes; p. t62ff., on athletic contests. 
m Polychrome compositions clos.e to tbose of tbe silhouette mosaics also occur elsewhere, though 

rarely; cf. the "oonce.ntric" marine pavements from Bad Vilbel (Parlasca, p. 93f., pl. 931 late second 
century) and Baccano, from a villa that may have belonged to tbe family of Septimius 1Severus, 
Aurigemma, Le Term~. no. 25 e, p. 91; cf. idem, "Mosaico dl Baccano, con scena del mlto di Marsia," 
Studi iti On<we di A . CaldeYini e R. Paribeni, Ill, p. 519ff.); a1so the peristyle pavement from Miletus 
(cited infra, note 440). 

115 Isolatcd black-white pavements bave come to light at Volubilis (cf. R. Thouvenot, "Volubilis. 
La maison aux travaux d 'Ercule," PSAM, 8 (1948), p. 104L, pl. m; idem, "La Maison d'Orphoo A 
Volubilis," ibid., 6 (1941), p. 42fi., cf. L. Cbatelain, "Mosaiques de Volnbilis," ibül., 1 (1935), pl. J, 
opp. p. 2). 

111 See Blake, MAAR (1936), p . 172ff. A notable exception would be the Diana mosaic from Pog
gio Mirteto (supra, note 176), il Miss Blake's dating to the period of Hadrian is correct. Onlthe am
phitheater mosaics from the Aventine, which Miss Blake subsequently, and rightly, ascribeti to tbe 
fourtb century, see below. 

m Large polychrome figure designs occur in the early tbird. century, assoming the ascription to 
tb.is period of the athletes pavement from the baths ol Caracalla (Blake, MAAR [i940), p. urff.) 
and tbe octagonal mosaic from Otricoli in the Vatican (cf. Parlasca, p. 121, note 6, wbere the impos
sibillty of an earlier dating is made clear). 
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adoption of the multicolored compositions may have been facilitated by the 
antecedent silhouet te tradition. 

The transfer may also have been facilitated by a.nother important aspect of 
the art of the capital. Jn basic studies of certain Gallic and Roman sarcophagi 
and other reliefs depicting seenes of the hunt and chariot racing, G. Roden
waldt bas traced the emergence of a markedly realistic and unelassieal style 
in Rome in the early fourth century.318 Indeed, some of the reliefs bear ap
preciable similarities, stylistic and iconographical, to the pavement traditions 
with which we are concemed.319 And, although we must reeall the basic res
ervations stated earlier concerning correlations between different media,a20 the 
question inevitably arises as to whether or not the phenomena are related. 
Rodenwaldt attributed this development to a resurgence in the period of 
Constantine of local Roman popular art, wbose traditions had been preserved 
through tbe ages in the medium of triumphal painting ;3zi he specifically rules 
out the possibility that provincial styles might have played a role.322 Unfor
tunately, Rodenwaldt's theory is difficult to test directly, since none of the 
triumpbal paintings has been preserved. But even granting its validity with 
respeet to the Roman reliefs, it cannot reasonably be applied to the mosaic 
pavements. In tbe latter case, while the new style also appears in Rome sud
denly ip the early fourth century, it was preceded by a long and amply docu
mented development in North Africa, as we have seen. And it would be dif
ficult to believe that tbe Roman triumphal paintings exercised a continuous 
and pervasive in:fluence on North African pavement decoration, whereas they 
are reflected only sporadically in pre-fourth-century Roman relief sculpture,323 
and not at all, so far as preserved examples seem to indicate, in tbe earlier 
pavements of tbe capital itself. This does not necessarily mean tbat the two 
phenomena are unconnected, but it does suggest that their relationship is 
probably very complex, and that the similarities are not due simply to direct 
dependence upon a single common source.324 

But whatever the exact nature of the relationship, the Roman tradition 

311 "Eine splltantik:e Kunstströmung in Rom," RM, 36-37 (1921--z2). p. 58ff. (on the hunts); 
idnn, ]dl (1940), p. 12ff., cited sufwa, note 62 (on the seenes of chariot racing). 

aw Curiously, Rodenwaldt (RM [1921-22), p. 107, note 3) neglects the North A.frican hunting pave
ments, wbile mentioning one of the very i.solated examples in ~ul (the pavement from Lillebonne, 
on which, see infra, p. 263 f.). For tbe circus seenes with chariot ra.ci:ng, compare especially tbe relief at 
FohgJlo (Rodenwaldt, ]dl (1940), p. 23ff„ fig. 9, p. 27) witb tbe group of pavements discussed here, 
note 308 (tbe Foligno relief is reprodneed in connection with the Piazza. Armerina pavement by 
GentiJi, BdA (1957). fig. 10, p. 15). 

120 See supra, p. r99f. 
321 RM (1921-22). p. 8off. 
322 Ibi'd., p. 73 ff. 
121 Earlier, Rodenwaldt bad emphasized tbe lack of preeedent for the new style in Rome in tbe 

second or third century (RM (1921-22), p . 94); subsequently, he stressed that tbe late antique simply 
took the iinal step in a process of liberation from Greek tra.dition U dl (1940], pp. 22 ff., 42). 

IH Jt should be evident that the writer is in fundamentaJ agreement witb Rodenwaldt's view that 
lhc unelassieal style is native to the Latin West, that in some m~ the provincial manifestations 
of it were originally derived from Rome, and that it was more readily preserved in the provinces than 
in the capital. Wbat seems doubtful is tbe implication tbat the subsequent developments in the 
provinces are merely reflections of a continuing evolution in Rome within a form o! art, namely 
triumphal painting, imagined as isolat ed and radically difierent from otber !arm.s. 
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that Rodenwaldt isolated is of considerable importance in the present t ontext, 
on two accounts. It indicates that developments in the capital itself m~y have 
provided a congenial "atmosphere" for the reception of an analogous provin
cial style of pavement decoration. Furthermore, when one adds to the sarco
phagi and other reliefs tbe later contorniates and consular diptycbs that 
show similar stylistic and iconograph.ic features,325 it provides significant parallel 
evidence for the elevation of such unelassieal traditions to the level of public, 
and even official art. 

At all events, both the earlier silhouette tradition and the artistic trans
formation that was currently taking place in Rome should be borne m mind 
in the discussion that follows. 

Perhaps the most striking illustration of the impact of the African style 
upon Roman pavement decoration is afforded by a group of private dwellings 
excavated in reeent years at Ostia.326 Mostly reconstructions of earlier houses, 
they form a coherent group that represents the last major spurt of building 
activity before the decline of the city during the fifth century.327 Moreover, 
they document the appearance at Ostia of a highly developed "late antique" 
architecture that radically departs from the city's earlier traditions of domestic 
building. No less dramatic is the change apparent in tbe pavements that 
decorate the houses. At Ostia, from the Republic through the entire third 
century, the mosaic pavements are almost exclusively black-and-white.328 Now, 
however, the silhouette mosaics become rare and secondary, while a rich 
polychromy dominates in both ornamentaland figural designs. Most impressive 
among the latter is the pavement decorating the largest room of the Domus 
dei Dioscuri, in which a representation of Venus Anadyomene is surrounded 
by a cortege of N ereids riding on sea monsters arranged to face the penmenter 
(fig. ng).329 The large and elaborately colored figure composition is completely 
unprecedented at Ostia, but is of precisely the type and very much in the 
style of the third- and fourth-century marine pavements that were so com
mon in North Africa (cf. figs. 36, 38, 7r).330 

Becatti, who has devoted an exemplary study to this group of buildings, 
also empbasizes the close comparisons which the Nortb African pavements offer 

3u On the contorniates witb amphitheater and circus seenes, cf. A. Alfõldi, Die K ontorniaten (Fest
schrift <ler ungarischen oumismatiscben Gesellschaft zur Feier ihres vierzigjährigen Bestehe~) (Buda
pest, r943), p. r22ff.; but see also the review by J. M. C. Toynbee, ]RS, 35 (1945), p . n5iff„ where 
it is suggested that the contorniati:s, ratber than being a form of pagan propaganda, as iS Alföldi's 
view, were simply mementos o'f the spectacles . On tbe consular diptychs, see the relevant examples 
in R. Delbrueck, Die C<msulardiptychen (Berlin-Leipzig, 1929), passim. 

3" G. Becatti, Bdl (1948), pp. rn2 fi., 197ft. (also printed separately). 
m Bec::atti (ibid„ and Ostia /V, chronological table, p. 377) distributes the houses from the late 

th.ird th:rougb the fourtb century; in G. Calza, ete., Scavi di Ostia. I. Topografia Generale (Rome, 1953). 
chronological table, p . 238, tbey are placed in tbe fourtb-fifth centuries. On tbe dating, see below, note 334. 

na Becatti, BdA (1948), p. 2o6. 
38 Becatti, Ostia JV, no. 217, p. u9ff„ pl. cxxxixff. 
330 To tbe comparisons cited by Becatti, ibid., p. 122, should be added tbe pavement with Nereids 

found at Philippeville (A. Delamare, Exploration scienti fique de l'Alg6rie [Paris, 1850), pls. x1x-xx; 
lnv. Alg„ no. 275, p. 64i.). 
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to those at Ostia.s:n What is equally important, BE..'Catti is able to relate these 
developments quite specifically to the city's social and economic history dur
ing the late antique period. The houses, he points out, must have been huilt for 
the few surviving wealthy families, notably grain merchants, who unquestion
ably maintained close relations with Nortb Afric:a, the principal source of 
grain fpr the capital.332 In the case of the Domus dei Dioscuri, a direct con
nection with North Africa is strongly indicated by the inscription that formed 
part of the Nereid pavement; it contains a formula wbich, though unknown 
at Rome, occurs frequently among the dedicatory inscriptions of North 
Africa.333 Becatti even suggested that the Domus dei Dioscuri might have 
belonged to an African who had settled in Ostia for purposes of trading in 
grain.3M The late antique bouses at Ostia thus provide an insight into at least 
one of the channels whereby provincial traditions could have been transferred 
to the capital.336 

The evidence from Rome itself, on the other hand, implies that analogous 
changes may have taken place there somewhat E:arlier, though we have no 
closely related series of monuments like those at Ostia by wbich we might 
sharply delineate the shift . What we have instead are a few isolated mosaics 
in the city and its vicinity wbich, nevertheless, suiffice to prove the existence 
of tbe new style in the early fourtb century and indicate, because of the im
perial associations of certain of them, that the Ostian grain merchants may 
not alone have been responsible. 

w BdA (1948), p. :zo61„ where beside the marine seenes, tbe villa at Zliten is cited as preeedent 
for tbe opus sectüe used in the Ostian bouses. 

Aa Illid., p. 215ff., where be notes that the only restorations and dedications at Ostia during the 
{ourth-fi!th centuries were made by tbe prae/eeli annonae. 

m Becatti, Ostia IV, p. 119. 
134 BdA (1948), p. 219f. R. Meiggs, Roman Ostia (Oxford, 1960), p . 212, proposes that the owner 

might be identified with a.n urban prefect of Ostia in 365-66, whose family had property in North 
Africa. 

Thc 'Vriter, however, sbares the view expressed verbally by Signora Raissa Calza, wbo judges 
from the female coiffures, tbat a. later date is in order. We ·may add that many cbaracteristic 
featu res of tbese houses-peristyles or colonnaded portieos, nymphea witb nicbes and columns, 
mosaic pavements with exclusively or predominantly geometric designs, including opus seeiile-are 
strikingly paralleled in the palace at Stobi, for whicb Kitzinger has established a date around 
A.o. 400 (DOPapors [1946), p. J J81L). Becatti bimself (BdA (1948), p. :zoo) notes that capitals from 
S. Paolo fuori le mura, datable 390-400, have virtually identical counterparts at Ostia. 

The pavements would tbus seem to reflect tbe geometric style that was widely popular at this 
pcriod (see supra, note 38) . The mosaics of the Domus dei Dioscuri whicb reintroduce figural elements 
(including a large-scale composition ), would be later stiil. perhaps toward tbemiddleof the fifth century. 
The Nereid mosaic is very similar to, bot seems rather more abstract than, the marine pavement .in 
the House oI the Asinus Nica at Djemila (/nv. Alg., no. 293, p. 168f., ill.). wbicb we bave seen a1so 
probably dates about 400 or shortly thereafter (sufwa, p. 218, and note 166). 

The arcbitectu:ral similarities between the Ostia bouses and those at Stobi and Antioeh (the 
latter ooted by Becatti, BdA (1948), p. 212f., and by Stillwell, DOPapers (1961), p. 56) raise an 
interesting problem in rclation to the Nereld mosaic, with i1:s clear reference to North Africa. 
The evidence seems to suggest a fusion of elements from oppo~1ite ends of the Mediterranean. On 
tbe other hand, Becatti also cites close parallels for tbe arcbitecture among tbe villas of North 
Africa, So that until the latter are better known it would probably be wise to suspend judgement 
on tWs question. 

m Althougb the relationship, chronological and otherwise, is far irom clear, certain analogies to 
the Ostian bouses may be found in R ome, as Becatti observes (BdA (1948), p. 21of.), in the house 
under SS. Giovanni e Paolo (ei A. M. Colini, "Storla e Topogrnfia de! Celio neli' antiehita," Mem
PontAce, 7 [1944]. p. 1721!.). 
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Two of the best known pavements that mark the innovation in Rom5proper 
are that with representations of gladiatorial combats in the Galleria Borghf se (fig. 
r20) , and the hunting and amphitheater seenes in the Vatican (.fig. r2r).336 

The Borghese mosaic was found in r834 in the Tenuta di Torre Nuova near 
Rome and evidently decora.ted a peristyle; about two thirds of the pavement 
was preserved, consisting of five rectangular panels in which the figures were 
arranged in friezes. The Vatican mosaics were found in the early eighteenth 
century and may have decorated a house found under the church oi S. ~abina 
on the Aventine. Again, the design consisted of rectangular panels, :five of 
which have been preserved, with the figures placed against a plain back
ground;837 in this case, unfortunately, there is no indication of how th~ panels 
might have been arranged. Both the Vatican and Borghese mosaics have 
undergone extensive restoration, but an early fourth-century date seems beyond 
any serious doubt. 

While stylistically they seem very different, the pavements have a number 
of features in common that are particularly significant in our present context. 
Miss Blake observes that, with the exception of the silhouette mosaic of the 
peristyle from Castel Porziano, large seale representations of the hunt were not 
produced in Rome before the end of the third or early fourth century ·F The 
same may be said of gladiatorial combats, which are perhaps anticipated by 
the elaborate representations of athletic contests in second-century black and 
white pavements,339 but only now make their appearance in color. Thus, the 
shift with respeet to earlier traditions is analogous to that which occurred at 
Ostia, and again it seems most likely to have taken inspiration, whether 
directly or not, from the hunting and genre pavements of North Africa.M0 

On the other hand, as at Piazza Armerina, one feels, particularly in tbe Bor
ghese pavement, a new grandeur and monumentality; and in both the Roman 
mosaics the elimination of details ofsetting and the starkness with whfch the 
figures are isolated against the white background, though traces of ground 
remain, give an effect of rigor and purity that may well reflect the silhouette 
tradition. Jn these respects in turn, the pavements again strongly anticipate 
au example such as the peristyle of the Great Palace at Constantinople, 
while the use of framed panels looks forward to the great animal portico 
at Apamea.su 

m For the former, Blake, MÄAR [1940), p. II31I., pl. 30, 1-5, and recently, L. Roccqetti, "11 
mosaico con seene d'arena al Museo Borghese," RivlstArch, N. S., 10 (1961), p. 79ff..; for ille latter, 
Blake, MAAR (1936), p. 174f., (194.0), p. n5ff., pls. 30, 6, 31, 1-4, where her previous datitig to the 
second century is correctcd. 

u 7 A sixth panel is known from one of the Topham drawings at Eton (T. Ashby, "Drawings of 
Ancient Paintings in English Collections. Part r - The Eton Drawings,"· BSR, 7 (1914), p. 40, no. 37, 
pl xvn, top; cf. Blake, MAAR (1940], p . n5, note 247). 

aa Illid., p. 115, note 245. 
- E.g., a mosaic from Tusculum, Blake, MAAR (1936), p. 163f., pl. 38, 1, though the pavement 

has been ascribed to the late third century (H. Lucas, "Athletentypen," ]dl, 19 (1904], p. 127fI.). 
i40 For the frieze with gladiatorial combats, compare especially the mosaic at Zlilen (fig. 20, Auri

gemma, Zliten, fig. 86 a, p. 15of.), which becomes particularly relevant if those who would date it in 
the late tllird century are correct. 

in See infra, p. 270. 

17 
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Close to these pavements, though apparently much more directly related 
to North African models, is a remarkable mosa.ic found on the Esquiline 
(figs. r22, I23).342 This covered a narrow surface, presumably a porlico, 
with representations of the hunting of various types of animals.343 It, too, is 
attributable to the early fourth century, on the basis of style and certain 
details of costume,344 and like the Borghese and Aventine mosa.ics, it seems 
quite unprecedented among the polychrome mosaks of Rome. ln this case the 
partictüarly rich palette, the more extensive ind.icat ions of landscape and more 
cirumstantial description of actual hunting teclmiques are exactly in the vein 
of the third-century African hunts.346 And the design-long friezes composed 
of closely interrelated registers with trees used to separate the episodes-close
ly parallels the development in Nortb Africa at this period. 

The pavement is especially interesting for its composition, with the seenes 
arranged along the two long sides of the portico, facing outward. This kind of 
spectator orientation was anticipated in the circular silhouette mosaics but its 
use in polychrome compositions was, as we have seen, quite a different matter. 
In this respeet again, the Esquiline pavement ha.s its nearest antecedent in 
mosaics such as that with amphitheater seenes at El-Djem (fig. 77) and 
the hunt at Oucma (fig. 75).346 Nevertheless, the: black-and-white trad.ition 
may have left its mark here too, for in the Esquiline floor the principle is 
carried tbrough more consistently and the ambiguities and irregularities of 
the African examples are absent. The decorative homogeneity is virtually com
plete and the composition, it seems, could be extended indefinitely. Tbus the 
design recalls the African mosaics no less than it anticipates the pavement 
of the Martyrium of Seleucia at Antioeh (figs. 4, 5). 

A tinal major point of interest attaches to the floor because of its prove
nance on the Esquiline. I t was found in the midst of the ancient H orli Tauriani, 
the irnperial parks and gardens that Constantine attached to his Palace of 
Sessorium.S47 It is not impossible, therefore, that we are dealing here with the 
work of an imperial atelier. 

That tbe new style was indeed adopted for official purposes in Rome at 
this period is clearly demonstrated by a monument wbose imperial character 
at !east is und.isputed, the Mausoleum of Constantia. We have at several 
points bad occasion to refer to tbe remarkably close precedents that have 
been observed among the North African pavements for the vault mosaics of 
this problematic building.348 The material has recently been reviewed by 

2~• J. Aymard. "Qoelques seenes de ehasse sur une mosaique de l'Antiquarium," M 61Rome, 54 
(1937), p. 42fl., reconstroction drawing of thepavement, fig. 1, p . 45 ; Blake, MAAR (1940), p. u6f. 

m ~e preserved portion is some 15 m. long. 
au A)rmard, MelRom11 (1937). p. 65, Blake, MAAR (1940), p. 117 : late third-early fourth ccntury. 
u 5 Parallels for specitic motives are cited by Aymard, MelRom11 (1937), passirt1. 
m Rpdenwaldt, RM (1921-22), p. 108, notes the similaritic?s in deta.ils between the EsquUine 

mosaic a.nd the group of realistic hunting sarcophagi. but recognizcs the independence of the mosaic's 
composition; he makes the rather forced suggestion that the latter is modelled upon paintings of a 
düi'erent emperor or high ofiicial than are the sarcophagi. 

m Cf. Aymard, M11lRom11 (1937), p. 66, citing P . Grimal, "Les Horti Tauriani," ibid., 53 (1936), 
p . 25o ff •• esp. p. 284. 

• 0 Supra, p. 213. and notes 181, 223. 
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H. Stem, who also cites some of the relevant parallels both for the aquatie 
seenes with fi.shing putti :in the cupola and for decorative motivesl in the 
ring vault.349 Tobe sure, these instanees form only a small part of the deco
ration as a whole; indeed, the number of comparisons from Rome itself and 
elsewhere suggest that a variety of sourees were brought together in a new 
synthesis-a eharaeteristie procedure in a monument that in many respeets 
stands at the threshold between paganism and Christianity. At tbe sametime, 
the pronouneed taste for realistie genre350 as well as the frequeney and closeness 
of the North Afriean parallels eannot be merely eoincidental, and servetoas
soeiate S. Costanza, at least in part, with the style with wrueb we are confemed. 

A statement such as this admittedly laeks precision, and, indeed, any at
tempt to establish the origin of the S. Costanza decorations must remain in 
some degree hypothetical in view of the extreme scarcity of preserved examples 
of earlier vault deeorations in mosaie.351 We must also be wary of drawing 
conclusions from comparisons, however close, with floor mosaics, sinee the 
present state of our knowledge does not justify the assumption of a wholesale 
transfer of pavement tradition to vault decoration. Nevertheless, the eonclu
sion tbat certain of the designs at S. Costanza were inspired by pavements 
seems unavoidable ;352 and instanees are multiplying in which genre ~otives 
and a realistic style that wf.~ normally associate with pavements are employed 
in vault mosaics. We have already noted one example, a third-eentury bath at 
Leptis Magna where fragments of a Nilotic seene were found on a vault.353 

And at Centcelles, in Spain, a monument closely related to S. Costanza has a 
mosaie deeoration in the eupola with hunting seenes that are so like the North 
African pavements as to have suggested the term "Hispano-Afriean" as a 
description (figs. 124, 125).354 Indeed, the arrangement of the hunting seenes 
in a frieze that continues without interruption around the entire low1r zone 
of the vault seems aimost a direct refleetion of such long eorridor eomposi
tions as that at Piazza Armerina. Thus, we eannot dismiss the possibility 
that a reversal of the normally assumed direetion of influenee, from the eeiling 
to the floor, took plaee at precisely the period (and involved precisely the 
style) with wbieh we are eoneerned.365 

In su.m, there exists a substantial body of evidenee indieating that a basic 
new departure took place in Rome in tbe early fourth century in the field of 

3111 DOPapers (1958), pp. 189, 195. 196, 202 f. 
150 Ibid., pp. 189, 199. 
151 A !ist of examples in idem, " Originc ot d~buts de la mosaique murale," Am1EstMA11, no. 22 

(1959), 2, p. II4f. 
m Stern, DOPapers (1958), p. 205. 
su See note 102. 

au Good illustrations are in L. Domenech y Montaner, Cenlcel.les (Barcelona, 1931). Cf. F. Cam
brobi, "l mosaici della cupola di Ce.ntcelles nella Spagna," RA Crist, 19 (1942), p. 87 fJ.; idem, EI 
tMnumenlo f'aüocristü:mo d4 Ce11tulles (Barcelona, 1953). p. toof. The building bas beeo ideotified as 
the tomb oC Coostans l (d. A . o. 350); cf. oow H. Schlun.k, "Untersuchungen im friibchristlichen 
Mausoleum von Centcelles," in Neue deutsche Ausgralnrngen im Mittelmeergebüt und im VordeYeti 
Orient (Berlin, 1959), p. 3Hff., T . H auschild and H. Schlunk, "Vorbericht über die Unlersuchungen 
in CentceUes," MM, 2 (1961), p. u9fi. 

m Stero, Am1EstMem (1959), 2, p. II4, also notes a 1'af>Prochement of vault to fioor mosaics in 
the second century. 
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pavement decoration. The mosaics in question form a coherent group of large, 
unified1 :figure compositions in polychromy, with an iconographical repertory 
that betrays a preference for marine seenes or realistic genre from the amphi
theater and the hunt. In some respects they had been anticipated by the 
earlier Italian silhouette tradition. But insofar as they had not, the evidence 
points strongly to North Africa as the source of the innovations. At the same 
time, it would seem that upon reaching Rome the new style was itself, to a 
greater or lesser extent, revised in the ligbt of local tradition, resulting in 
soiutions that in tum point clearly toward certain of those that occur later in 
the eastern Mediterranean. Finally, there is good reason to suppose that the 
movement took place on two, possibly related levd s: via the long established 
mercantile channels from the provinces to the capital, and as part of a specific 
elevation of the style to official rank, to which Piazza Armerina may also 
bear witness. 

With the appearance of the style in Rome, it can no longer be regarded as 
a provincial phenomenon. From Rome, and particularly on the official level, 
it enters the mainstream of the late antique development. 

Ravenna 

A mbnurnent whose role in this connection may be quite exceptional is the 
so-called Palace of Theodoric at Ravenna. The identification of the building 
isas problematic as of that at Piazza Armerina.356 Theodoric is known to have 
had a palace at Ravenna in the vicinity of S. Apollinare Nuovo, which he 
huilt as the Arian catbedral.357 And in the early years of the present century 
a large complex was excavated just east of the church, wbich was elaimed to 
be the palace (fig. I26).358 But the excavation yielded nothing to identify the 
building's owner. Moreover, several construction levels were found reaching 
back to the early Empire, and these did not correspond throughout the build
ing,359 so that it is practically impossible to establish a clear chronological 
sequence.360 

351 For a reeent summary of tbe question, cf. N. Duval, "Que savons-nous do paiais de ThCodoric 
a Ravenne ?," MelRonu, 72 (1C)6o). p. 36911. 

~1 Cf. A. Zirardini, Degli antiehi edifizi profani di Raven11a (Faen.z.a, 17C>2), p. tooff. 
» 1 G. Ghirardini, "Gli scavi del Palaz:zo di Teodorico a Raver_na," MonAnt, 24 (1918). eol 737ff. 
359 A summary is given in ibid .• eol. 821 ff. 
311 See the discussion by Levi, p. 461 , note 235. The oonfusion, however. is not quite so completc 

as Levi makes out (on the architecture. see tbe text immediately infra). The building had at Least 
five construction phases of which the penultimate, wbich contaiued a variety of figure compositioos, 
is the o~e that chiefly concerns us. And the writer is not as convinced as Lwl that these mosaics must 
be substantially earlier than the period of Theodoric. 

The fact that the building lies ata lower level tban the other ea.rly mecliaeval monum ents of Raven· 
na is of no consequence in this regard. Even the highest strati..1m is well below the norm, and the 
geometrlc mosaics of this uppennost level, as Levi recognites, ftn.d near duplicates in the Euphrasian 
basilica at Parenzo (not the pre-Eupbrasian basilica, as Levi believed); they are there:fore datable in 
the middle of tbe sixth century (B. Molajoli. La BasiHca Eufrasiana di Parm.ro [Parenzo. 1943). p . 54, 
fig. 77 fi.). Wbat may be significant is tbat in portico A1, lor example, the:se geometric mosaics lie onJy 
9 cm. above the ligurated pavement, with practically no lill between, while tbe levels below are con
siderably deeper and more widely separated (Ghirardini, MonAnl [1918), cols. 749f., 821); tbis sug
gests tbat the figurated mosaics may not be very mucb earlier than tbe geometric ones above. 

The trifolium (ibid„ pl. vm) most likely also belongs to tbe penultimate phase. Jn a general way 
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Despite these diffieulties, eertain statements ean safely be made that render 
the building important in our present eontext. To begin with, the major 
elements of the plan and their distribution-a large open eourt surrounded by 
portieos onto whieh subsidiary rooms open, a bathing establishrnentl at one 
side, an extra large triclinium at the other- are clearly those of tbe villa 
tradition with which the developments in pavement decoration that we have 
been following are closely associated. There can be little doubt that the peristyle, 
the apsidal basilica toward the eenter of the portieo, and the trieoneh at one 
side, were jn existenee in the building's penultimate phase and formed part of 
a unified plan.381 And though the triconch has been shifted to the main peri
style, the analogy with the layout at Piazza Armerina is unmistakable. In 
addition, the seale of the building, wh\ch approaches that at Piazza Armerina, 
is outside the class of most ordinary villas and quite worthy of a monarch.362 

J t is significant that the only notable remains of figural mosaies recovered 
belong precisely to the construction phase just discussed, those above and below 
being predominantly geornetric.363 This in itself suggests an intrusio~ of an 
extraneous formal tradition, and a summary of the excavator's account of the 
pavement in the long south portico (A') will indicate the probable source.364 

At the eastern end of the south portico was a rectangular seetion with an 
inscribed ellipse; inside the ellipse were arranged seenes of gladiatorial combats, 
circus and wrestling seenes, and hunting seenes. To the west of this section 
were four square panels containing representations of the chariots of the four 

it rccalls the triconch at Bl:i.nzy-les-Fismes (fig. 132, see infra, p. 264) of the first hali of tbe fourtb 
century, where, as at Ravenna, the central square contains a figural composition, the apses geometrie 
designs; but tbe style seems very different, and a design quite like that in the lateral apses at Ravenna 
(ibid., fig. 23, eol. 791 f.), for example, is found in a panel nt the entranee to tbe mid-fifth-eentury 
pre-Euphrasian basilica at Parenzo (Molajoli, op.cit., fig. 23, p. 22). Prof. Kitzinger has pointed out to 
me the similarity of the nine-panel eompositjon with busts of the seasons, that oecupies t~e central 
squa.re of tbe Ravenna triconch, t<> a pavement in the diaconicon of Chureh "A" at Dair Solaib in 
Syria, ascribed to the end of the fi.fth eentury (R. Mouterde and A. Beaulieu, "Mosaique 'prophylac
tiquc.' Le Decor," MelUS], 22 [1939), p. 21 ff., pl. xw). A elosely analogous arrangement also oeeurs 
in a pavement found at Andania in Greece; this had nine panels with female busts in tbe angles, 
while ehariots drawn by pantbers were placed nt tbe sides and a venalio seene in tbe center (fig. 127, 
from the eorpus o! Greek mosaic pavements mentioned. above, oote 215; on the Andania pavement, 
cf. Praktika [1900), p . 17). That tl:e Andania mosaic must belong at least to the late fifth or early 
sixth century is indicated by tbe sim.ilarities oi composition and style in tbe center hunting panel to 
the hunt seenes in a mosaic of tbe soutb chureh at CariCin Grad in soutb.em Serbia, of tbe period of 
J ustinian (see infra, no te 442; eompare also the "grufi" physkal types in the huntsmen panel of the 
b<Lsilica of S. Demetnus at ~i.kopolis, Kittinger. DOPapers [1951), fig. 20). 

Tbe only tigurai element of which we bave an adaquate pbotograph (our fig. 127a, Ghirardini, op.cit., 
fig. 13, eol. 773i) isa fragment from tb.e eastern portico (A"); this too suggests a late fifth-century 
elate, by analogy witb the central figure of the Worcester Hunt at Antioeh, for example. (The figure, 
of whleh only tbe lower part was pi:eserved, represented a man dangling a lizard irom a string-ao 
iconography that oeeurs in the mosaie from El-Djem, fig. 92, and in ealendar illustrations beginning 
with the Chronograph of 354; see supra, note 246). The style oi the hunting seene in portico A", 
tobe discussed shortly ln the text, is difficult to judge from the water color (fig. 128), whieh is thc best 
reproduetion available; but with its more eireumstantial narrative and looser eomposition, it might 
well represent a kind of westem counterpart to tbe late hunts of Antioeh. 

m See tbe arguments in ArtB (1962), p. 8, note 64. 
m The over-all length or the exeavated portion is 90 m. 
ui Gbirardini, MonAnt (1918), cols. 823, 836 note 1 . 

Mt Ibid., eol. 749fJ.; Gbirardini (cols. 747, 821-22), surmised that this pavement repeated the 
design of the one below, or which the barest fragments were preserved.. 
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factions.365 Farther to the west was a section that occupied the whole width 
of the portico with seenes of the amphitheater or circus, including some archi
tecture and the spectators. Next came a large representation of boar hunting 
with a net, set in a continuous landscape setting (:fig. 128).366 After a large 
lacuna came another rectangular section with an elliptical insert containing 
amphitheater or circus seenes. 

The elaborate polychromy and the repertory of ~:ubjects seem closely linlced 
with our t radition. Particularly suggestive is the la.rge seene of the boar hunt 
in this corridor. Little was preserved, and we bave only a water color as evi
dence, but this indicates that it was a large unified composition. The elements 
were distributed through the whole space, roughly in three registers, with 
some ioterpenetrations between them. We are reminded, for example, of the 
third-century apsidal pavement at Carthage (fig. 79); while the absence of 
ground-lines between the registers and the more schematic organization seem 
closer still to a later mosaic from Oglet-Atha, of which only a drawing is 
preserved (fig. 86).367 

But while both the architecture and much of the pavement decoration of 
the palace at Ravenna reveal a connection with. our provincial traditions, 
there is reason tosuspeet that the derivation may not have been direct. Com
pared with the plan of the villa at Piazza Armerina (fig. 107), where the first 
impression is of an ambling irregular relationship among the various elements, 
the Ravenna btPJding, though no more symmetrical, seems more compact 
and more strictly organized. In a rather analogous way, the long hunting 
corridor , treated at Piazza Armerina as a single continuous unit, is divided 
here into several large but separate sections. For this latter difference at least 
some parallel is offered by the organization of the Borghese gladiatorial pave
ment, and possibly also the hunting-amphitheater seenes in the Vatican. 
Thus, one might suggest that the new style may have reached Ravenna via 
Rome, a theory that becomes more attractive if the Ravenna building was in 
fact an official residence.s6s 

INTER-PROVINCIAL RELATIONS [ (WEST) 

Pavements of Ga-ttl and Spain 

The mosaics at Piazza Armerina, Rome, and Ravenna permit us to suggest, 
tentatively, one way in wbich western provincial achievements may have 
travelled eastward-by rising to and then passing through "official channels." 
But it should oot be assumed, in principle, that a. provincial style had to be 

au !boid., fig. lo, cols. 761-62. 
see lbid„ fig. 7, cols. 755-66, pl. v. 
m Cited supra, note :z38. 
m We may here eite other Italian pavemcnts that, beginning ln the early fourth century, seom 

to refle<it our tradition : at Oderzo (P. L . Zovatto, "Mosaici opitergini con seene all'aria aperta," 
Critica d'A1'/.e, 4 (1957). p . 97ff.), at Vicenza (ibid., fig. 6 and p. l o6, note 9, cf. G. Fasolo, Guida del 
Museo Civico di Vicen.ta [Vicenza, 1940), p. 17f.), at Tarant.o (Q. Quagliati, Il Mu.seo Nazionak di 
Ta1'anto [Rome, 1932), fig. bottom p . 71). 
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ennobled before it could exercise influence in other parts of the Empire. A 
generalization of this sort would rest upon an oversimplified view of prc:>vincial 
styles as mere amalgamations of ind1genous traditions with elements imported 
from the capital of the Empire. On the contrary, reeent investigations have 
emphasized tbe relations between the provinces, with or without Rome as 
intermediary, in the evolution of late imperial art.869 

vVe can support this view by considering two extraordinary pavements 
from Gaul, one found at Lillebonne in north"„·est France (fig. 129),870 the other 
at Villelaure in the southeast (fig. 130).371 In both cases the floor is divided 
along the diagonal axis, with a figural composition in the center (Apoµo and 
Daphne at Lillebonne, Diana and Callisto at Villelaure) and narrative seenes 
of the hunt in friezes along the sides. At Lillebonne geometric borders form the 
main divisions, while at Villelaure the diagonal elements are trees-a device 
we have discussed before, which strikingly anticipates the later hunting pave
ments at Antioch.s12 

The Lillebonne and Villelaure pavements, as far as l know, have no counter
parts among the many preserved polychrome mosaics of Gaul, and it is reason
able to assurne that they represent influences from elsewhere. In the Lillebonne 
example, at least, we have clear proof that this was the case. It is signed by 
an artist from Italy (Pozzuoli) and by his disciple, a member of a local Gallic 
tribe.373 The signatures suggest a relationship that must have played an im
portant role in the development of provincial styles. But when we turn to 
Italy to find the ancestry of these compositions, we realize that the situa
tion was not as simple as might at :first appear. The Diana mosaic in the 
Vatican from Poggio Mirteto, to which we referred earlier, has trees at the 
diagonal axes, but merely two birds at each side rather than narrative fr~ezes.374 

Another example, from Santa Severa, has a central composition witl). three 
athletes, while lotus blossoms are placed diagonally and serve to separtea 
friezes of Nilotic subjects.376 But the Santa Severa pavement is black and 

aa The work of J. B. Ward Perkins especially has helped to reveal the comple.xity of the cross
currents in the late antique developmcnt (cf. note 109). 

310 fov. GauJe, no. 1051, II, p . 8oL, ill.; E . Babelon, GazArch (1885), pls. 13-14. 
m b w. Gaule, no. 105, l, p. 24, ill.; L.-H. Labande and A. Heron de Viileiosse, "Les mosaiques 

de Villelaure," BAC (1903), p. 23fl., pl. 1. 

m See notes 176, 191. J. Lassus, Antioeh, I, p. n7, also compares the Lillebonne and \Tillelaure 
floors to the Megalopsychia hunt. 

173 Thc inscription, on two cartouches in the centra.J panel, reads : 
T. SEN. FELIC C PV 
TEOLANUS FEC 

ET AMORCK 
DISCIPVLVS 

The seeood part of the inscription has bcen variously read, Amorgi or ei, Amor C [aia]/ [ilius], Amor 
C [ivis] K [arl/saginiensis] ; but most probably the reading of Hirschfeld, C [illis] K [a/eluanus] (CIL, 
XIII, 3225), adopted by Gauckler (Mus. ()/J„ p. 2n8, and note 1) is correct. Lillebonne, wbere tbe 
mosaic was fouod, was the cbief city of tbe Caleti (cf. RE, X, eol. 99). 

m See note 176. 
m Blalce, M AA R (1936), p. 164f.; inscribed Neilodorus. Blake suggests (p. 165, oote 3) that it 

might be later than the athlete mosaicfrom Tusculum; the latter, aswepointed out (note339), bas 
been dated as late as the end of the third century. 
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white. Thus, while the compositional type undoubtedly existed in l taly, the 
examples tbere are no less rare than in Gaul, and are very different in kind. 

On the other hand, almost from the time of its d·iscovery in the last century, 
a mosaic found at Ouled-Agla in Algeria, aseribed to the early third century, 
was compared with the pavement at Lillebonne (ftg. 131).876 It represents the 
Loves of Zeus and other mythological subjects, with a eentral panel and 
friezes along the four sides. And the figures and ariched stalks at the diagonals 
relate this design in turn to the series of analogously arranged Nort h African 
pavernents we diseussed earlier. Vve need hardly mention, in addition, the 
similarity of the hunting seenes in the Gallie floors to the third-century examples 
in Africa, such as those at Carthage (fig. 79) and El-Djem (fig. 80). It isuseless 
to speeulate on the precise relationships between these monuments. But it 
suffiees for our present purposes to observe that the provineial examples are 
closer toone another than to those in Italy. 

A not dissimilar situation seems to ohtain with respeet to an extraordinary 
pavement from Blanzy-les-Fismes, even farther north in France than those 
just eonsidered, and probably from a somewhat later period (fig. 132).877 The 
mosaic in question surrounded a eireular pool inserted into the eentral ree
tangular eourt of a three-apsed building. At one side of the pool was a partial
ly preserved representation of Orpheus charming the Beasts; at the other side 
in all probability was a seene of Arion amongst the Fishes, of whieh only a 
small fragment was found. In his reeent careful study of this pavement and of 
Orpheus mosaics generally H. Stern, who assigns it to the :first hali of the 
fourth century, has shown that it oceupies a plaee apart among the mosaics of 
Gau1.a7s He points out that sueh vast :figural compositions (the court is 70 
meters square) are known only from the fourth eentury on in the Mediter
ranean basin, in Italy (he mentions speci:fieally the Piazza Armerina Orpbeus 
pavernent) and North Afriea.379 This, and the fad that the only other mosaic 
representations of Arion known are found ]n the North Afriean "ambient," 
suggest to Stern that the Blanzy-les-Fismes meisaie might aetually be the 
work of artisans from Italy or even North Africa.380 Perhaps the strongest 
support for this hypothesis is the composition, quite out of the ordinary for 
Gaul, wherein the oddly sbaped area is treated as a single unit through which 
tbe figures are distributed without subdivisions. 

The geographical area of most direet pertinenee in the spread of this style, 
however, is eertainly tbe Iberian peninsula, wbere the development of pave-

m l?tv. Alg., no. 319, p. 75 f.; S. Gsell, "Mosaiques des Oul•ad-Agla et de Bougie," RecConst, 27 
(1892), p. 23ofi., pl. opp. p. 230 ; good details in J. Lassus, Reflt•xions siir le techniqice de la mosaique 
(Algiers, 1957), fig. 18 ff. 

m H. Stern, "La mosaique d'OrpMe de Blanzy-les-Fismes," Gallia, XIII (1955) , p. 41 ff. ; cf. also 
idom, Recuoil general etes mosaiques de la Gaule, I, t (Paris, 1957) (Gallia, Suppl. X), p. t9, no. 77, p. 
501I., pls. XXlll -XXVt. 

m Gallia (1955), p. 41); on the date, p. 62!. 
m lbid., pp. 53-55, 62. 
uo lirid., pp. 47-49, 53-55. The other Arioo representations are in the bath al Henchlr-Thina (our 

6g. 37), ina mosaic from La Chebba (lnv. Tun., no. 88, p. 36, ill.), and at Piazza Armerina (our fig. 74). 
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ment decoration is recognized as being intimately related to North Africa.381 

A collection of the mosaics of Spain and Portugal is one of the field's primary 
desiderata, and they must remain aimost entirely neglected here because of the 
fragmentary nature of the available pubHcations. In general, the persis~ence of 
black-and-white pavements, botb figural and geometric, indicates a strong 
dependence on Italy during tbe early Empire.882 In the third century, however, 
a rich polychrome tradition develops whicb in many respects parallels tbat of 
North Africa, as may be judged even from tbe few comparisons we have made.383 

On the whole, bowever, the figural elements remain confined to relatively 
small emblemata within a geometric framework,884 and in thls sense Spain 
would seem to occupy a somewhat intermediary position between Africa on 
the one hand and Gaul on the other.385 In any case, there can be no doubt 
tbat from tbe fourth century the connection witb the North African genre 
t raditions became particularly close. 

We have mentioned the vault mosaic at Centcelles (figs. 124, 125) as an 
instance of the expansion both geographically and architecturally (i.el. , from 
the floor to the ceiling) of the hunting genre.386 The circus mosaics from Italica, 
Barcelona, and Girone also provided important links in a cbain of provincial 
monuments.387 A pavement tbat can certainly be dated in the fourth century 
is one from a villa at Fraga (Hulsca) in which a ehi rJw monogram is placed 
in the midst of the name FORTUNATUS inscribed on the border.388 The 
central panel of the pavement contains a modified asarotos design, including 
birds, animals, nvigs, ete., of the same type that we have seen, for example, 
in the so-called Maison de la Voliere at Carthage (fig. 31). In a villa at 
Ramalete (Tudela) a hunting seene, witb rider and victim in a schematic 
landscape, is adapted to a medallion set into the floor of an octagonaJ room 
(fig. 133) .389 In this instance a terminus post quem is provided by a coin of 
Constantine found under a nearby and doubtless contemporary paverbent.a9o 

341 See Cambrubi, cited in oote 354; also J. Pijoän, Sunm1a A1'tis, VII (Madrid, 1935). p. 1991. 
For the Christian monuments particularly, cf. R. Lantier, "Les arts chretiennes de la Peninsule 
ib6rique et de l'Afrique du Nord," Am1ario del Cuerpo FacullaJ-ivo de A.rchiveros, Bibliotecarios y 
Arque6logos, Ill (1935), p. 257fI. 

General surveys may be found in J. R. M:etida, Arqueologia Espanola (Barcelona, 1929), p. 361 fi„ 
R . Men~ez Pidal, Hist. de Espaiia, p . 703 fi.; for Catalonia, cf. Puig i Cadafalch,L' A rquite&tura rcm1a11a 
a Catalunya, p. 335 fi.; ror Baetica, cf. R. Tbouvenot, Essai sur la Prwinu romaine de Bltique (Paris. 
1940), p . 634fi.; for Portugal, cf. R. de Serpa Pinto, "Inventario dos mosaicos romanos de Portugal," 
Anuario tkl Cuerpo facuU. tk arch. IAõl. )' arq„ l (1934). p . ~61 fl. 

m CL especiaUy Puig i Cadafalch, loe.eit . The notion that the black-and-white pavements from 
Badalona are Byzantine (ea. 400) is completely misconceived (H. Peirce and R. Tyler, L'Art byza11titr 
[Paris, 1932], l, pls. 68 a, 6g). 

m Notes n8, 147. 
m Puig i Cadafalch, op.cit., p. 356fi. 
38$ Spain may actually have functioned as an intermediary, for example, ina group of p vements 

irom southwest France (cf. note n 8). 
m Cf. p. 259. 
m Note 308. 
388 J. d. C. Serra R.afols, "La Villa Fortunalus de Fraga," Ampurias, 5 (1943), p. 5fi„ pl. x; J. 

Galliay, "Los mosakos de Fraga eo el Museo de Zaragoza," ArchEspArq, 16 (1943), p. 227ff„ fig . 5. 
•• A. Garcia y Bellido, "La villa. romana de! Sote del RamaJete," ibid., 21 (1953), p. 214fi., figs. 

12, 13; the laarel wreath of the pavement illustrated there, figure t4, shoold also be compared with 
the African examples mentioned above, p. 211 f . 

• Ibid., p. 216, whcre also the relationship to North Africa is emphasized. 
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Another remarkable mosaic attributable to this period was found at Conim
briga in Portugal, in which seenes of the hunt are arranged around the circumfer
ence of the circle of a circle-in-square composition (fig. 134).391 Witb trees 
placed at intervals between the .figures, the composition presents a solution to 
the problem of multiple view-points somewhat analogous to the late hunting 
pavements at Antioeh, though in fact this type: of composition had been 
known in Hellenistic times.392 Even in many of these cases, be it observed, 
the figure composition does not actually cover the whole floor, but is subordi
nated toa geometrical configuration; so that, asin Gaul, and as we shall have 
occasion to note again, the new features are interpreted in the light of local 
tradition.393 

"OFFICIAL" INFLUENCE II (EAST) 

The Great Palace at Constantinople 

It would seem that the period from around A.D. 300 was a crucial one for 
the development that concerns us. Pavements markedly similar, both as to 
style and iconography, occur in widely dispersed regions of the westem part 
of the Empire, including Rome itself. ln many instances they anticipate what 
was to appear subsequently at Antioeh, and nearly all the examples have 
elements comparable toone or another of the "experimental" solutions arrived 
at in North Africa during the preceding centuries. 

The mi.gration seems to have taken place not only as a direct transaction 
between the provinces, but also as a consequence of the acceptance of the 
new mode in the very capital of the westem Empire, and, so it would seem, 
into the fabric of imperial art. Once the imperial association had been es
tablished, it was virtually inevitable that the new mode of pavement decora
tion should have accompanied the general transplantation of imperial tradi
tions to the eastern capital. 

In two series of campaigns, one before and one after World War II , there 
was excavated on the site of the Great Palace of the Byzantine Emperors at 

~• CL ''Ruinas de Conimbriga," Boletim da Dif'ec~o Geral do.; Edijicios e M onumetilos N<Uionais, 
52- 53 ( r948), drawi.ng of wbolc, 6g. 49 (from which a tree seems tobe omitted), detail , fig. 54. 

•• Cf. the pebble mosaic from Sikyon in }HS, 59 (1939), pl. Xlll . Compare a pavement from 
Dougga \vtth marine deities, lnv. Tun., no. 559-S6o, 6 c, Suppl. p. 62, ill. Tb.ough the figural ele
ments are arranged düferently, a parallel to the Conimbriga iloor-a hunt seene in the circle of a 
Cll'Cle-in-square composition-appears in the pavement of a baili a t H enchir-Thinn, ascribed to the 
fourth-fifth centuries; J. Thirion, "Un ensemble thermal ave<: mosaiqnes a Thina," MelRome, 6g 
(1957), p. 207 ff., pl. lV, figs. I , 2, 3· 

:ia3 The composition of the Conimbriga mosaics is also closely .Pa.ra.lleled, incidentally, in a group of 
Orpheus pavements also mostly of relatively late date in North Africa and Britain, in wbich the 
animals are arranged facing outward ina circle about the figure o:f Orpheus (cf. H . Stern, Gallia [1955], 
catalogue oos. 31 , 36ff., pp. 74, 75ff., Type Ill) . Particularly interesting among the Orpheus fioors 
is one found at Cagliari in Sardini.a, in wbicb the circular frame has been eliminated and the animals 
face t he sides of the room witbout interruptions (fragments Jn the Archaeological Museum of Turin; 
cf. ibid., no. 13, p . 70; L . Manino, "D mosaico sardo cli Orleo del Museo archeologico di Torino," 
Bollettino de/la soeüld piemonlese di a,cJteolog;a e di belk arli, 4-5 (1950-51), p. 4o ff., 6g. 4, p. 43; 
Reinacb, RPGR. p. 200, no. 4). 
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Constantinople, some ISO meters southeast of the Hippodrome, an enormous 
colonnaded peristyle, from one side of which opened a great apsed hall.394 The 
peristyle was decorated with a mosaic pavement which because oi its high 
quality, and because it provides our first undisputed example of the art of the 
imperial palace, is a document of singular importance for the history of early 
mediaeval art (figs. 135, 136). 

From the moment of its discovery, the monument has been the subject of 
much speculation as regards both its date, and the identification of the build
ing to which it belonged. In the First Report a date in the early par~of the 
reign of Theodosius II (A.D . 408-450) was proposed;395 subsequently, o, inions 
varied from the third through the sixth century,396 and the Second Repo t while 
stressing the sixth-century character of the architectural elements ret ains a 
wide margin of error, A.D. 450--550.1197 The most reeent examination of the 
evidence, archaeological as well as stylistic, points overwhelmingly toward the 
latter part of the sixth century, and the tentative suggestion has been made 
that the peristyle may have formed part of the building program of Tiberius 
II (578-82).39& 

The pavement contains an astonishing variety of subjects.399 Only two 
motives are mythological, while a few, such as the griffin devouring a lizard, 
come from the realm of fantasy and symbolism. By far the greatest propor
tion are in the genre category, including pastoral and agricultural seenes, 
circus events, and episodes from the hunt. Curiously enough, although there 
is no apparent system underlying the choice or distribution of subjects,400 the 
pavement does convey a distinct mood, iconographically speaking, which has 
been aptly described as a kind of poetic romanticism.~1 

The composition of the pavement, seemingly arbitrary by classical 
standard.s, is also found upon analysis to follow a definite pattem.j02 The 
:fi.gural elements are carefully arranged in three continuous registers. At 
irregular intervals along the registers trees are introduced to punctu~te the 
procession of animal and human :fi.gures. Small, irregular "coulisses" (clumps 
of ground and vegetation) appear here and there, but there is no real sugges
tion of a coherent landscape, and the figural elements stand out directly 
against the white background. The :figures do not overlap, and the spaces 
between them, while endlessly varied, are subtly calculated to retain the 

au B rett, Great Palau; Talbot Rice, Suond RefJO'fl . 
~ Brett, GreaJ Palau, p. 91. 
- Opinions are sum.marized in Talbot Rice, See<nid Ref>orl, p . i:52f. 
• 7 Tbid„ pp. 148, r6o; the identöcation is discussed p. 161 ff. 
•• C!. Mango and Lavin, ArlB (196o), p. 67ff. 
• The subjects are discussed by Brett, "The Mosaic of tbe Great Palace in Constantinople," 

]Warb, 5 (i:942). p. 34ff. The section of tbe pavement uncovered subsequently contained geme seenes 
only (Talbot Rice, Second Report, p. r:uff.). 

•
00 Talbot Rice, Sec011d Reporl, p. 156; K. Weitzmann, " Das Klassisehe Erbe in der Kunst Kon

stantinopels," Alte und Neue Kunst, 3 (1954), p. 41 ff., has suggested tbat t.he mosaic was based upon 
a didactic poom on animals such as tbe Cynegetica ol the Pseudo-Oppian, which would account for 
the baphazard selection. 

m Brett, ]Warb (r94z), p. 37. 
m Cf. tbe comprehensive drawing of tbe portions uncovered in tbe earlier excavation~. Brett, 

Great Palace, plan 64. 
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longitud.ina! unity of the design. An analogous unity is achieved vertically 
by a general, though not systematic, tendency to align the figural elements 
above one another. 

Even from this brief account it will have become apparent that the Great 
Palace floor is closely lffiked to the developments we have been following. 
This is evident to begin with from the basic idea of using such genre seenes 
in a peristyle as the preiude to a large, doubtlessly ceremonial hall; for the 
appearance of analogous arrangements at Piazza Armerina, Ravenna, and now 
at Constantinople, can hardly be coincidental. I t seems likely that we are 
dealing with a coherent tradition of palace architecture and decoration that spans 
the gap from West to East, and from late antiquity to the early middle ages. 

From the formal point of view, we need but mention the basic approach to 
the entire surface as one continuously homogeneous space, treated without 
subdivisions. The frieze arrangement in superimposed registers we have seen 
developing also in such genre seenes in N orth Africa since the third century. 
In the hunting pavement at Constantine (fig. 84), at the end of the fourth 
century, a stage was reached that very destinctly anticipated the Great Palace 
mosaic. Jt shows the same lack of direct intercommunication between the 
registers, the same isolation of the figures without setting and without space. 
In the Great Palace floor as in the animal-catalogue in the Bardo (fig. 82), 
and in the Constantine mosaic, the spacing of the figural elements, the inter
spersed vegetation, the superimposition of groups-all help to create the 
rbythmic staccato effect upon wbich the decorative unity of the surface essen
tially depends. We are free to read the figures vertically or horizontally, and 
it is evident that the design might have been expanded indefinitely in either 
direction. Stiil another feature of the Great Palace floor is its e.>...iTemely 
colorful palette. Similarities to the Piazza Armerina hunting pavement in 
this respeet have been noted; and we have seen that this too is one of the 
outstanding characteristics of North African style.4oa 

We conclude that essential iconographical and s.tylistic elements of western 
Mediterranean mosaic pavement decoration reached the capital of the eastern 
Empire, very likely through the channel of officiaJ art. But if one is to grasp 
the ultimate significance of this development, one must also consider the 
fundamental differences from Western tradition tbat the Great Palace mosaic 
presents. Perhaps the factor that has contributed most to the lack of agree
ment as to the pavement's d.ate, is the formal inconsistency by which it is 
deeply pervaded. \Vhile on the one hand the abstract space and s'taccato 
arrangement are quite "advanced" from the point of view of later Byzantine 
art, tbe individual figures in their ful1 plasticity and handsome proportions 
preserve (or revive) the classic manner to an astonisbing degree. At the same 

•~3 Even before the disGovery uf Piazza Armerina, Brett also recognized in the mosaics of North 
Africa, ratber than in Oriental influence, tbe essential background for the style represented by the 
Great Palace floor and the later roosaks of Syria (wltich we sball consider presently), including Antioeh 
and Apamea (Great Pala,e, p. 93ff., esp. p. 95). Talbot füce very justifiably emphasizes tbe unique
ness of tbe Gt'eal Palace floor, and explains it as being due to a. kind o! eeleetleism (Second Report, 
p. r45ff„ csp. pp. 127 and 148). 
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time, the extreme sophistication with which all the elements are treated, and 
particularly the suhtle modulation of the spacing between the figures is virtu
ally without preeedent in 1he Western tradition from which the composition 
is derived.«o.t The relatively loose, unsystematic Westem approach bas been 
subjected to a more abstract and formal sense of design, while the "realism" 
has been replaced by a more noble and ideal conception of natural forms. In 
a word, the Western tradition has been "Hellenized" by the artists of the 
Greek East. Viewed thus, the apparent incongruity between abstract space and 
classical fi.gure style becomes understandable. And one might say th~t it is 
just this synthesis that lies at the root of Byzantine style. 

INTER-PROVINCIAL RELATIONS 11 (EAST) 

Syria, Asia Minor, ete. 

In a sense the Great Palace mosaic may be regarded as the culmination of 
the process of imperialization that we suggested asa means by which a Western 
provincial style was transmitted to tbe Greek East; and it would be tempting 
to conclude that the changes appearing at Antioeh in the latter part of the 
fifth century were simply a refiection of developments at the Byzantine court. 
This may indeed have been the case, but it sbould be pointed out that there 
are several arguments against such a hypothesis. The Great Palace floor, as 
we have seen, is probably a century later than tbe earliest pavement at Antioeh 
in the new style. And while it does not seem lik.ely that the Great Palace 
mosaic was the first of its kind in Constantinople, the meager available evi
dence from the capital does not suggest that it represents a local tradition of 
very long standing. A pavement found in the city with representations of 
Eros and the Seasons, attributed to the late second or early third century, is 
completely traditional in character.«05 In a later example, probably lof the 
early fourth century, although genre figures do occur, they are still enclosed 
in round, emblema-like medallions, set in a geometric framework,406 and a 
recently discovered mosaic ascribed to the fifth century, is almost completely 
non-figural .407 

Thus, the Antioeh pavements are not easily explained as the products of a 
second transmission via Constantinople. We must reckon with the possibility 

- It should be emphasized bowever, tbat the Great Palace floor does contain important incon
sistencies. For example, there is an ineoherent change of seale, the figures on the northwest side being 
much larger than elsewhere (cl. Bret, GreaJ Palace, p. 80); similarly. there are varintions in the quality 
of draugbtsmanship and in the organization of the composition. Brett accounts for these discrepancies 
by attributing them to different workshops (ibid„ p. 87 ff.). 

• 0$ Hanimann, Seasims Sarcophagus, U, no. 142a, p. 149; cf. A. M. Schneider, Byzam (Istan
buler Forschungen, 8) (Berlin, 1936). p . 92, pl. 9, site 8 ("Antonine"). 

•ae Cf. R. Janin, "Constantinople Byzantine," REByz, 1 2 (1954). p . 212{ .• wbere bis origin.al 
dating in the fourth century is abandoned in :favor of the late third. H. E. de! Medico has attempted 
to identüy one of tbe inscriptions asa proper name ("A propos d'une mosaYque decouverte a Istanbul,'' 
Byzanti?loslavica, 16 [1955). p. 255fL). Two photograpbs of parts of the mosaic are reproduced in 
Jstanbul Arl~eoloji Mih:eleri Yilligi (Ann . of the Arch. Mus. of Ist.), no. 7 (1956), figs. 1, 2. 

407 R. Duyuran, "Mosalques decouvertcs pres de la PrMccture d'Istanbul,'' ibid„ no. 9 (196o), p. 7ofI. 
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that, as in Spain and Gaul, an inftuenee might also have taken place on a 
more or !ess direet interprovincial level. There exist in Syria, elsewhere than 
at Antioeh, a number of mosaics whose style and date suggest that just sueh 
a process may have been at work. 

Several important pavements were discovered at Apamea, on the Orontes 
south of Antioeh. Excavation of the site was never completed, nor has the 
work accomplished been fully published as yet.4DS Henee, any conclusions, 
based inevitably upon the sparse preliminary accounts, must be regarded as 
tentative. One of the most outstanding mosaics was found in the east portieo of 
the long colonnaded avenue that divided the city on the north-south axis. 
The excavated portion of this pavement was 7 m. wide and extended for 
some n o m. (fig. r37).409 Within a varied system of outer borders an inner, 
rainbow border served as the frame for a series of long panels (fig. r38}. 
These were filled with all sorts of animals, birds, a camel caravan, even a 
water wheel (as in the Great Palace mosaie), arranged in friezes along the 
long axis. The figural elements are set against a plain baekground (sometimes 
filled with a semis design) and there is no spatial recession, no continuous 
landscape. Occasionally a clump of foliage appears„ and here and there a large 
tree is inserted in the frieze between the animals. The floor is thus, in many 
respeets, similar to tbat of the Great Palaee peristyle. 

But perhaps the most revealing feature is that the two main friezes are 
oriented so tbat the figural elements faee outward. The Apamea eorridor 
belongs in the same tradition as the amphitheater pavement from El-Djem 
(mid-third eentury, fig. 77} and the Esquiline Hunt in Rome (early fourth 
eentury, fig. r22) on the one hand, and the Martyrium of Seleucia at Antioeh 
(last quarter of the fifth century, figs. 4, 5) on the other. It may in fact 
directly anticipate the latter work; a mosaic inscription at one end of the 
Apamea pavement establishes a specific date, A.D. 469.410 

Here we have clear evidence that Antioeh was not the only place in Syria 
to have adopted the new formal and iconographical approach. Nor yet, in 
view of the fi.xed date of the Apamea portico, can Antioeh be regarded as 
necessarily the earliest Syrian center to have done so ;411 furthermore, the rela
tively early date with respeet to the Great Palace mosaic enhances the possi
bility that the developments in late fifth-century Syria were a provincial 
phenomenon, perhaps independent of the imperial capital. 

A no less instructive pavement is that of an apsidal triclinium that formed 
part of what was probably a private dwelling at Apamea.412 The large ree-

408 See tbe reports by F. Mayence in BMusAtl, 3rd Ser., 3 (1931), p. 23 ff. ; 4 (1932), p. 42 ff.; 5 (1933) , 
pp. 2ff., 5o ff.; 7 (1935), p. 2ff.; 8 (1936), p. 2fi.; 10 (1938), p. 9füJ.; H . Laeoste, ibid„ n (1940), p. 
2 ff.; a1s9 Mayen~e. in AnJCl, I (1932), p. 233 ff.; 4 (1935), p. 199ff. ; 5 (1936), p. 405 ff., 8 (1939), p. 
201 ff.; ~acoste, ibid., zo (1941), p. 115. 

• 00 Mayence, BMusArt, 5 (1933), p. 4 ff.; 7 (1935), p . 2f.; Laeoste„ ibid., 12 (1940), p. 5, plan fig. 2, p. 2. 
uo l bid., p. 5 (468); located at point D in the plan; e!. L. ] a labert and R . Mouterdo, TGLSyr, 

4. no. i3x8, p . 62f. 
rn Seyrig, Berytus (1935), p. 461 regards the Apamea corridor a.s a possible anteceden t of tbe Mega· 

lopsychia Hunt. 
us Mayence, BMusArt, 8 (1936), p. toff. 
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tangular area in front of the apse (13 X 8.50 m.) was filled with an elaborate 
hunting mosaic of the by now familiar type (fig. 139). Its importance lies 
first in the fact that it is dated by a mosaic inscription at the entrance to the 
year A.D. 539.413 But special interest attaches to the mosaic for several other 
reasons as well. The figures are arranged vertically ina series of five superim
posed registers; the registers are closely interrelated through the placement 
of the figures, trees, plants, etc.ru. So close in general is the design to the late 
fourth-century pavement from Djemila discussed earlier (fig. 87) that we must 
asswne that it stems from the sa.me tradition. 

Moreover, while there is no spatial recession and no rationally eontinuous 
landscape, the fi.gures are again eonceived in a quite elegant and classical man
ner. Thus, like the Antioeh pavements themselves, it embodies much the sa.me 
qualities compared to western pavements as will the Great Palace mosaie 
perhaps a generation later-indicating that the process of "Hellenization" was 
general in the eastern Mediterranean, and not eonfi.ned to the eapital. It is im
portant, however, to emphasize that the Great Palaee mosaic is more "ad
vaneed" than the Apamea floor.415 Not only is its eomposition more rhythmic 
and sehematic, but its figures are more ideal and elassieal. This observation 
poses an interesting question, which we shall diseuss presently, as to the nature 
of the evolution that took plaee in the East onee the new style had taken root. 

It is eertain that the development in Antioeh from the seeond half of the 
fi.fth through the early sixth century was not peeuliar to that city. A similar 
style existed during the same period at Apamea, and evidenee from elsewhere 
in the provinee likewise shows that we are dealing with a general evolution 
rather than with a few isolated instanees. The eomposition of the pav.ement 
in the Apamea triclinium is in turn anticipated by a mosaie found farther to 
the south, near Beirut (fig. 140).416 The subject represented is not qui~e eer
tain; a male figure wearing a tunie stands with one foot on a stone, efrying 
a staff.417 He is surrounded on all sides by a great vadety of animals, a~fanged 
loosely in horizontal and vertical registers. The baekground is plain, and 
numerous trees, plants, ete. are introdueed between the animals or projeet 
between the registers. 

The Beirut :flooris aseribed to the late fifth eentury,418 and henee confirms 
the evidence of Antioeh and Apamea as to the period during which this style 

03 lbid., p. 12!.; cl. IGLSyr, 4, no. 1344, p. 76. The inscription speaks oI a renewal (&11avtc.xns). 
suggesting that the pavement might have existed before; but chemical analysis showed that the 
mortar of the inscription was the same as that of the rest of the mosaic (d. F . H . Taylor, "In Deiense 
of thc Classics," Worces#M Art Muuum Annual, 2 (1936-37), p. 24, where the inscription is errone
ously located on the linte! of the doorway). Dr. Faul Coremans was kind enough to supply the writer 
with a copy of the report of the analysis made in his laboratory. 

rn Compare ao ivory dipych in the Hermitage with venatio seenes on both panels, ascribed by 
DeJbrueck to the eastern Empire, about 450 (op. cü., no. 6o, p. 230). 

4u Talbot ruce, Su<md Report. p. 142. 
m M. CMhab, BM Beyromli (1958), p. 64 ff. (Mosaique e); (c959), pl. xxxr ff.; the mosaic decorated 

a villa whose pavemen1:s belong to two periods. 
417 While apparently related to the traditional Orpheus iconography, as Chehab points out (ibid., 

p. 66f.), an identification with Orpheus or the Good Shepherd remains open to doubt.. 
411 lbid., p. 73. 
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was transferred to the East. For, while the composition of the Beirut pave
ment looks forward to that of the Apamea Hunt, it is itself anticipated in 
the West. We have observed the tendeney in Africa during the fourth century 
to centralize the composition about a focal point wbile yet retaining a uniform 
distribftion of elements through the spaee available. And the Beirut floor 
closely parallels the Bacchus mosaic from El-Djem (fig. 92), aseribed to the 
fourth century, which arranges essentially the same elements in a horizontal 
rather than a vertical panel.419 Once more, however, the stylistie differences 
are noteworthy; the individual animals in the Beirut floor are far more 
"correct" than at El-Djem, and the Syrian anist displays mueh greater 
subtlety in the use of posture and spacing to interrelate and balanee the 
eomposition. At the same time, the figural elements are less refined and 
less sophistieated than in the Apamea hunting pavement of a half eentury 
later. 

Besides its relationship to the Apamea Hunt and the El-Djem Bacchus, the 
Beirut pavement points significantly in stiil another direction. It bears a 
strikin~ though puzzling similarity to the Worcester Hunt from Antioeh (fig. 
2).420 The central figures are comparable, and thiey are both surrounded by 
animals, hunted in the one case, entirely pacifi.c in the other. The two works 
are perhaps somehow related in their iconography; certainly the allegorical 
content seems as rich and elusive in the Beirut floorasin that from Antioeh. 
In this respeet they botheontrast with the comparatively straightforward my
thology of the Western eounterpart at El-Djem. It seems that an iconographical 
"adjustment" paralleled the formal one that took plaee as tbese composi
tional types were absorbed in the Greek East.421 

A final observation with respeet to the distribution of the new style in Syria 
concems one of the most distinctive features of the later animal and hunt 
pavements of Antioeh, i.e., their circular organfaation around a center. We 
have discussed the background of this device, including the use of trees as 
"punduation marks"; but we should remark here that the arrangement also 
is not restricted to Antioeh at this period. A composition roughly analogous 
to the Megalopsyehia Hunt was found ina bathing establishment at Serdjilla 
(fig. 142).422 Here the same system is applied in a rectangular rather than a 
square floor spaee: a central medallion surrounded by animals that face out
ward toward the borders, and trees placed at thc middle of eaeh short side. 
The flooris dated by its inscription to the year A.D. 473.423 

m Talbot Rice, Stcond Reporl, p. 143ff„ points out the similari ty between the Bci.rut and El-Djem 
pavements, insisting, though without substa.ntiation, that both represent the Good Shcpherd. 

uo CMhab, op. cii„ p. 69ff., discusses the pavement's relationshlp to the Great Palace mosaic and 
the Megnlopsychia Hunt. 

01 See infra, note 441 . 
m Cf.. H. C. Butler and W. Kelly Prentice, "A Mosaic Pavemient and Inscription irom the Bath at 

Sordjilla," RA , 3rd Ser., 39 (1901), p. 62ff., pl. xn; F. I. Uspenskl, "Architectural Monuments oi 
Syria" (;in Russian), Bult11tin of t/111 Russian Archa11ological fostilute in Constantinopl6, 7, 2-3 (1902), 
p. 155 ff„ pls. 27 (where the portion of the Boor not previously uncovered is illustra.ted), 28. 

m Closely related to the Serdjilla mosaic, and of the same period, are the animal motifs distribnted 
around the crucüonn baptistery of cburch "A" at DaiT Solaib; of. Mouterde and Beaulier, MilUSJ 
(1939), p . 27f., pJ. X-IX , 2, d . p . JI. 
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There is thus a good deal of evidence to suggest that the changes at Antioeh 
during the latter part of the fifth century were actually part of a wider develop
ment in the coastal regions of Syria. And, in view of the fact that the new style 
appears at various loeales in the second hali of the fifth century, i.e., barely 
a generation after the Vandal conquest of North Africa, one cannot but wonder 
whether the two phenomena were connected. At least, the possibility must be 
admitted that the phenomenon in Syria was mainly a provincial one, rather 
than a simple degeneration of the "official" current represented by the Great 
Palace floor. We might even hazard to question whether there could have 
been an influence in the opposite direction. In a house partially excavated at 
Malatya in southeast Asia Minor, a long narrow pavement was fou4d that 
contained two friezes of animals with trees interspersed (fig. 141). It was 
ascribed to the fifth century by comparisons with the late Antioeh ftoors. 
Interestingly enough, the friezes face in opposite directions, and, despite the 
pavement's being located nearer Constantinople, the design as a whole is 
closer in spirit to the Apamea corridor than to the Great Palace mosaic.424 

At any rate, we may postulate, in addition to the northem official route, 
a southern unofficial channel for the transmission of Westem, particularly 
North African, elements. In fact, there is important geographical support for 
this hypothesis in a mosaic excavated at Sheikh Zoued on the Sahel coast of 
Egypt near Gaza, practically at the Palestinian border.w Here, the extraordi
nary agglomeration of mythological figures arranged in spaceless friezes, the 
rich coloristic treatment of the forms, and even certain peculiarities in draughts
manship, show a close relationship to several aspects of the North African 
traditions which we have discussed.'26 The appearance of these qualities in 
this particular location indicates that the style may have passed by the very 
gates of Alexandria, as it were, without acquiring the slightest trace of "Alex
andrian illusionism."427 

There remains to be discussed, if only briefly, a significant problem raised 
by the distinctly "classical" qualities that appear in many of the mosaics 

"'Cf. R. Naumann, AA, 56 (1941), eol. 29311., fig. 131!., eol. 28711. 
Another case in point is the Noah mosaic from Mopsuestia in Cilicla, in which the anirnals are 

arranged, facing outward, around the central ark (L. Budde, "Die rettende Arche Noes," RA.Crist, 
32 (1956), p .. 41 ff.; i<hm, "Die frühchristlichen Mosaiken von Misis-Mopsuhestia in Kilikien," Pan
t/seon, 18 (1g6o], p. n6fi., fig. p. 121); Budde suggests (ibid., p. 123) that the mosaicists were 
probably from Antioeh. The dating to the period of Theodore of Mopsuestia (A.D. 39z-...t.28), however, 
seems hali a century too early. 

Cf. further the panuleisos mosaic from A~. also in Cilicia, asenõed to the late fifth century 
(cited infra, note 441). 

&n Cf. J. Cl6dat, "Fouilles a Cheikh Zou~e," ASA.E, 15 (19x5), p. 15fi., pls. n-v. As Levi has 
shown, the pavement must certainly date from the seoorul half of the fourth century (ASAtene (1946-
48], p. 295f.). „ Compare especially the mythological pavements from Tipa.za and Portus Magnus, supra, p. 226ff. 

m By the same token a Nilotic pavement found at Thmuis in the Delta, though probably some
what earlier (third century), shows no fundamental stylistic di.fferenoes from its counterparts else
where in Nortb Africa (E. Breccia, Le Musle Grlco-Yomain z925-r93x [Bergamo, 1932), pl. Ln; idem, 
Alexandrea ad Aegyptum [Bergamo, 1922), p. 244f.; B. R. Brown, Ptolemaic Paintingsand Mosaics 
and Ihe Alexandrian Style [Cambridge, Mass., 1957), pp. 69. 88; cf. Levi, ASAtem [1946-48), )p. 295). 

18 
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from the eastem end of the Mediterranean with which we have dealt. It can 
come as no surprise that such qualities were introduced in the course of a 
migration of a Westem provincial style to the Hellenic centers of the East. We 
need hardly repeat that the Antioeh mosaics amply demonstrate the tenacity 
of Hellenistic pictorial tradition there through the early fourth century; and, 
considering the almost "iconoclastic" predominance of abstract designs in the 
period that followed,428 the late fifth-century hunting and animal pavements 
with their elaborate figural compositions seem actually to have revived that 
tradition in a new guise. 

But, contrary to what might have been expected of the eastern group 
generally, we found that the classical aspects of figure style and composition 
tended to increase as time went on. The chronological elata are admittedly 
rather sparse, since we have in effect only three fixed points: the Antioeh 
Hunts of the latter part of the fifth century (roughly paralleled by the Beirut 
mosaic, the Apamea corridor of A.D. 469 and the Serdjilla pavement of A.D. 

473); the Apamea Hunt of A.D. 539; and the Great Palace mosaic in the second 
half of the sixth century. Nevertheless, the develc~pment seems too consistent 
to be a mere "illusion" created by the accidents of preservation. 

The explanation of this phenomenon of increasing classicism depends largely 
on the way we conceive Westem style to have been disseminated in the East. If 
it was transmitted from Constantinople, it follows that the Syrian mosaics re
fiect a more or less constant classicism to which the style was subjected in the 
capital, and of which the Great Palace flooris a late example. On the other hand, 
we have seen that it is at least possible that the province itself had an active 
part in the process; indeed we may be reminded that during the early fourth 
century Rome too, in the Esquiline pavement for example (figs. 122, 123), 

produced something relatively fine and classical out of provincial materials. 
The information at our disposal, particularly from Constantinople, is not suf
:ficient to permit a choice between these altemathres. One might well suppose 
that the Greek heritage tended to make itself felt both in the capital and in 
the provinces. But in any case, if we are willing to accept the evidence as it 
stands, then we must admit the possibility that in certain respects a progressive 
Hellenization of the style took place at the same time that the mediaeval 
character of the pavements as a whole became increasingly marked. And this 
complementary evolution may provide some further insight into the genesis 
and immediate aftermath of the J ustinianic "Renaissance. "429 

m See supra, p. 194. 
•• Cf. Kitzinger, "Mosaic Pavements in the Greek East and the Question of a 'Renaissance' under 

Justinian," Aetas elu VI• CongrAs Intemational cl'Etudes By1anti-1Us (Paris, 1948), II (Paris, 1951), p. 
209ff„ where, ina different frame of reference, the roots in the pcttiod before Justin.ian are emphasized 
along ~th the contribution to later mediaeval development. Fo:r other reftections of our tradition in 
the period of Justinian and after, cf. infra, note 442. 
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EPlLOGUE 

The time has hardly passed when the notion that a provincial Romi style 
might have played a major creative roie during late antiquity woula have 
been in many quarters downright unthink.able. Provincial styles were local in 
origin and, on the whole, remained local in their effects. As we me*tioned 
earlier, however, modem studies are producing a more sophisticated vi~w that 
recognizes the complexity of the problem, and emphasizes the interrelation
ships among the provinces. Implicit in tbis and in other reeent developments 
is a realization of the tremendous growth in the relative importancel of the 
provinces during the late Empire. Ina sense, after all, this was the prncess of 
which the partition of the Empire under Diocletian was an official sign o~ recog
nition. Hence, it may not be coincidental that our evidence points p~ecisely 
to the period around 300 for the inauguration of the spread of North t frican 
style virtually throughout the Empire. 

Y et the importance of the separate areas of the Empire also rests in part 
upon tbeir relation to Rome, which remained the great center of ulture 
during the crucial fourth century. In the long run the regional developments 
might have been largely fruitless had they merely been interchanged. ~ut it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to deny that they did have an influence inlRome. 

In fact, the rising significance of the provinces has a counterpart that 
may be no !ess pertinent from our point of view. For the social and c6ltural 
structure of the imperial capital itself had long since been undergoing a ~adical 
transformation. The growth of the foreign population of the city du9bg the 
early Empire was considerable,480 and it must have proceeded even more ~apidly 
during the later Empire when the armies, including the garrison in Rome, were 
increasingly of provincial origin.431 There was at the same time a prbfound 
change in the composition of the senate and senatorial class, at the exp~nse of 
the old Italian families.432 And, on the highest level, the increasing ~ropor
tion of emperors who stemmed from the provinces is one of the fundamental 
facts of Roman history. While it is difficult to regard such factors as thf cause 
of developments in style, it may be that regional elements were acceptable 
in Rome because Rome itself had become largely "provincialized.'' l 

In the case of North Africa, there are more specific factors that she
1

d light 
upon the phenomenon that concerns us. North Africa had always been im
portant as a supplier of grain and oil, a circumstance that led to the ~owth 
of the vast rural estates often reflected in the mosaic floors;433 manyl of the 

,„ G. La Piana, "Foreign Groups in Rome During the First Two Centuries of the Empire,"IHaYVard 
Theological Review, 20 (1927), p. l83ff. 

" 1 M. Hammond, The Antonine Monarchy (Papers and Monographs of the American Academy in 
Rome, XIX) (Rome, 1959), p. 276, note 53; M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic Histdry o/ the 
Roman Empire, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1957), p: l04, p. 583, note 33. l 

m P. Lambrechts, La composition du Senat romain de Septime Sevbe a DioeUtien (Dissel:tationes 
pannonicae, l, 8) (Budapest, 1937), esp. p. 84f.; Rostovtzeff, op. eit., p. 736, note 40; H~mmond, 
op. eit., p. 249ff. l 

• 11 For a general survey, cf. Rostovtzeff, op. eit., p. 3nff.; T. R. S. Broughton, The Romknization 
o/ A/rica Proeonsularis (Baltimore, ete., 1929), p. 157ff. 

18• 
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mosaics come from just such estates. In the third century North Africa was 
one of the richest portions of the Empire, and during that period its natural
ly strong economic position was greatly enhanced by the catastrophes that 
shook the rest of the Empire; for North Africa meanwhile enjoyed comparative 
peace and prosperity.484 What is equally important, it has been pointed out 
that culturally North Afnca was the most active of all the provinces from the 
second half of the third century on.'35 And historians of literature and philology 
have long recognized that fundamental and characteristic contributions were 
made in North Africa to the main stream of Latin culture from that period to 
the sixth century.436 Our study suggests that something analogous happened 
in the field of pavement decoration as well. 

These observations may be of assistance with another problem to which our 
investigation gives rise. We have seen that the wealthy landowners of North 
Africa, in whose hands lay a considerable portion of the Empire's economic 
resources, developed a highly individual iconographical repertory for the mosaic 
ftoors of their residences. While traditional mythological themes were retained, 
the range of genre subjects employed is practically without parallel in the 
ancient world. And it was largely in the framework of genre that the formal 
attitude was transmitted. One wonders what might have been the basis for 
this predilection. 

To be sure, genre subject matter seems only natural for domestic buildings. 
Y et the earlier villas at Antioeh, for example, where mythological and alle
gorical themes are the rule, show that this association was by no means a nec
essary one. At the sametime, there is no doubt that the genre representations, 
at least in part, may have had more or less specific religious and philosophical 
overtones. Tbe hunt and circus and amphitheater games in particular had a 
long history of association with religious functions, with concepts of personal 
power and heroic virtue, ete ;437 and in Byzantium they formed part of an 
elaborate "cycle" of imperial themes.438 But, though this may help to explain 
the marked preponderance of hunting seenes in the development we have 
followed, it would be difficult to conceive that such implications were the 
raison d'etre of the whole repertory. For in general the North African genre 
pavements do not give the impression of having served primarily to glorify 
a hero or to illustrate a religious idea. They seem intended, rather, as an ex
pression of the salient elements in the existence of the rich, provincial pro
prietors: the land upon which their wealth was based and the leisure activity 

'" Rostovtzeff, op. eit., p. 4n; cf. Warmington, Norlli A/nean Prwinus, pp. 29, 59, 64, who em
phasizes (p. 107) that the wealth of North Africa was great as late as the fi.fth century. 

•13 W. Tb.ieling, Der Hell411ismus in Kleinafrika (Leipzig-Berlin, 19n}, p. 16o; Warmington, op. eit„ 
p. 107, notes that at thc beginning of the third century North Africans were the dominant westem 
provincial group. 

ue Thieling, op. cil., p. 175ff., emphasizing specifically No:rth African in.fluence in Spain and Gaul, 
and discussing such pagan and Christian African writers as Fronto, Apuleius. Arnobius, Tertullian. 
Cyprian. Lactantius, Victorinus. Augustine, Marti.anus Capella, Fulgentius, and Priscian. See the 
comments on "Africrt:as" in Latin literature by E. K. Rand, in CAH, Xll (Cambridge, 1939). p. 579ff. 

m Aymard, Essai s14r lesellasses romaines, p. 469ff.; on the games, A. Piganiol, Recherclles sur les 
jeux Yomains (Strasbourg-Paris, 1923), esp. part 2, p. 75ff. 

m A. Grabar, L'empereur dans l'art byzantin (Paris, 1936), p. 57ff. 
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which their wealth permitted. The very insistence on circumstantial 1escrip
tion and local color tends to suggest a quality almost of "social consciourness," 
and certainly the genre pavements must be regarded as an essentiall:;rl social 
phenomenon. 

This, indeed, may be the key to their larger signi:ficance; hunting land
scape, and related subjects are here the mark of a specific segment of ~oman 
society, the provincial landed aristocracy, defined by its rural habitat rnd its 
wealth. Being representations of the life of a powerful leisure class th~ were 
also, automatically, representative of it. Thus associated with a privilege~ class, 
the repertory may have acquired intrinsic valu e as a kind of "sign of sf atus." 
Viewed in this light, at least, it becomes easier to understand the development 
that we have traced, in which the representational values of a pr9vincial 
Roman society became part of a consistent tradition of palace dec0ration 
that reached into the middle ages.439 ~ 

Such considerations make it seem at least conceivable that a provi ee like 
North Africa might actually have played a significant role in late ntique 
development. Before this role can be evaluated properly, it should be ~eighed 
against contributions from other sources, provincial as well as cosmo~~litan. 
Moreover, as we have seen, North Africa represents but one aspect ~r what 
was apparently a generally Westem attitude. And even those charact~ristics 
that we have associated specifically with North Africa became fairl~ wide
spread during the fourth century. Hence, after a point the phrase j'North 
African" tends to loose its meaning; and certainly by tbe late fifth century, 
when the hunting pavements at Antioeh were produced, it is unwise t 1 think 
of these formal characteristics in overly precise geographical terms. 

Despite the many such reservations that must be borne in mind, our abaiysis 
does permit several methodological observations. In the :first place, it is clear 
that the evolution that produced the late hunting and animal pavem~nts at 
Antioeh can be understood, on the whole, without the assumption of over
whelming exotic, i.e. extra-Mediterranean, infl.uence. While such influences 
undoubtedly took place, the main outlines of the story are de:finable irl terms 
of what remain, regardless of their separate complexities and the diffic~ty of 
drawing a clear line between them, the two main cultural forces in the lediter-

•119 This point of view may be relevant, it seems to me, to some aspects of the Byzantine imperial 
cycle of pala.ee decoration studied by Grabar, in which genre elements appear that canno be fully 
understood on the basis of heroic triumph symbolism. That the non-heroic tradition did in ffct enter 
the imperial framework is now documented by the Great Palace mosaic. The genre repertory of the 
provincial villas also finds striking parallels in later mediaeval palace decoration in the We~t. where 
the element of "prestige" iconography, l should say, was even more important (see J. von ~chlosser, 
"Ein veronesischer Bilderbuch und die höfische Kunst des XIV. Jahrhunderts," ]KS, 16 (1895], 
p. 144fi„ esp. p. 156ff.; R. van Marle, Iconographie de l'art profane [fhe Hague, 1931], l). j 

Most recently, Prof. Grabar has bimself studied the development in pavement decoratio~f tbese 
"lati/undia cycles," as he terms them ("Recherches sur les sources juives de l'art paleoc etien," 
Cahiers arcMologiques, I2 [1962], p. l 15 ff„ and "Programmes iconographiques a l'usage d proprie
taires des latifundia romains," ibid„ p. 394f.) . However, he does not seem to entertain t~e possi
bility of their having penetrated the domain of imperial iconography. 
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ranean basin, Greek East and Lati.n West. Once the exotic infiuences are seen 
in proper perspective, it is no longer necessary to hypothecate an isolated and 
artificial bulwark against them, such as an "Alexandrian" style, in order to 
account for works of art of an advanced period in which these influences do 
not appear. l t seems more reasonable to suppose that the Greek East generally 
was more conservative of Hellenistic tradition than that one particular center 
had a vested interest in its preservation.440 

Certainly the pavements of Syria, and now Constantinople, tend to confirm 
this point of view. Despite the differences among them, they display a common 
attitude toward the innovations from the West. The vigorous, often awkward, 
westem figures are given elegant, dignified proportions. The loose, rambling 
compositions are simplified, organized, and interest is concentrated upon the 
figures, The eastern artists go much further in eliminating depth and atmos
phere, so that the unity of the entire composition depends upon the suhtle 
spacing of the figures on an abstract ground.441 

The style of these pavements is thus, in the deepest sense, an amalgamation 
of E ast and West. And the amalgamation produced a new art entirely dif
ferent from either of the component traditions. We can, of course, point to 
the direct continuation of these traditions in eastem monuments of the fol
lowing period, and their subsequent absorption in the West."' But perhaps 

"° Conversely, in her investigation of A.lexandrian art of the Ptolemaie period, Mrs. Brown, Ptol
emaic Paintings, p. 9'Jf., finds no very radical differences from other main centers of Hellenistic art. 

Tb.e examples cited bere in note 47 may serve to indicate the broad homogeneity of elassical 
trad.ition in mosa.ie pavements of tbe eastern Mediterranean. And i t is interesting to note tbat when a 
difierent approach does appea.r, as in the peristyle of a pa.lace found at Miletos, covered all round with 
marine figures on a white groond, it is clearly under Westem infinence (A. von Gerkan, Kal~. 
A thenatempel und Umgebung [Milat, ed. by T. Weigand, l, 8) [Berlln, 1925), plan pl. VII, Beilage VI, 
opp. p. g6; ef. p. 99 where a date in the third eentury is proposed on the basis of Nortb African 
examples). 

m Tbese formal changes bave their eounterpart in an iconogra.phical shift to whieh we have al
ready alluded. Tbe realisti.e, narrative hunting seenes of the West are imbued. with deep metaphorieal 
significance in the eastem examples, as most directly attested in the Megalopsychia pavement at 
Antioeh (cf. Levi, p. 339:ff., and the bibliography quoted tbere, p. 326, for the various interpreta
tions of this mosaie); even if the mythological names given to tho hunters are mere pedantry (Seyrig, 
Berytus [1935), p. 44), it remains significant that they are introduced along with the dominant theme 
of Megalopsychia. The eastern artists often preferred to give tbe hunters mythological identities, as 
in the Constantinian Villa and the Atalanta and Meleager mosaics from Xanthus and Halica.massus 
cited above, note 47. (It may be noted, in.cidentally, that Rumpf, in Hatulbu&A de-t Arch4ologi4, IV, 1 

p. 199, has pointed out the similarity between the Halicarnassus mosa.ics and the Apollo and Diana 
Hunt from KMreddine discussed above, p. 239). Tb.is is in strikiug contrast to the Nortb African 
examples, where the patron divinity may be present but the bunters are rarely, ü ever, given mytho
logical nam.es; among the bunters named in the Megalopsychia floor, for example. the ind.ex of the 
In11enJai1'e for Tunisia lists no instances of Meleager, Adonis, Atalanta, or Hippolytus, and only 
two of Act.eon (both in seenes of the myth itself) . 

Another illustration is tbat of the generally prosaic westem cata.logues of amphitbeater ani
ma.Is--e.g., the pavement from Carthage (fig. 82) and that from Rades (fig. 83}-wh.ich become the 
"animal para.dise" of pavements snch as that at A}'af in Cilicia (M. Gough, "A Temple and Church at 
Ayav,'' AnatSt, 4 [1954), p . 49ff.) and the Martyrium of Seleucia. Even in a case where no orga.n.ized 
symbolism or allegory is evident, as in the Great Palace floor, "the center of interest seems to have 
shifted from the matter-of-fact reodering of run.1 occupations towards a stressing of the romantic and 
poetic associations of pastoraJ life" (Brett, JWarb [1942), p. 37). 

m Large seale bllllting seenes occur in the period of Justinian, for eXample, in J ugoslavia, in an 
apsidal building found at Gamzigrad (D. Mano-Zisi, "Le Castrum de Gamzigrad et ses mosaiques," 
Archaeologia Iugoslauica, II [1956), p. 6-]ff., plan ftg. 5, p. 71, fig. r8:ff.; on the date, ef. G. Novak in 
FA, u [1956], no. 6920, p. 425; here too we may note the use of uniform geometrie carpets, partieu-
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the chief signi.ficance of the late pavements at Antioeh is the insight which 
they provide into the genesis of the formal principles that were fundamental 
in the subsequent development of mediaeval style. We may compare, for 
example, the animal processions of the Martyrium of Seleucia with the proces
sions of saints in S. Apollinare Nuovo at Ravenna. In both cases a complete 
zone established by the architecture is taken as the fteld for decoration, and 
this long "difficult" surface is treated as one continuous unit. The design 
"adheres" to the architecture, following its course, and the rhythmic ~mcces
sion of figures suspended, without overlapping, in an airless space, lends to 
the whole a pulsing ceremonious movement that could, one feels, go pn for
ever. 

AA: 
AbhMun: 
Adl: 
Afrlt: 
AI: 
AJA: 
AMlran: 
AnatSt: 
AnnEstMem: 

AntCl: 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Archäologischer Anzeiger 
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Africa ltaliana 
Ars Islamica 
American Joumal of Archaeology 
Archäologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 
Anatolian Stuclies 
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L' Antiquite classique 

larly that in the long corridor of a vestibule, which corresponds to several of the Tripoli~n cor
rldors discussed above, p. 219), and in the south cburch at Caricin Grad (Justiniana Prima p), cf. D. 
Mano-Zisi, "Excavations at CariCin Grad 1949-52" (in Serbian), Starinar, 111-IV (1952-53), p. 
127fI., figs. ~. opp. p. 132, 32:ff., p. 46f. (French summary p. 16Jf.). Kitzinger bas sbown that the 
bunting pavement in the transept of S. Demetrius at Nikopolis is in the tradition of the Antioeh 
Hunts (DOPapers (1951), p . 108:ff.). Also the Theotokos chapel (late sixth-early seventh century) 
adjoining the Basilica on Mount Nebo (S. J. Saller, The Memorial oj Moses on Mount Nebo [Jerusa.lem, 
1941), pp. 105, 239, pls. 109, 2, IIO, 2). 

In the West, see the pavement of a basilica found at Catan.ia ascribed to the middle of the 
sixth century, G. R.i.ua, "Mosaico pavimentale di una basilica cemeteriale paleocristiana di Catania," 
BdA, 40 (1955), p. dl. (In connection with hunting seenes in churehes in the early 1ifth century, the 
passage in Letter 61 o{ Nilus of Sinai should be RCalled, Mlgne, PG, 79, eol. 577:ff.; its authenticity 
bas been questioned, G. Millet, "Les iconoclastes et la croix ... ," BCH, 34 (1910), p . 98:ff., but see F. 
Degenbart, Der Hl. Nilus Sinaila [Münster i. W., 1915), p. 63ft., K. Heassi, Untersuclsungen zu Ni1us 
dem Aske:Un [fcxte und Untersuchangen ...• 42, 2) (Leipzig, 1917), p. 77ft.) 

Hunting and animal moti.fs also became vuy popular in subs:iclia.ry forms, for example, ani
mating decorative vine scrolls in many s.ixth- and eady seventh-century pavements (cf. the ex
amples quoted by Kitzi.nger, DOPapers (1951), p. 109, note 116). Compositions with diagonal trees and 
figural elements facing outward also oontinue (cf. Levi, p. 337, citing the pavement of. St. Lot's at 
Mukhayyat, fi.rst half of the seventh century, and that in House no. 13 at Madaba). Moreover, there 
was generally an important development of the "animal pa.radise" and other animal genres (cf. Talbot 
Rice, Second Rap<Wt, p. 143:ff.). 

For the use of these subjects in the mediaeval West, see examples cited by Talbot Rice, ibi<l., p. 
147; and compare Kitzinger's observations on the later western assim.ilation of Justinianic cosmo
graphic themes, in A.etes du VJe Gong. Int. d'Et. Bys., II, p. 222f.; also i€Um, DOPapers (1951), p. 
n9f. 
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INDEX OF MOSAIC PA VEMENTS 

ACCORDING TO PROVENANCE 

Acholla 
Medallion mosaic: fig. 25; 21of. 
Nilotic landscape (11W. Tun. no. 93): 

fig. 62; 22411., 234 
Trajanic bath, portico: zu note II9; 

Frigidarium: 220 note 177, 222 
note 190 

Alexandretta: lg6 note 47 
Alexandria: 225 note 202, 273 oote 427 
Althiburus, House of the Muses: plan, fig.26; 

Peristyle (Inv. Tun. no. 574): 2II, 
212; Triclinium (Inv. Tun. no. 575a): 
fig. 26a; 215; Frigidarium (Inv. Tun. 
no. 576c): fig. 39; 215 

Andania: fig. 127; 261 note 36o 
Antioeh 

Aion, House of: 219 oote 175 
Amazooomachy, House of: 186 note 7, 

193 note 35 
Apolausis, Bath of : 194 
Amum House: fig. 68; zo6, 227f. 
Bath D: 194 oote 37 
Bath E : 193, 194 oote 37 
Bath F : 193 note 34 
Biblical Inscription: 195 oote 46 
Birds and Kantharos: 213 note 129 
Boat of Psycbes, House of: Argos and 

Opora: 191 note 26; Colonnade of the 
Hermaphrodite: fig. 3; 188; Room 6: 
fig. 35; 189, 214 

Buffet Supper, House of: Asarotos: 213 
oote 129; Intermediate level, west 
complex: 190; Upper level: 194 f. 

Cilicia, House of: 219 oote 170 
Constantinian Villa, Room l : Hunting 

pavement : figs. 8, 9; lgoff., 193, 220 
oote 177, 220, 221, 228 oote 210, 278 
oote 441; Checkerboard panel: fig. 10; 
l91f., 2o6 oote 85; Pastoral seene: 
fig. II ; 191 f ., 226 

Drinking Cootest, House of: Fish mo
saic: 214 oote 141; Geometric car
pets: 219 notes 168, l 6g 

Dumbarton Oaks Hunt: 18g, lgo, 192, 
194, 231 

Green Carpet, House of: 193 note 35 
Honolulu Hunt, see Antioeh, Worc~ter 

Hunt 
Kaoussie Church: 194, 219, 237 

Ktisis, House of: 18g, 190, 195. 231 
Machouka, Church: 195 oote 45 
Masks, House of: 194 
Megalopsychia Hunt, see Antioeh, Yakto 

Complex 
Menander, House of: Asarotos: 213 

oote 129; Fish mosaic: 214 oote 141; 
Menander and Glykera: 190; Nar
cissus: 190; Room 13: fig. 12; 190, 
192 'f„ 222 note 191 

Mnemosyme, Necropolis of: Mosaic in 
Dig D: 195 oote 42 

Mnemosyne, Tomb of: 193 oote 35 
Mysteries of Isis, House of: Room 1: 

186 f., 191 oote 24, 230 note 215 
Narcissus, House of: fig. 1 ; 185f., zo8 

oote g6 
Oceanus and Thetis, House of: 214 

note 141 
Philia, Hall of : 193 oote 35 
Phoenix, House of: UI note n6 
Polyphemus and Galatea, House of: 20'J 

oote 8g 
Rassim Bey Aduli: 2o8 note g6 
Red Pavement, Houseof: Asaratos: 213 

oote 129; Room 1 : 186 
Sector DH 27-H: 2n oote n 6 
Seleucia, Martyrium : figs. 4, 5; 188, l8g, 

190 note 20, 195, 216, 231, 235, 269, 
278 note 441, 279 

Striding Lion: fi.g. 13; 195, 198 oote 
61 

Sun-Dial, House of: 213 note 129 
Thetis, Pool of: 214 note 141 
Triumph of Diooysus, House of: 193 

oote 35 
Worcester Hunt, House of: fig. 2; 187f., 

18g, 190, 192, 271; Hooolulu Hunt: 
l8g, 190, 192 

Y akto Complex: Hunting Amazons: 
193 note 35; Megalopsychia Hunt: 
figs. 6, 7; 18g, 190, 270 note 411, 278 
ootew 

Apamea 
Colonnaded portico: plan, fig. 137, 

fig. 138; 257, 270!., 273, 274 
Dance of Therapenides: lg6 note 47 
Hunt: fig. 139; 27of., 272, 274 
Socrates and the Sages: 196 oote 47 
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Aquileia Cherchel 
Asarotos: fig. 30; 189, 212 f. Apse of church (l nv. Alg. no. 4f S): 218 
Jonah mosaic: 216 note 148 note 165 

Athens: 217 note r6o Husbandry seenes: fig. 78; 232, 248 
Ayas: 273 note 424, 278 note 441 note 293 i 

Villa: Geometric mosaics ( nv. Alg. 
Baalbeck: 196 note 47 no. 424): 237 note 242; H t (Inv. 
Badalona: 265 note 382 Alg. no. 422): fig. 89; 237f., 250 
Bad Vilbel: 253 note 314 Chiusi: 242 f. 
Baccano: 253 note 314 Collemancio: fig. 63; 225 
Banasa: fig. 57; 222 Conimbriga: fig. 134; 266 l 
Barcelcna: 251 note 308, 265 Constantine: figs. 84, 85; 236, 237, 243, 248, 268 
Beirut Constantincple l 

"Orpheus": :fig. 140; 271f., 274 Medallion mosaic: 269 
Mosaic C: 271 note 416 Eros and the Seasons: 269 

Beisan, El-Hammam: fig. 51; 218 note 167 Great Palace: plan fig. 135, fig. 136; 236, 
l Bir-Ef,..Caid: 214 note 134 252, 257, 266ff„ 270, 271, 272 yote420, 

Bishapur: 196 note 47, 199, 202 note 76 273, 274, 277 note 439, 278 note 441 
Blanzy-lss-Fismes: fig. 132; 26I note 360, 264 
Bordj-Djedid: fig. loo; 240 f. 
Byblos: 196 note 47 

Cagliari: 266 note 393 
Carilin G'lad: 26I note 360, 279 note 442 
Carlhage 

Animal catalogue: fig. 82; 235, 268, 278 
note 441 

Boar hunt: fig. 79; 233, 234, 236 
Bordj-Djedid, see Bordj-Djedid 
Chariot racing: 250 note 307 
Christian building: plan, :fig. 103; Hunt 

(Inv. Tun. no. 770): fig. 104; 241; 
Landseape (Inv. Tun. no. 771): fig. 
105; 241 f. 

Dominus Julius: fig. 95; 238 note 243, 
239 

Floral carpets (British Museum): 214 
note 135, 217 notes 153. 159 

House: Marine seene (Inv. Tun. no. 671): 
238 note 243; Hunt (Inv. Tun. 
no. 672): fig. 90; 238 

Maisondu Paon: 235 note 232, 248 
"Maisonde la Voliere": Courtyard (Inv. 

Tun. no. 640): figs. 31-33; 213, 265; 
Triclinium (Inv. Tun. no. 644): 214 
note 136, 217 

"Schola": 237 note 242 
Triclinium (Inv. Tun. no. 6o6): 248 

note 293 
Castel Porziano: figs. 117, n8; 242, 252, 257 
Catania: 279 note 442 
Chebba, see La Chebba 
Chehba: 196 note 47 

Dair Solaib, Church "A": Baptist ry: 272 
note 423; Diaconicon: 26I iiote 360 

Delos: 185 note 5 
Djemila 

Asinus Nica, House: Marine (Inv. Alg. 
no. 293): 256 note 334; Vii!ie seroll 
(Inv . Alg. no. 291): fig. 50; 218 

Cresconius basilica: fig. 93; 218 ~ote 166, 
239 

Dionysiac mosaic: fig. 54; 22of.1 
Hunt: fig. 87; 237, 250, 271 

Dougga 
Circus factions: fig. 60; 222 l 
Trifolium, House of: Apse (l v. Tun. 

Suppl. no. 55g-60,2): 215 nr t e 142; 
Marine (idem, 6c): 266 note 392 

l 
Ef,..Alia, see AchoUa 
Ef,..Djem 

Amphitheater seenes (lnv. Tun. Suppl. 
no. 71f.); fig. 77; 231f., 243, 1258, 270 

Bacchic mosaic: fig. 92; 238f., 261 
note 360, 372 

Floral mosaic (Inv. Tun., no. 71): 214 
note 135 

Rabbit hunt (Inv. Tun. no. 64) fig. 80; 
222 note 185, 233f., 236, 248,

1
264 

Villa: Dionisiac pavement (Inv. Tun . 
no. 67): 221f.; Medallion mo+ ic (Inv. 
Tun„ no. 68): 222 note 185 

Vine scroll: 222 no te 187 

Fliessem: 210 note IIl 
Praga: 265 
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Gamzigrad: 278f. note 442 
Gigthis (Inv . Tun. no. 3): 219 note 173 
Girone: 251 note 308, 265 
Granejouls (Inv. Gaule no. 383): 211 note 118 
Gurgi: 208 note 96, 234f. 

Halicarnassus: 196 note 47, 278 note 441 
Henchir M'rira: fig. 91; 238 
H enchir-Thina 

Apse (Inv. Tun. no. 29): 214 note 134 
Frigidarium (Inv. Tim. no. 18 C): figs.37, 

38; 215 
Hunt: 266 note 392 

Henchir-T'oungar, Animal combat: 232 note 
225 

Hippo Regius 
Villa: Amphitrite (Inv. Alg. no. 35): 234 

note 230; Floral carpet (Inv. Alg. 
no. 53): 217 f., 234 note 230; Hunt 
(Inv. Alg. no. 45): fig. 81; 234f., 248; 
Zodiac (Inv. Alg. no. 41): 234 note 
230 

Vine scroll: 222 
Homs, Villa : Emblemata with fruit, ete.: 207, 

210; Emblemata with putti, ete.: 
fig. 22; 207, 210 

Istanbul, see Constantinople 
ltalica: 251 note 308, 265 

Kef, see Le Kef 
Kelibia: 216 note 148, 218 note 165 
Khanguet-El-Hadjaj (Inv. Tun. Suppl. no. 

465a): fig. 99; 240 
KMreddine (Inv . Tun. no. 607): fig. 94; 239 

and note 246, 241 note 257, 243, 249, 
278 note 441 

Khirbat al Majjar: 199 note 63, 202 note 76 
Kourba 

Animals: 236 note 233 
Vine scroll (Inv. Tun. no. 496): fig. 56; 

221 

La Chebba (Inv. Tt4-n. no. 86): fig. 53; 220 
Lambessa, House: Nereids (lnv. Alg. no. 190): 

221 note 183; Vine scroll (Inv. Alg. 
IlO. 191): 221 

Le Kef: fi.g. 76; 231, 234 
Lemta (Inv. Tun. Suppi. no. II6a): 211 

note 114 
Leptis Magna, Villa del Nilo: plan, fig. 23; 

Hunts: 242 note 266; Tepidarium: 
fig. 24; 208f. 

Lillebonne (Inv. Gaule no. 1051): fig. 129; 
263 

London, British Museum, see Bordj-Djedid, 
Carf:hage (Floral Carpets), Halicar
nassus 

Lyons (Inv. Gaule no. 712): 278 note 308 

Madaba 
House no. 13: 251 note 442 
Map: 225 note 202 

Malatya: fig. 142; 273 
Mas Udije: 196 note 47 
Matijou (Inv. Alg. no. 349): 241 
Miletus: 253 note 314, 278 note 440 
M opsuestia: 273 note 424 
M ount N e~·o: 279 note 442 
Mukhayyat: 279 note 442 

Nikopolis: 261 note 360, 279 note 442 

Ocata: 211 note n8 
Oderzo: 2fü~ note 368 
Oglet-Atha (Inv. Tun. no. 17): fig. 86; 236 note 

238, 262 
Olynthus 

Comeclian, House of : 230 note 215 
Good Fortune, Villa of: 187 note 10 

OrUansville (lnv. Alg. no. 450): fig. 88; 237 
Ostia 

Batbs of the Seven Wise Men: fig. 47; 
217:f. 

BathsofNeptune: fig. n6; 216, 242,252 
DomU'S dei Dioscuri: Dioscuri: 225 

note 202; Nereids: fig. 119; 225 
note 202, 255, 256 

Opus sectile: 209 note 104; 256 note 331 
Schola del Traiano: fig. 45; 216 

Otricoli: 253 note 317 
Oudna, Villa of the Laberii: Emblemata (Inv. 

Tun. no. 388): 208 note 98, 214 
nofo 134; Dionysus and Icarius (Inv. 
Tur~. no. 376): fig. 55; 221; Floral 
arabesques: 217 note 159; Floral 
scroll (Inv. Tun. no. 376): 218 note162; 
Orpheus (Inv. Tun. no. 381): fig. 72; 
228f. Peristyle (Inv. Tun. no. 349): 
219 note 173 ; Rural landscape (Inv. 
Tun. no. 362): fig. 75; 23of„ 232, 235, 
242, 243, 258; Small Hunt (lnv. Tun. 
no. 375): 230 note 217, 233 note 229, 
236 note 234 

Oued Atm.enia (Inv. Alg. no. 26off.): 240 
note 254 
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Oued Ramel (Inv. Tun. no. 463): fig. 101; 
241 

Ouled-Agla (Inv. Alg. no. 320): fig. 131; 250 
note 303, 264 

Palermo: fig. lo6; 189, 242 f. 
Paiestrina 

Fish mosaic: 214, 216 note 150, 249f. 
Nile mosaic: fig. 61; 224f. 

Parenzo: 26o and 261 note 36o 
Pe/Ja: 185 note 5 
Pergamon: 209 note 5 
Piazza Armerina {References other than 

pp. 244-251 and figs. l07-II5) 
General: 227, 257, 26o 
Arion: fig. 74; 228f., 264 note 38o 
Frigidarium: figs. 42, 43; 228 
Hunt, Large: 259, 262, 268 
Orpheus: fig. 73; 2281 264 
Portico (marine): figs. 40, 41 ; 216, 228 
Peristyle: figs. 28, 29; 2u 
Peristyle, curved: fig. 49; 218, 236 

note 233 
Vine scroll: fig. 59; 222 

Philippevilk: 255 note 330 
Philippopolis, see Chehba 
Poggio Mirle/Q: 220 note 176, 253 note 316, 

263 
Pompei.i 

Alexander mosaic: 186 note 7 
Fish mosaics: 214 
House VI, l, 10: 2o6 
House VI, xvi, 7: 206 

Portus Magnus (Inv. Alg. no. 454): figs. 67, 
69-70, 227f„ 234 note 230, 243, 249 f„ 
273 note 426 

PriverM: 188 note 14 

Radts (Inv. Tun. Suppi. no. 5na) : fig. 83, 
236 note 233, 278 note 44I 

Ramalete: fig. 133; 265 
Ravenna: figs. 126, 127a, 128; 26oft„ 268 
Rome 

Aventine, Amphitheater combats: fig. 
121; 253 note 316, 257, 258, 262 

A ventine, Nilotic pavement: 224note198 
Baths of Caracalla: 219 note 174, 253 

note 317 
Borghese Gallery, see Torre Nuova 
Circular medallions: 210 note lII 
Esquiline: figs. 122, 123; 258, 270, 274 
Herakleitos mosaic (LateTa.D Museum) : 

212 

Terme Museum, see Castel PorziaM, 
Collemancio, R.ome (Aventine, Nilotic 
pavement) 

Vatican, see Otricoli, Poggio Mirteto, 
Rome (Aventine, amphithea~er com
bats), Tor Mara1icia 

Salana: 240 note 254 
S anta Severa: 263 f. 
Set"djüla: fig. 141; 272, 274 
Sheikh Zoued: 273 
Sidi-Abdallah (Inv. Tun. no. 936): fig. 44; 216 

and note 151 
Sikyon: 217 note 16o, 266 note 392 
Sousse 

Funerary monument (Inv . Tun. no.202): 
238 note 244 

House of Sorothus (Inv. Tun. no. 125) : 
2u note n9 

"Maison du Virgile": Apse (Inv. Tun. 
no. 140): fig. 34; 214, 224 note 201, 
240; Ganymede triclinium (Inv. Tun. 
no. 136): 2II note 114, 225 note 202; 
Marine (Inv. Tun. no. 139): 2r6 note 
148, 225 note 202 

Matine (Inv. Tun. no. 217): 216 note I4B 
Nilotic pavement (Inv. Tun. no. 178): 

figs. 64. 65; 225 f . 
Race horses (Inv. Tttn. no. 124): 222 

oote 191 
Theodulus mosaic (Inv. Tun. no. 163): 

218 note 165 
Spalato: 219 note 174 
Sparta: 230 note 215 

Tabarka 
Tomb of Crescentinus (l1iv. Tun. no. 

1024) : fig. 102; 241 
Trifolium: Apses (Inv. Tun. no. 940 b, 

c,d): fig.g6; 239f., 242; Central square 
(Inv. Tun. no. 940a): figs. 97, g8; 240 

T abgha: 226 note 204 
Tagiura: 219 note 173 
Taranto: 262 note 368 
Tarsus: 196 note 47 
Tebessa 

Basilica (lnv. Alg. no. 6): 241 no~e 259 
"Cortege of Venus" (lnv. Alg. no. 2): 

fig. rr; 215, 228, 255 
Judge of Contest (Inv. Alg. no. 3): 246 

note 281 
Themdra, Bath: Frigidarium: 215note146; 

Vine scroll; 222 note 187 
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Thmuis, see Äkxanaria 
Tlsuburbo Majus 

Bath of a Villa: Frigidarium: tig. 48; 
2r8, 248; fig. 58; 222; 247; Tepidar
ium: fig. 27; u2 

Hunt : 236 note 234 
Timgad 

Floral carpets (Jnv. Alg. nos. 77, 140): 
217 note 154 

House of Sertius (Jnv. Alg. no. 171): 
fig. 46; 2J:4 note 136, 217 

Tipaza: fig. 66; 226f., 243, 273 note 426 
Tivoli, Villa Adriana: Emblemata: 2o6 

note 88, 208 note 98; Floral ara
besques: 216f. 

Toled.o: 215 note 147 
Tor Marancia: 2J:4 
Torre NUQVa: fig. 120; 257, 258, 262 
Tripoli: 207f. note 96 
Tunis, Bardo Museum (Provenance un

known): fig. 36; 215, 216, 255 

Tusculum: 257 oote 339, 263 oote 375 

Uadi Zgaia: 226 oote 204 

Vicenza: 262 note 368 
Vilklaure (lnv. Gaule no. ro5): fig. 130; 

263 
Volubüis 

Black-and-white mosaics: 253 note 315 
Mock circus: 249 note 2g8 

Xanthus: lg6 oote 47; 278 no te 441 

Zeugma: 196 note 47 
Zliten, Villa: Amphitheater frieze with em

biemata: figs. 20, 21; 207, 209, 229f., 
23If., 257 no te 340; Corridor: fig. 52; 
219; Nilotic pavement: 226 note 204; 
Dpus seelik: 209, 256 note 331; Rural 
seenes: figs. 18, 19; 207, 209, 229f., 
231. 



l. Antioeh, House of Narcissus, Triclinium Mosaic 

2. Antioeh, Worcester Hunt 

S. Antioeh, House of the Boat of Psyches, Colonnade of the Hermaphrodite 
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4. Antioeh, Martyrium of Seleucia, North Ambulatory 

5. Antioeh, Martyrium of Seleueia, North Ambulatory, detail 



7. Antioeh, Megalopsychia Hunt, detail 



8. Antioeh, Constantinian Villa, Triclinium Pavement 

11. Antioeh, Constantinian Villa, Triclinium Pavement, Pastoral Seene 

9. Antioeh, Constantinian Villa, Triclinium Pavement, Hunting Seene 10. Antioeh, Constantinian Villa, Triclinium Pavement 



12. Antioeh, House of Menander, Room 18 

lS. Antioeh, Mosaic of the Striding Lion 



14. Pazyryk, Carpet 

15. Noin-Ula, Carpet 



16. Istanbul, Archaeological Museum, Sarcophagus from Sidamara 

17. Taq-i-Bustan, Boar Hunt 



1'8. Zliten, Roman Villa, Room U. Plan 

19. Zliten, Roman Villa, Room U, Rural Seene 



20. Zliten, Roman Villa, Room D 

21. Zliten, Roman Villa, Room D, detail of Frieze 
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22. Homs, Pavement with Embiemata 

~CA\11 OI UPTIS MACN A 

PIANTA Dt UJI VILLA nn NILO 

28. Leptis Magna, Villa del Nilo, Plan 



24. Leptis Magna, Villa de! Nilo, Marine Landscape 

25. Acholla, House of Asinius Ruftnus, Triclinium Pavement 



26a. Althiburus, House of the Muses, Triclinium Pavement 

26. Althiburus, House of the Muses, Plan 

27. Tbuburbo Majus, Villa, Pavement of Tepidarium 28. Piazza Armerina, Pavement of Peristyle 



29. Piazza Armerina, Pavcment of Peristyle, detail 

80. Aquileia, Museo Archeologico, Asarotos Pavement 





82. Ca.rthage, " Maisonde la Voliere," View of Courtyard 

84. Sousse, "Maisoo du Virgile," Apse of Triclinium 

SS. Ca.rthage, ''Maison de la Voliere," View 
of Pavement in situ, detail 



Antioeh, House o( the Boat of Psyches, Room 6 



87. Henchir-Thina, Pavement of Frigidarium 

88. Henchir-Thina, Pavement of Frigidarium, details 



39. Althiburus, House of the Muses, Pavement of Frigidarium 



40. Piazza Armerina, Pavement of Portico 

41. Piazza Armerina, Pavement of Portico, detail 



42. Piazza Armen , P ement of Frigidariu:m 'na av 

'na Pavement o Piazza Armen ' · detail f Frigidanum, 
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47. Ostia, Baths of the Seven Wise Men 
48. Thuburbo Majus, Ambulatory of Frigidarium 



49. Piazza Armerina, Pavement of Curvcd Peristyle, detail 

50. Djemila, House of the Asinus Nica, detail 



Iil. Beisan, El-Hammam, Necropolis 







56. Kourba, Mosaic with Diagonal Vine 
Scroll, detail 

57. Banasa, Mosaic in Small West Baths 

58. Thuburl:io Majus, Mosaic at Center of Frigidarium 



59. Piazza Armerina, Diagonal Vine Scroll, detail 

60. Dougga, Factions of the Circus 



61. Paiestrina, Nile Mosaic 

62. El-Alia, Nilotic Pavemenl:, detail 



64. Sousse, Triclinium Pavement 

GS. Collemancio, Nilotic Pavement 



65. Sousse, Triclinium Pavement, detail 

66. Tipaza, Achilles Mosaic 





69. Portus Magnus, Triclinium Pavement, Panel with Hercules and Chiron 

70. Portus Magnus, Triclinium Pavement, Panel with Latona in Delos 



71. Tebessa, "Cortege of Venus" 

72. Oudna, Villa of the Laberii, Orpheus Pavemcnt 



78. Piazz.a Armerina, Orpheus Pavement 

74. Piazza Armerina, Arion Pavement 



75. Oudna, Villa of the Laberii, Rural Landscape and Hunting Seenes 

76. Le Kef, Hunting Pavement 
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79. Carthage, Hunting Pavement 

80. El-Djem, Hunting Pavement 



81. Hippo Regius, Hun1ing Pavement 

82. Carthage, Animal Catalogue 

SS. Rades, Anitnal Catalogue 



84. Constantine, Hunting Pavement 

85. Constantine, Hunting Pavement, detail 



87. Djemila, Hunting.Pavement 

86. Oglet-Atha, Hunting Pavement 

88. Orleansville, Hunting Pavement 89. Cherchel, Hunting Pavement 



90. Carthage, Hunting Pavement 91. Henchir M'Rira, Pavement with Diana and the Hunt 

92. El-Djem, Bacchic Mosaic 





95. Carthage, Dominus Julius Mosaic 

96. Tabarka, Apse of Trifolium 



97. Tabarka, Trifolium, Fragment from Central Square 

99. Khanguet-el-Hadjal, Hunting Pavement 
98. Tabarka, Trifolium, Fragment from Central Square 



100. Bordj-Djedid, Fragment of .Hunting Pavement 

101. Oued Ramel, Pavement from Christian Bu.ilding, detail 102. Tabarka, Tomb of Deacon Crescentinus 



103. Carthage, Christian Building, Plan 

104. Carthage, Christian Building, Hunting 
Pavement, detail 

105. Carthage, Christian Building, Landscape with Huntsman 



106. Palermo, Embiema with Seene of the Hunt 

VILLA IMPERIALE Al CASALE 
Dl PIAZZA .ARMERIN.\ 

PtANTA GE/..iõRAl.E DEl.LO SCAVO 

107. Piazza Armerina, Roman Villa, Plan 

. . 
~ 



Piazza Armerina, Corridor of the Hunt, detail 

108. Piazza Armerina, Corridor of the Hunt 





111. Piazza Armerina, Trifofütm 

112. Piazza Armerina, Trifolium, Central Square, Antagonists of Hercules, detail 



118. Piazza Armerina, Trifolium, Apse, Glorification of Hercules 

114. Piazza Annerina, Trifolium, Apse, Defeated Giants 



115. Piazza Armerina, Trifolium, Apse, Lycurgus and Ambrosia 

116. Ostia, Baths o! Nept'lne 



117. Castel Porziano, Peristyle Mosaic 

118. Castel Porziano, Peristyle Mosaic, View of Corridor 



120. Rome, Galleria Borghese {from Torre Nuov~l), Gladiatorial Combats 

119. Ostia, Domus dei Dioscuri, Nere.id Mosaic 

121. Rome, Vatican Museum (found on the Aventine), Amphitheater Combats 



122. Rome, H-Jnting Pavement found on the Esquiline 

123. Rome, Hunting Pavement found on the Esquiline 



124. Centcelles, Cupola Mosaic 

125. Centcelles, Cupola Mosaic, detail of Zone with Hunting Seenes 



126. Ravenna, So-called Palace of Theodoric, Plan 

127. Andania, Venatio (cf. oote 860), detail 

127a. Ravenna, So-called Palace of 
Theodoric, Figure of Bacchus 



128. Ravenna, So-called Palace of Theodoric, Hunting Seene 



129. Lillebonne, Hunting Pavement 



180. Villelaure, Hunting Pav1?ment 

181. Ouled-Agla, Pavement with Mytho:>logical Subjects 



182. Blanzy-les-Fismes, Trifolium, Orph~ Pavement 

188. Ramalete, Hunting Pavement 
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184. Conimbriga, Hunting Pa·vement 

135. Istanbul, Great Palace, Peristyle (Shaded ar1~as show portions of mosaic 
uncovered in first campaign.) 



186. Istanbul, Great Palace Mosaic, Hunting Seenes 
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187. Apamea, Great Colonnade, Plan 

188. Aparnea, Great Colonnade Pavement, detail 189. Apamea, Hunting Pavement 



Malatya, Animal Pavement 
Beirut, "Orpheus" Mosaic 
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